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Tax repeal: Beneficial? 
by Nancy Beach 
Stall reporter 
While University administrators 
say they (eel the issue to repeal the 90 
percent permanent income tax on 
Ohio's November ballot will be a 
devastating blow to higher education, 
proponents of the issue say they will 
be doing both education and the tax- 
payer a favor. 
Dr. Richard Eakin, vice president 
of planning and budgeting, says the 
University may lose as much as $10.9 
million of its current 111 million bud- 
get if the issue passes and all revenue 
from it is lost. 
"Right now. student fees total $29 
million," Eakin said. "Imagine if we 
had to make up $10 million Just by 
increasing student fees." 
State Issue 3, which proposes to 
repeal all taxes levied since January 
19b, including the 90 percent income 
tax, is called the Stop Excessive Tax- 
ation issue, or S.E.T., according to 
Michael Marsh, chairman of the 
S.E.T. organization. 
"People think that because I am for 
the repeal, that means I am against 
higher education, and I am not," 
Marsh said. 
"THE   GOVERNMENT   has   not 
been giving education its fair share. 
Most of the money they received from 
the income tax was spent on welfare. 
Education did not get as much as it 
should," according to Marsh. 
Possible new tax laws, however, 
have created opponents to the bill. 
John Mahaney, president of the 
Ohio Council of Retail Merchants, is 
worried that business may be more 
Eakin said no plans for action have 
been made as yet in case the issue 
should pass, but said cutbacks would 
probably have to start as early as 
spring semester if the reduction in 
revenue is severe. 
"I CANNOT describe how severe 
the effect would be if they took away 
26 percent of our state subsidy. The 
effect would just be devastating," 
Eakin said. 
Both the proponents and the opposi- 
tion stressed, however, that nothing 
will be certain until the November 
election. 
"No one can say for sure what will 
happen if the repeal passes. I can't 
imagine they will take a great deal (of 
money) away from education," 
Marsh said. 
Marsh said what proponents of the 
bill really want is better government 
and better management of monetary 
resources. 
"All it asks is for taxes levied in this 
past year to be repealed. We're not 
going back to 1929 or anything. All 
we're really asking is that the legis- 
lature go back and take another look 
at taxation and spending," he said. 
Marsh said the government will 
have from Nov. 8, when the issue will 
be voted on, to July 1,1964 to formu- 
late new tax laws if the issue passes. 
"I'm sure they can work out some- 
thing in eight months. They pushed 
through the 90 percent income tax in 
three weeks," Marsh said. 
"The opposition uses a lot of scare 
tactics, but nothing can be sure until 
the election," Marsh said. "If the 
issue passes, then it will be up to the 
legislature to decide what happens." 
heavily taxed if the repeal passes. 
"The legislature won't want to levy 
any more personal income tax if the 
voters have rejected the current 
one," Mahaney said. 
Mahaney also said education 
stands to lose as much as $250 million 
statewide if the issue passes. 
Marsh said while funds for social 
services have gone up dramatically, 
the allotment education receives has 
not even kept up with the rate of 
inflation. 
"The opposition has used scare 
statements to make people believe 
there will be all kinds of cuts in 
education," Marsh said. "The issue 
does not say one thing about cuts. 
UNIVERSITY administrators are 
worried about the possible effects of 
the issue. Philip Mason, assistant to 
the president, said while it is not the job of University administrators to 
tell the public how to vote, contact 
with local organizations such as the 
Rotarians and the Kiwanis Club are 
being made and members are being 
urged to inform themselves on the 
issues. 
"The issue can have a tremendous 
and severe impact on the University if 
it passes," Mason said. "We've been 
encouraging people to inform them- 
selves before they vote. 
"We would have to cut back in 
areas such as travel and the operatio- 
nal budget first. We would not want to 
hurt the students or the employees 
until all other areas have been cut," 
Mason said. "However, with that 
amount of money, I can't see where 
we would be able to operate without 
making some layoffs. 
Petitions may be lacking 
Quick call 
photo/Phil Mostrurzo 
Vic Conti, sophomore interpersonal communications major, uses his bicycle as a resting spot 
while making a telephone call yesterday afternoon near the Student Services Building on the 
University campus. 
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) - Alleging 
there were technical deficiencies in 
petitions used by the group trying to 
repeal the state s 90 percent income 
tax increase, a former state legislator 
wants the two issues kept off the Nov. 
8 ballot. 
Toledo lawyer Arthur Wilkowski, a 
former member of the Ohio House, 
has written to Secretary of State 
Sherrod Brown and said the titles 
used on the petitions circulated by 
Ohioans to Stop Excessive Taxation 
failed to properly inform signers 
about the full effects of the proposals. 
Issue 3 would repeal the 90 percent 
personal income tax surcharge and 
other tax law changes approved by 
the Legislature in March. Issue 2 
would require a three-fifths majority 
in both houses of the General Assem- 
bly to enact any future tax increases. 
Wilkowski said petitions for the two 
issues did not contain "full and cor- 
rect" titles as required by the Ohio 
Constitution. 
The title for Issue 3 petitions said 
the issue would "repeal certain 
taxes." But if Issue 3 were approved, 
Wilkowski said tax increases enacted 
earlier this year would not be re- 
pealed but rather would expire. Peti- 
tion signers also should have been 
informed of the requirements for the 
revival of the taxes, he said. 
WITH ISSUE 3 in place, tax rates 
would be locked into the Ohio Consti- 
tution, removing them from the hands 
of elected representatives, Wilkowski 
said. All future tax changes would 
have to go before voters, whether the 
change would raise or lower taxes. 
"To talk about the repeal of taxes is 
to engage in distortion and misrepre- 
sentation," Wilkowski said in hi* let- 
ter to Brown. "The title is Hereby 
colored and reeking of partisanship. 
It is fatally defective." 
Wilkowski said the title of the Issue 
2 petition is deficient because it fails 
to spell out what is meant by the 
phrase "certain legislation." 
Dave Shutt, a spokesman for 
Brown, said a decision on Wilkowski's 
request should be made by Friday. 
Enough signatures apparently have 
been collected to place the issues on 
the Nov. 8 ballot, the secretary of 
state's office said. 
Wilkowski, a Democrat who voted 
for. the 90 percent tax increase while 
still a House member, said complete 
titles are needed on petitions because 
many people who sign them don't 
read beyond the title. 
Chemical weapon production; 1st in 14 years 
WASHINGTON (AP) - The House, 
casting aside pleas by nerve-gas op- 
ponents that it rise above "emotions 
of the moment" caused by the Sovi- 
ets' destruction of an unarmed jet- 
liner, sent President Reagan a 
record, $187.5 billion defense bill yes- 
terday that authorizes U.S. produc- 
tion of chemical weapons for the first 
time in 14 years. 
While the nerve-gas provision 
amounts to a relatively tiny $114.6 
million portion of the bill, opponents 
sought to make the final congressio- 
nal approval a referendum on the 
weapons. 
But the House at large disagreed, 
voting 266-152 to approve the measure 
and send it to the White House. Al- 
though $10.5 billion smaller than Rea- 
gan had requested, his signature is 
expected. The Senate passed the com- 
promise bill, 83-8, on Tuesday. 
Supporters referred frequently to 
the House's 416-0 approval Wednes- 
day of a resolution harshly condemn- 
ing the Soviets for shooting down 
Korean Air Lines Flight 007 with 269 
people Sept 1. 
"THE REFERENDUM today is 
whether we really meant what we 
said yesterday," Rep. Dee Skelton, D- 
Mo., said. Similarly, Rep. Samuel 
Stratton, D-N.Y., said: "The best way 
to express your feelings about the 
Russians shooting down the airliner is 
to vote for this defense conference 
report." 
Rep. Ed Bethune, R-Ark., a leader 
of the anti-nerve-gas forces, said 
while "astute observers know that 
Congress does not respond to logic 
and reason... I hope members will 
rise above the emotion of the moment 
and reject this conference report." 
Bethune's allies also argued the 
moral high ground the United States 
holds because of its unilateral deci- 
sion in 1969 to end chemical weapons 
production could be lost at a time 
when the Soviets are being castigated 
around the world for the airliner 
attack. 
"Of course, chemical weapons are 
horrible," Rep. Marvin Leath, D- 
Texas, said. But, he said, "While we 
stand on high ground with our backs 
turned and our heads bowed, the 
Soviet butchers are gassing hundreds 
of thousands of people in Afghanistan 
and Southeast Asia." 
THE PROVISION in the bill per- 
mits the Pentagon to obtain facilities 
and components for artillery shells 
and Bigeye bombs, although final 
assembly of the weapons will not be 
allowed to take place until October 
1985. The weapons would be "binary," 
meaning they consist of two com- 
pounds not dangerous in themselves 
but which combine into a deadly 
agent after the shell is Bred or the 
bomb is dropped. 
Bethune, Rep. Clement ZablocU, D- 
Wis., and others contend that the 
existing stockpile of "unitary," or 
pre-mixed, chemical agents is suffi- 
cient to the nation's needs. The Penta- 
gon claims they are deteriorating and 
need replacement with a more credi- 
ble deterrent to the Soviets' much 
larger and more modern supply. 
The bill authorizes money for all 
defense activities except pay, mili- 
tary construction and nuclear war- 
heads and reactors, which are 
handled in separate legislation. 
Soviets send submarine to find plane recordings 
by Associated Press 
A Soviet fleet searching for the 
wreckage of the downed South Korean jetliner sent down a minisubmarine 
yesterday as U.S. Navy ships several 
miles away sounded the depths of the 
Sea of Japan for the flight recorders 
of the jumbo jet 
There was no word anyone found 
anything significant in the waters 
west of Sakhalin Island, where the 
Boeing 747 with 269 people aboard was 
believed to have crashed after it was 
hit by Soviet missiles. 
But a Japanese patrol boat recov- 
ered another decomposed part of a 
human torso off the northeast coast of 
Hokkaido Island, the fifth such find 
believed to have come from the lost 
airliner. 
Japan's Maritime Safety Agency 
said the 24 Soviet ships were doing 
most of their work at night, making it 
difficult to determine what operations 
were being carried out. 
In much of Western Europe, a two- 
week ban took effect against Aeroflot, 
the Soviet airline, and weary travel- 
ers were scrambling for flights out of 
Moscow. Aeroflot retaliated by refus- 
ing to accept tickets written by Amer- 
ican   airlines   and   was   reported 
refusing to honor tickets from several 
West European lines also. 
THE WAR of words over the down- 
ing of the plane moved to Montreal, 
where the 33-nation governing council 
of the International Civil Aviation 
Organization opened an emergency 
meeting. U.S. officials predicted the 
council would condemn the Soviet 
Union and launch an investigation of 
the attack on the plane. 
In Washington, the U.S. Senate 
began debate on a resolution of con- 
demnation identical to one passed by 
the House of Representatives 
Wednesday. But Sen. Jesse Helms, R- 
N.C., and 10 other conservative sen- 
ators demanded that "we put some 
teeth in this resolution" by calling for 
specific sanctions against the Soviets. 
As the search off Sakhalin contin- 
ued for the 15th day. Rear Adm. 
Masayoshi Kato of the Maritime 
Safety Agency said the 12,000-ton So- 
viet rescue ship Georgi Kozumin was 
seen retrieving a small submarine 
about 20 miles north of the Soviet 
island of Moneron. 
~°ency vessels then ob- 
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - More 
than 300 Ohioans have asked the state 
to help them start 158 different types 
of businesses during the first month of 
operation for Ohio's One-Stop Busi- 
ness Permit Center. 
The center opened in August to 
streamline the permit process so busi- 
nesses can open more quickly and 
keep running. With one call to its toll- 
free number, people can receive all 
the information and forms needed to 
operate certain businesses in Ohio. 
Many callers sought information on 
starting day-care centers, janitorial 
services, restaurants, landscape 
services, fuel oil sales and advertising 
agencies, Alfred Dietxel, director of 
the Ohio Department of Development, 
which operates the center, said. 
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editorial 
Co-op office cuts 
mean less service 
The well thought out decisions and policies at this Univer- 
sity will never cease to amaze us, especially those that 
save the bucks but only at the expense of our education. 
At the end of this month, the Cooperative Education Office 
is losing two of its four full-time employees. This loss comes t 
because the office will no longer receive $28,000 worth of* 
federal funds. Federally funded programs such as the co-op 
are started with the thought that in the long run they will 
operate at the same capacity through University funds only. 
So much for that good intention. 
Since 1981, the office's placement ratings increased 78 
percent. Last year the office placed 440 students in jobs 
which gave them hands-on experience. As a result of the loss 
of two employees, the co-op is anticipating a 40 percent 
placement decrease because it will neither be able to handle 
as many students nor research the availability of jobs. 
The University budget committee has decided it will only 
maintain the funds toward the operations of the program, 
rather than the personnel side. The committee decided it was 
best to fully fund programs that satisfy degree requirements 
instead of maintaining the same capacity an enrichment 
program was able to operate on federal funds. 
Those who made the cuts are saying students and profes- 
sors are just going to have to play more of a role in searching 
for the job experience - internships and coops that many 
colleges and schools here require. 
But how much help can we expect from professors who are 
not only teachers but also researchers? Making contacts with 
prospective employers for students and trying to convince 
companies that hiring a student would be beneficial to their 
operation takes time and energy - hours and motivation 
I those at the co-op office have... rather, used to have. 
Can we talk? 
Condoms in the restrooms 
After spending four social years 
at the University one can get into 
some pretty wierd, but interest- 
ins, conversations when pounding 
a few beers at the local bars. 
I was at a bar last weekend talk- 
ing with a friend about our Human 
Sexuality class when we started 
discussing birth control. My 
friend informed me that several 
of the bars downtown provide a 
birth control service by supplying 
prophylactics in the men's res- 
troom. Well, I wasn't sure 
whether to be insulted or amused, 
but decided the topic needed fur- 
ther investigation. It seems, from 
talking to people at the bars, that 
this practice has gone on for seve- 
ral years. One bar manager told 
me the dispensers are installed 
and maintained by a distributing 
company. The ba.' employee said 
he is unsure about how often the 
dispenser is refilled but he 
guessed the service was very pop- 
ular and well used. 
I don't doubt the service is popu- 
lar and well used. But the thing I 
can't understand is why don't they 
have any diaphragm dispensers 
in the women's restrooms? I 
mean, where is the social and 
sexual justice? If you are going to 
provide the service for one, why 
not the other? 
A friend of mine told me about a 
small town bar that has a condom 
dispenser in the women's res- 
troom but the bar management 
never fills it because they figure a 
woman would be too embarrassed 
to ask for her money back. Now 
that's a dirty trick! 
. I always thought condoms were 
purchased at drugstores or gas 
stations, but selling them in bars 
has got me thinking of a whole 
marketing area that has been 
untapped. If you think about it, a 
bar is a logical place to sell con- 
doms considering one's confi- 
dence and sexual appetite is 
usually whetted after a few beers. 
But, at the same time, in some 
other logical places these prod- 
ucts could come in handy. 
For instance, the Jerome Li- 
brary. This is the one place on 
campus that is almost as social 
and noisy as a bar. They could put 
in a machine right next to the 
sandwich and coffee machine. 
Just think of the results. One 
problem I can foresee with this is 
now that students are no longer 
allowed to eat and drink in certain 
portions of the library, they must 
all cram in one small room. If 
they installed a condom machine, 
I don't think that small room 
could accomodate the crowds. 
Another place to consider is the 
dorms. This option has really 
been overlooked by the condom 
distributors because this could be 
a really profitable venture. Con- 
sidering most of the passion on 
campus takes place between 
these four small walls, what could 
be more perfect or convenient. 
Another friend was telling me 
about the bar in St. Louis where 
the men's room has the figure of a 
woman painted on the wall with a 
moveable fig leaf over her anat- 
omy. The women's restroom has a 
similar painting of a man with a 
fig leaf. Here's the clincher: when 
you move the fig leaf to get a peak 
underneath, lights and sirens go 
off notifying everyone in the bar 
of what you have been up to. I 
wonder how many people opt to 
spend the night in the restroom 
rather than coming out to face the 
leers and ieers of their peers? 
If the bars around town are 
looking for a gimmick to draw in 
crowds, this might be the answer. 
It could also prove to be profitable 
if the people seated around the 
bar decided to take bets on who 
entering the restroom would or 
would not pick up the leaf. Being a 
curious person I could guarantee 
you that I would. 
The only thing that bothers me 
about having condom dispensers 
in the restrooms is now when I'm 
talking to a guy in a bar and he 
tells me he has to go to the bath- 
room 111 always wonder: "Does 
he really have to go to the bath- 
room, or does he think he's going 
to get lucky?" 
Erin Esmont, managing editor of 
the BG News, is a senior news/e- 
ditorial major from North Canton, 
Ohio. 
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Checks on president unbalanced 
The framers of the Constitution 
wrote that document with many bad 
memories in mind. They all felt the 
oppressive rule of a single monarch 
and many of them had fled to the 
United States to escape that oppres- 
sion. Fearful of such a situation oc- 
curing in their newly formed nation, 
they set up a unique three- branch 
government and divided the power 
among the three branches. 
To further disperse the power, they 
set up a system of checks and bal- 
ances in their document which gave 
each branch the ability to check up on 
the other two and through that, a 
balance of power would be estab- 
lished. 
But at times, situations arose where 
the checks were not working and the 
balance was lost. In those times, 
legislation was usually necessary to 
bring the balance back. 
One such case was the Vietnam 
War. Throughout this whole saga of 
American history, successive presi- 
dents continued to escalate U.S. in- 
volvement without receiving the 
consent of the other two branches. 
The Constitution was unclear in such 
a situation and the executive branch 
capitalized on the confusion to shift 
the balance in its favor. 
Thus, a check was needed to restore 
balance and it came in the form of 
The War Powers Act of 1973. What the 
act said was. "In the absence of a 
declaration of war, in any case where 
U.S. troops are introduced: 
1. into hostilities or into situations 
where iniminent involvement in hosti- 
lities is clearly indicated by the cir- 
cumstances; 
2. into the territory, airspace or wa- 
ters of a foreign nation, while 
equipped for combat, except for de- 
ployment which relates solely to sup- 
ply, repl- cement, repair and training 
of such orces; or 
3. in numbers which substantially 
enlarge U.S. Armed Forces equipped 
for combat already located in a for- 
eign nation; 
the president shall submit to Congress 
the purpose that the troops are there, 
the constitutional and legislative au- 
thority he used to send them there, 
and the expected duration that the 
troops will be there." 
After submitting the report, the 
president has 60 days to withdraw the 
troops, unless he formally declares 
war or receives an extension from 
Congress. 
Presently, the United States has 1,- 
200 troops in Lebanon and another 2,- 
000 waiting off shore with a large 
naval task force. The president has 
pledged air support as well. Further- 
more, five marines have already been 
killed in Lebanon and many more 
have been injured. 
The president has committed all 
these troops without the consent of the 
other two branches and it appears the 
balance of power in this situation is 
shifting towards the executive 
branch. 
When the situation in Lebanon is 
applied to the criteria established in 
the War Powers Act, the president is 
long overdue to file the report. It is 
obvious from the casualties that the 
marines are in a hostile situation. 
Secondly, the troops are armed for 
combat in a foreign nation, and 
thirdly, the number of troops have 
been substantially enlarged. Thus, all 
three criteria of the act are met. 
The purpose here is not to question 
U.S. involvement in the war-torn na- 
tion. The purpose is to question why 
one branch is wielding the power to 
commit more troops and equipment 
without the approval of Congress. 
The United States must protect its 
interests and this situation may war- 
rant that. But if the United States is 
going to continue to maintain or esca- 
late its presence in the region, the 
decision should be made by more than 
just one branch of the govement. 
Kevin Prendergast, a columnist tor 
the News.is a senior journalism ma- jor from Cleveland. 
s^-^we LOOKS 
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Reagan waiting to hear from patriots 
The Republicans are using Presi- 
dent Reagan's reluctance to announce 
he will run again to their advantage. 
A friend, Bill Downey from Santa 
Barbara, just got a letter from Sen- 
ator Richard Lugar, chairman of the 
National Republican Senatorial Com- 
mittee. 
It said in part "... I just returned 
from the White House after meeting 
with the president... He told me how 
very worried he was about the out- 
come of the 33 Senate races that will 
be gearing up soon. 
"He wondered aloud whether that 
Congressional support would be there 
if he ran for a second term... It was 
then I realized the president might 
decide not to run if he thought we 
were going to lose the only sure sup- 
port he can count on - our Republican 
Senate Majority. 
Lugar wrote he desperately needed 
Bill's help to make the president 
decide to run. "Send President Rea- 
gan the special ballot I've enclosed 
personally urging him to run - before 
the press, Tip O'Neill and the rest of 
his enemies convince him not 
to... Back your confidence with your 
'contribution of $33. Why $33? Because 
' that's $1 for each Senate seat up for 
election next year." 
The senator from Indiana said he 
was only sending the ballot to truly 
dedicated Americans like Bill. "Pa- 
triots who'll back up their commit- 
ment with their hard-earned dollars. 
"Imagine our president's sigh of 
relief when I personally deliver your 
ballot to him at the White House. Your 
personal message and contribuiton 
will definitely give him the strength 
and determination that he'll need to 
decide to run again." 
Lugar ends the letter by 
"It's in your  hand now Wil 
Downey. I urgently need to hear from 
you. Tomorrow may be too late." 
Well, I wish I could report my friend 
Bill responded to Senator Lugar's 
rsionate appeal affirmatively. But 
feels if the president needs Down- 
ey's blessing, plus $33,  before he 
makes up his mind to run for re- 
election, maybe Reagan shouldn't go 
for it. 
Bill felt very bad about it But as he 
wrote me when he enclosed the Lugar 
letter, "Tiiirty4hreadollars is exactly, 
the amount of foe tax cut the presi- 
dent gave me last year, and I don't 
see why I have to give it back to him." 
Meanwhile back at the White 
House, Senator Lugar walked into the 
president's office with a grim look on 
"Any word from Downey in Santa 
Barbara?" the president asked. 
Lugar shook his head. "It's been 
two weeks and not a peep." 
"Well," the president said "that 
does it. I'm not going to run in 1984." 
"Please reconsider, sir. The letter 
could have gone astray or maybe it 
went to the wrong Downey. Why don't 
you call him?" 
The president shook his bead. "It's 
no use, Dick. I've been talking to Tip 
O'Neill, the press and the rest of my 
enemies, and they've convinced me 
not to run for a second term. If true 
patriots like Downey won't send in a 
lousy $33 so I can have a Republican 
Senate, I might as well go back to the 
ranch." 
"I'll go out and talk to Downey 
myself. Maybe I wasn't clear in my 
letter bow important his check was in 
iKov dtcieiort." 
iresident looked out the win- 
dow at the Rose Garden. "It's a waste 
of time. When Downey makes up his 
mind, nobody can change it. You've 
done all you can, Dick. I'm not going 
to announce for another term u the 
people don't want me." 
"Please Mr. President, you have to 
think of the country first. There are 
millions of people out there who are 
praying you will run again. We could 
still win the Senate without Downey's 
$33." 
"How?" 
"Ill write a letter to another ded- 
icated American." 
"Do what you want, Dick. But Fm 
going to tell Nancy to start packing 
the china." 
Art Buchwald is a columnist for the 
Los Angeles Times Syndicate. 
notebook 
.. .A BG-Opoly.. .The Marketing 
Club is now selling Bowling Green's 
version of Monopoly. Designed and 
created by Bowling Green resident 
Gayl Pearson, the ''BG-Opoly" board 
depicts historical places, businesses 
and organizations here, rather than in 
Alantic City. The game, which com- 
memorates the city's sesquicenten- 
nial, is available in the lobby of the 
Business Administration Building or 
through contacting the Marketing 
Club... 
.. Whereas.. .Gov. Richard Celeste 
and Secretary of State and Chief 
Election Officer Sherrod Brown have 
declared September' 'Ohio Voter Reg- 
istration Month." We urge all stu- 
dents to register to vote. On-campus 
students who want to register in Wood 
County must go to the Student Affairs 
Office, 305 Student Services, between 
8 a.m. and 5 p.m. for their registra- 
tion. Off-campus students must go to 
the Wood County Board of Elections, 1 
Courthouse Square (North Prospect 
and East Court Street area). Both 
locations require identification show- 
ing age and social security number. 
Absentee ballots are also available at 
the board of election's office. Regis- 
tration deadline for the Nov. 8 election 
Is Oct. 10 and absentee ballots must be 
returned prior to the Saturday before 
election day... 
.. .Optimistic outlook.. .Seventy per- 
cent of those polled by the Population 
and Society Research Center here 
believe the area's economy will im- 
prove during the next 12 months. The 
telephone survey conducted between 
May IS and June 17 polled 1,200 ran- 
domly selected adults living in Wood, 
Lucas, Ottawa, Fulton and Monroe 
(Mich.) counties. Forty-seven per- 
cent of those polled think the local 
economy improved during the past 
year, and 30 percent believed it wors- 
ened. "Seven out of every 10 adults 
feel that compared to today's econ- 
omy, the economy of the Toledo area 
will be better a year from now. Less 
than one in 10 believe conditions will 
worsen, while about the same propor- 
tion think conditions will remain the 
same. Eight percent expressed no 
opinion," Dr. Jerry Wicks, an assis- 
tant professor of sociology and direc- 
tor of the center's survey unit, said. 
The annual survey is an ongoing re- 
search effort to study changes in 
urban life during the 1980s... 
* • • 
.. .Give peace a chance.. .More than 
25 leading folk and rock musicians, 
including Yoko Ono, Pete Seeger and 
Graham Nash, are contributing to an 
exhibition on the peace songs and 
peace campaigns of 20th century mu- 
sicians. The exhibition which runs 
through Jan. 31, 1984. at The Peace 
Museum, Chicago, will display origi- 
nal manuscripts, musical instru- 
ments, gold records, historic 
documents, original artwork, photo- 
graphs, memorabilia and special 
awards. Other artists lending and/or 
donating materials include Joan 
Baez, Stevte Wonder, Holly Near, U2, 
Tom Paxton, Laura Nyro, Laurie 
Anderson, Joe McDonald, Randy 
Newman, Gil Scott-Heron, John Hall 
and Tom Lehrer. Ono is lending a 
wide assortment of Lennon's peace- 
related materials which have never 
been publicly displayed. The exhibi- 
tion is part of the museum's effort to 
bring issues of peace to the public 
forum. 
respond 
The BG News Editorial Page is 
the campus forum for comments 
regarding articles in The News or 
important issues concerning the 
University and its community. 
Letters and guest columns 
should be typewritten, triple- 
spaced and signed. Your address 
and phone number must be in- 
cluded for verification. 
Letters to the Editor should not 
be longer than 200 words and guest 
columns should not be longer than 
500 words. 
Editor 
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Less assistance available finding internships 
by Janet Boyer 
statf reporter 
Students required to do 
an internship in order to 
graduate may have to 
work a little harder to find 
positions this year. 
The Cooperative Educa- 
tion Program at the Uni- 
versisty, which placed 440 
students during the 1982 
school year, wilTlose two of 
their four full-time em- 
ployees by the end of Sep- 
tember, Nancy LaForrest 
minority handicapped field 
coordinator for the co-op 
program, said. 
The co-op program in- 
creased its placement of 
students  by  78  percent 
since the 198182 school 
year and will now be cut by 
40 percent because of a 
reduction in federal funds, 
she said. 
According to LaForrest, 
when the Cooperative Edu- 
cation Office was estab- 
lished it was totally funded 
by a federal administra- 
tion grant. 
"The idea behind such a 
grant is that each year the 
University absorbs some 
of the cost of the program 
until it is all University 
funded," LaForrest said. 
However, this year the 
co-op program will not re- 
ceive almost $28,000 of the 
federal support which it 
was allotted last year and 
the University will not 
make up the difference. 
THE    UNIVERSITY 
Budget Committee did in- 
crease the operations bud- 
get for the program but did 
not increase the personnel 
budget, Dr. Karl Vogt, 
chair of the commmittee, 
said. 
"There were so many 
claims for funds, we felt 
programs that satisfied de- 
gree requirements were 
more important than en- 
richment programs such 
as the Cooperative Educa- 
tion Program," Vogt said. 
In January a request 
was submitted for a dem- 
onstration grant to expand 
the co-op program, LaFor- 
"Every year we have 
students we can't place. 
Our logic was if we had 
more people we could con- 
tact more employees and 
place more students," Dr. 
Bruce Smith, director of 
the Cooperative Education 
program, said. 
The request was denied 
earlier this week. 
Even though the  pro- 
Why coupon books? 
by Patty Rltter 
reporter 
plnota/Joe Guido 
Bird's eye view 
Ernest Hamilton, a professor In the biology department, 
takes movies of the University football teams prac- 
tices. He uses a " cherry picker" to get a high angle on the 
action. 
What appears to be a 
black market to some -stu- 
dents selling coupon books 
at a lower cost -really 
isn't 
According to Monna 
Pugh, director of Resi- 
dence Dining Services, an 
"off-the-waiT' sale is not 
illegal and it allows stu- 
dents to pay only for what 
they want to eat. 
The present system re- 
quires students living in 
the residence halls to buy 
four coupon books at 
199.50. 
Pugh said students are 
required  to   purchase  a 
minimum of four books 
because "that is the mini- 
mum amount of support 
the dining halls can sur- 
vive on." 
The cost of the coupon 
books provides the founda- 
tion for the anticipated 
costs of the food, equip- 
ment and utilities. 
"The minimum of four 
books per student is the 
minimum level that the 
dining halls can operate 
on, Pugh said. Although 
the majority of the stu- 
dents select the five and 
six book plan, this is the 
only way everyone has a 
fair share of expenses." 
PRIOR TO 1971 the Uni- 
versity used a meal ticket 
system which let students 
eat as much as they 
wanted on one flat fee. 
But this system found 
lighter eaters subsidizing 
heavier eaters and a lot of 
waste, Pugh said. 
According to Robert 
Rudd, director of housing, 
the campus dining halls 
are self supporting, re- 
ceive no state or federal 
funds and do not operate to 
make a profit. 
"Due to housing vacan- 
cies, our dining halls have 
often taken a loss in past 
years," he said. "Since we 
are operating at over ca- 
Kcity this year, the dining 
Us should fare prettv 
well and break even." 
gram will still operate with 
two full-time and two part- 
time employees, Smith an- 
ticipates the office will not 
be able to handle as many 
students and there will be a 
reduction in the number of 
placements made. 
A co-op program is still 
viable to students it's just 
that new audiences won't 
be sought out, Vogt said. 
"IT MA Y BE more diffi- 
cult, but we have every 
intention of maintaining 
the program," Dr. Eloise 
Clark, vice president for 
academic affairs, said. 
A combined effort on the 
part of the faculty and stu- 
dateline-- 
dents will be needed to help 
students find co-op posi- 
tions, Clark said. 
Clark suggested each de- 
partment may help stu- 
dents find co-op positions, 
citing the school of technol- 
ogy as an example. 
The Undergraduate Stu- 
dent Government will also 
try to help. Steve Zirkel, 
academic affairs coordina- 
tor for USG, said. 
"I don't know whether 
there is a lot that we can do 
except keep in contact with 
the academic affairs office 
and try to find ways that 
we can resolve the issue," 
he said. 
Dateline - Sept. 16,1983 
Yom Kippur - The Jewish holiday of 
Yarn Kippur is today and tomorrow. 
Students wishing transportation to 
services at Toledo synagogues should 
contact either Professor David Wein- 
berg, 372-2940, or David Wolinsky, 686- 
Dateline - Sept. 17,1983 
Bathtub Races - A bathtub race spon- 
sored by Phi Kappa Psi fraternity will 
be held at Peregrine Pond, located 
between Harshman and Kreischer 
Quadrangles, at noon. All proceeds 
will benefit Muscular Sclerosis. 
Fall Festival - A five-band concert 
featuring Spirit I, Honey, The Euclid 
Beach Band, The Bowlers and Exca- 
liber will be held in College Park at 
noon. 
Dateline - Sept. 19,1983 
Women for Women - A slide show 
program on "Women and War: A 
Feminist Perspective" will be shown, 
followed by a discussion of the Wom- 
en's Peace Encampment, at 7:30 p.m. 
in the Capitol Room of the University 
Union. 
He said if students be- 
lieve the four-book mini- 
mum is too high, "they're 
not eating." 
If a student prefers not 
to partake in the meal 
plan, Conklin Hall and Mc- 
Donald North offers stu- 
dents the convenience of 
the residence halls with no 
obligations to the program, 
Rudd said. 
"BEFORE THE current 
policy was enacted we 
were literally chasing stu- 
dents out of the residence 
hall," Rudd said. "The pol- 
icy was that if you lived on 
campus, you ate in the 
dining halls. Now this has 
changed giving the stu- 
dents many more options." 
He added that students 
requesting the two dormi- 
tories for this reason 
usually do not have any 
problem getting in them. 
There are about 140 men 
in Conklin and 175 women 
in McDonald North who do 
not use the University food 
coupon system, Rudd said. 
Pugh said most of the 
students who ch~/ise not to 
purchase the coupon books 
are upperclassmen, mem- 
bers of fraternities and so- 
rorities and international 
students. 
.. bIBU 
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2 and 3 bedroom units 
' 11 3/4% interest 
' Low Down Payment 
' No Closing Points 
Call NEWLQVE REALTY, 
INC. 
352-5161 











Unisex Hair Care & Tanning Center 
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Welcome Back Students 
*** Precision hair cut only $6.00*** 
with this coupon ad until 9-30-83 
Appointments not always necessary 
Mon-Fri 9am-6pm- Sat 9am-noon 






FBI  MILLER NITE 
SAT. BAR'S CHOICE 
20 TtWac*    WCwen 
MYLES PIZZA PUB 
Mon.-Tues. 11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M. 
HOURS: Wed.-Sat. 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M. 
Sunday Noon - 2:00 A.M. 
LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY 
516 E. Wooster 
352-1504 
FREE DELIVERY 
6-Pack of Pop 
With Any 16" 
(2) Items Or More 
Pizza. 
ONE COUPON PER ORDER 
FXPIRFS 10 IVS3 
Myles Pizza Pub 
352-1504 
11 One Coupon P«i Ordei EXPIRES OCT   15. 1983 
Free 6 pack of Like 
with any 
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Atteatioi Spring 1984 
JOURNALISM 300 
CANDIDATES 
Students wishing to enroll spring semester 
in Journalism 300 Intro, to Journalistic Writing 
must Till out a form before Fri.. Sept. 30 in 
the School of Journalism, 103 University Hall. 
Preference for admission will be given to 
Journalism majors and RTVF,education and sports 
management majors who satisfy the four prerequisites 
for the course. 
However, other majors wilt be admitted as space 
permits. Nonmajors should submit a current copy of 
their transcript. Persons who are deficient in 
prerequisites should submit a typed letter of petition to 
the Admissions Committee of the School of Journalism 
explaining their situation. 
The four prerequisites are: 
1) Grade of C or belter in English 112 
2) Grade of C or better in Journalism 103 
3)Passing score on the English grammar test that is 
administered by the Schoolof Journalism 
4) Grade point average of at least 2.7 for 30 semester 
hours of courses. 
DAYSPRING ASSEMBLY OF GOD 
CHARISMATIC WORSHIP 
AND TEACHING 
WORSHIP: SUNDAYS AT 10:00 a.m. 
BIBLE STUDY: WEDNESDAY 7:00 p.m. 
I 
LOCATION: 4 D's BUILDING 
7th and HIGH St. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 
$52-0672 OR 352-4054 
Meadowview Court 
Apartments 
214 Napoleon Road    Bowling Green, OH    352-1195 
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT 
•all utilities included »gas heat •laundry 
facilities • drapes • carpet •party & game 
room 'swimming pool • sauna 
$270-furnished $25Q.-unfurnished 





all utilities included separate bedroom 
Free membership to Cherrywood Health Spa with lease. 
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Defense rests; rape defendant doesn't testify 
AKRON, Ohio (AP)-The 
defense rested yesterday 
in the rape trial of Dr. 
Edward Franklin Jackson 
Jr. after a psychiatrist tes- 
tified the Columbus physi- 
cian suffers from a "one- 
in-a-million" mental disor- 
der. 
Jackson, an internist, 
never took the stand. 
Robert Sadoff, a psychi- 
atrist from Philadelphia, 
testified Jackson has an 
"obsessive-compulsive 
disorder with a (latent 
schizophrenic) personal- 
ity." 
"I've never seen a case 
like this before. I think it's 
as rare as one in a mil- 
lion," Sadoff said. 
Jackson knew his at- 
tacks on women were 
wrong but couldn't control 
his actions, the psychia- 
trist said. 
"My opinion is that Dr. 
Jackson does have a dis- 
ease of the mind which did 
impair his judgment to the 
point that he could not re- 
frain from the acts," Sa- 
doff testified. 
Sadoff was the third wit- 
ness called by the defense 
to testify Jackson was un- 
able to stop himself from 
breaking into apartments 
and sexually assaulting 
women, a description 
which fits the Ohio defi- 
nition of legal insanity. 
Jackson, 39, has pleaded 
innocent by reason of in- 
sanity to 22 rapes and 38 
related offenses stemming 
from a series of attacks. 
He has admitted the 
crimes, which spanned a 
seven-year period, and 
faces a second trial for 
additional rapes. 
THIS TRIAL was moved 
to the Summit County 
courthouse because of ex- 
tensive pre-trial publicity 
in Columbus. 
The trial, in its fourth 
week, will enter a rebuttal 
phase today with the state 
calling its own expert wit- 
nesses, who diagnosed 
Jackson as a sexual sadist. 
During a four-hour inter- 
view last month, Sadoff 
said, Jackson answered 
questions in a precise, al- 
most challenging manner. 
"His major concern was 
finding out what made him 
tick, why he was this way. 
how he got that way and 
what's wrong with him," 
the psychiatrist said. 
During the interview, 
Jackson told Sadoff about 
stalking his victims for up 
to two years before break- 
ing into their residences 
during the early morning 
attacks. 
"He was looking for a 
weakness in the individual 
- a flaw - ihat he could 
intrude upon and then 
chastise the person for that 
weakness or that flaw," 
Sadoff said. 
Sadoff   testified   that 
Jackson said he was ille- 
gally in the townshouse 
where he was arrested 
Sept. 5, 1982, four times 
during an 18-month period 
and had been spotted by a 
neighbor who warned him, 
"You'd better run." 
SADOFF SAID he be- 
lieves Jackson wanted to 
be captured, because Jack- 
son left identification and a 
list of his victims in his 
automobile and while in 
the townhouse turned on 
the lights, read a newspa- 
per and looked in the re- 
frigerator. 
Jackson heard police 
outside the townhouse the 
night he was captured and 
believed he would be 
killed, Sadoff said. 
Sadoff quoted Jackson as 
saying, "I steeled myself. I 
knew that when I opened 
that door, they were going 
to kill me. They were going 
to shoot bullets all through 
Ailing 70-year-old Begin resigns after 6 years 
JERUSALEM (AP) - 
Prime Minister Menachem 
Begin, whose peace with 
Egypt changed the course 
of Middle East history, for- 
mally resigned yesterday 
after six turbulent years as 
leader of Israel. The ailing 
and dispirited Begin 
stepped down 15 months 
after be led the Jewish 
state into a divisive inva- 
sion of Lebanon. 
The 70-year-old Begin re- 
mained secluded at his res- 
idence and his resignation 
letter was delivered to 
President Chaim Herzog, 
clearing the way for For- 
eign Minister Yitzhak Sha- 
mir's probable takeover as 
Israel's next prime min- 
ister. 
The resignation ended 18 
days of uncertainty and set 
machinery in motion for 
the transition from Begin, 
a guerrilla fighter who 
rose to Israel's highest of- 
fice in 1977 and changed 
the course of Middle East 
history by making peace 
with Israel's largest Arab 
neighbor in 1979. 
But his glory days faded 
with a Lebanese Invasion 
that left the Israeli army 
bogged down. The death of 
his wife last year and 
continuing Israeli casual- 
ties in Lebanon left him 
despondent He was no 
longer able to carry on in 
the face of the worsening 
economic situation, politi- 
cal bickering in his coali- 
tion government and his 
persistent health prob- 
lems. 
HIS DEPARTURE was 
a melancholy affair 
dogged by reports that he 
was ill and unable to func- 
tion as leader of the gov- 
ernment. Departing from 
custom, Begin declined to 
deliver his resignation 
himself, and sent Cabinet 
Secretary Dan Meridor to 
deliver the two-line type- 
written letter to Herzog. 
Herzog said he would 
open consultations soon to 
choose the man "who en- joys the support of the ma- 
jority in the Knesset 
(Parliament) and to autho- 
rize him to form a Cab- 
inet." 
After consulting with po- 
litical parties starting next 
week, Herzog was seen as 
almost certain to choose 
Shamir, a 68-year-old com- 
rade of Begin from the 
days when they fought to- 
gether for independence. 
Shamir was elected by 
his party after Begin an- 
nounced Aug. 28 he was 
resigning. Shamir has 
since won the backing of 
the six parties in the out- 
going coalition. 
American Heart Association Parties court Hispanic votes 
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WE LOVE YOU! 
WASHINGTON (AP) - 
Democrats were making 
their case yesterday in the 
struggle for the Hispanic 
vote, already ardently pur- 
sued by President Reagan. 
Speaker Thomas O'Neill 
Jr. was the principal 
speaker at the annual din- 
ner of the Congressional 
Hispanic Caucus. The Mas- 
sachusetts Democrat was 
expected to present a view 
of the economy far differ- 
MUTILATE 
MIAMI 
ent from the upbeat pic- 
ture Reagan painted 
Wednesday night for an 
audience of Hispanic Re- 
publicans. 
A caucus staff member 
said House GOP Leader 
Robert Michel of Illinois 
declined an invitation to 
address the dinner. 
Gov. Toney Anaya of 
New Mexico and several 
Hispanic Democratic con- 
gressmen were meeting 
with reporters to press 
their view that Hispanlcs 
were particularly hard hit 
by Reagan's economic pol- 
icies. 
In his speech to the Re- 
publican   National   His- 
SUNDA Y BREAKFAST 
BUFFET SPECIAL 
All-you-can-eat      $3.89 
from 9 a.m.- 2 p.m. 





For Only $1.00 Extra 
You eon get on order of 
POTATO SKINS 
With your purchase of an entree and this coupon 
•   SUNDANCE 
352-1092 HON.Main B.O.OU* 
Offer good from Sept. 15 thru Sept. 22 
NOW OPEN SUNDAY 
II A.M.-2 A.M. 
HAPPY HOURS 
4-6 P.M. & 10-11 P.M. 
WINDMILL WIND-IN 
Sept. 18, 
panic Assembly, Reagan 
described the economy as 
"lifting off" and attributed 
it to Tthe policies we've 
been pursuing." 
He also drew loud ap- 
plause when he said, "The 
people of Central America 
and the Caribbean are our 
neighbors: they need our 
help and we will not aban- 
don them to indifference." 
O'Neill and other Demo- 
cratic Party leaders have 
repeatedly criticized Rea- 
gan's programs as tilted 
toward die rich while 
shortchanging poor and 
middle class Americans. 
WHEN HE delivered his 
Reagari's Saturday radio 
speeches. O'Neill said, 
"The sad fact is that we 
have not been fair in pro- 
viding food and shelter to 
those who need it." 
Democrats and Republi- 
cans plan major voter reg- 
istration drives among 
Hispanics, who were de- 
scribed in a recent Census 
Bureau report as "a fast- 
growing, young, active and 
diverse population closing 
some gaps in social and 
economic status with the 
overall population." 
The bureau said the His- 
panic population was 14.6 
million in 1980, a 60 percent 
increase in 10 years. The 
Hispanic vote was about 2 
Srcent of the total in the 
M election but it was 
concentrated in such key 
states as California, 
Texas, New York and Flor- 
ida. 
Republicans view the 
Hispanics as deeply reli- 
gious and socially conser- 
•vffjye *nd Mkely t» agree 
with many of Reagan's po- 
sitions. 
But about two-thirds of 
the Hispanic vote went to 
Democrat Jimmy Carter 
in 1900, and a strong His- 
panic turnout in Texas in 
1962 was cited as a major 
factor in the defeat of GOP 
Gov. William Clements. 
Puree!1'* 
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BG faces pass-happy Brigham Young 
by Marc Delph 
assistant sports ediloc 
Provo, Utah is a Morman-domi- 
nated city - meaning a drink is very 
hard to find. And also meaning Bowl- 
ing Green will have to travel all the 
way home before it can get a stiff belt 
to recover from the shell-shocking 
received from quarterback Steve 
Young and the rest of the Brigham 
Young pass-dominated offense. 
Hie Falcons face the Cougars to- 
morrow at 3:30p.m. (BG time) in the 
newly-expanded 65,000 seat Cougar 
stadium. BYU is a team BG head 
coach Denny Stolz calls "the most 
outstanding team we play in 1963." 
Not only are the Cougars the tough- 
est team the Falcons will face this 
year, but Young is the best quar- 
terback BG will run up against. Why? 
Because he is the best QB in the 
country, according to Stolz. 
"Steve Young is expected to be the 
first college nick in the National Foot- 
ball League draft next year. That puts 
him in the same category with John 
El way - enough said. 
YOUNG WAS named the Western 
Athletic Conference player-of-the- 
year and honorable mention All- 
America in 1962 after completing 230 
of 367 passes for 3,100 yards and 18 
touchdowns. 
"We're going against the number 
one quarterback in the country," 
Stolz said. "I don't give a damn what 
anybody says. He's also the most 
mobile quarterback in the U.S. He 
doesn't move away from the rush, be 
simply dodges it'r 
Young didn't get to where he is now 
all by himself, be had a little help 
from his favorite target and consen- 
sus All-America tight end Gordon 
Hudson. The 6-foot-4 senior Hudson 
also holds a NCAA record for most 
yards by a tight end in a single game 
with a 259-yard effort in 1961. 
A ray of hope for BG, possibly? 
Stolz doesn't think so. 
"Baylor Is a very, very good foot- 
ball team," be said. "They were abso- 
lutely not able to stop Brigham 
Young's offense. 
"They (BYU) are just a super- 
duper offensive scoring team." 
All hope, however, was not given up 
by Stolz. The Falcons are undefeated 
after downing Fresno State last Satur- 
day in Fresno, Calif., 35-27. FSU 
sports/cop 
H the Falcons do occasionally stop 
this one-two punch of Young to Hud- 
son, then all BYU head coach La Veil 
Edwards has to do is send in the 
number one punter in the nation in 
Lee Johnson. Johnson carries a 52.5 
yards-per-punt average into tomor- 
row's contest. 
THE COUGARS, however, are bea- 
table. Just ask Baylor. The Bears 
handed BYU their first defeat in as 
many games played, 40-36, last week- 
end in Waco, Texas. 
passed for 412 yards in a losing effort 
against BG, so the Falcons got a little 
hint as to what they're up against 
tomorrow. 
"The question is whether we can 
score as many points points on their 
defense," Stolz said in a positive 
manner. 
BG will counter with the number 
one quarterback in the Mid-American 
Conference in Brian McClure, who 
passed for 273 yards and two touch- 
downs a week ago. 
McClure's favorite receiver also 
turned out to be his top tailback, as he 
passed to Andre Jackson nine times 
for 107 yards. Jackson ran for 67 
yards on 18 attempts and earned MAC 
player-of-the-week for his efforts. 
STOLZ POINTED to three offen- 
sive linemen who came through last 
week and be is looking for than to do 
the same tomorrow. They are center 
Brian Johnson, and tackles Dean Hall 
and and Vic Cales. 
The fact that the offensive line gave 
up several sacks last week did not 
overly bother Stolz. 
"The sacks were mental break- 
downs, not physical breakdowns. 
They didn't devour us. 
"We played a fine defensive foot- 
ball game - very physical" Stolz said. 
"We put a lot of pressure on the 
Fresno quarterback.' 
If BG's defense does come through 
tomorrow, then look for a punting 
battle between BYU's Johnson and 
someone who probably hasn't com- 
peted against a better specialty man, 
two-time all-MAC booter Jim 
Phelps averaged an outstanding 
yards his his seven punts against the 
"WeHkicked extremely well," Stolz 
said. "Phelps hit two big boomers 
when we needed them. It wa» ex- 
tremely good for this time of the year. 
It was so good, it was scary." 
Linksters hit the road 
by Ted PcMante 
sports reporter 
As Bowling Green's women's golf 
team traveled to the Wolverine Invi- 
tational In Ann Arbor, Mich., they 
knew they had a big task ahead of 
them. 
Besides coming in as the defending 
tournament champions, the lady link- 
sters also have to play the only golf 
course on which Jack Niclaus failed to 
break par on during his distinguished 
collegiate career. 
"The University of Michigan 
course looks very imposing," BG 
bead coach A.J. Bonar said. *It is an 
extremely long course, and you 
usually can't hit the greens in regula- 
tion, so we must putt and chip that 
much better than we usually do to 
save strokes. 
THE FIELD includes Michigan 
State (last week's winner of the Illi- 
nois State Invitational, Purdue, Fer- 
ris State, UM, and BG. 
"Michigan State has to be the fa- 
vorite because of their victory last 
week," Bonar said. "Also, last year 
we upset them here (the Wolverine 
Invitational), so it will be that much 
harder to come in and win again." 
The lady Falcons will be led by 
Susanne Ohlsson and Claire Batista, 
who placed 12th and 15th respectively, 
in last week's Illinois State Invitatio- 
nal. Also making the trip will be 
<> 
senior Jean Kempf and three fresh- 
men - Allison Andrews. Jenny HJalm- 
quist and Sandy Ensmlnger. 
Bonar's main concern is that tpe 
team will continue to play tentatively. 
"We must attack this course or it will 
eat us alive." 
Bonar also said the Wolverine 
course is very simiUr to Ohio State s 
Scarlet course (rated one of the top 
collegiate course in the country), ex- 
cept that it has more hills. 
Meanwhile, the men's golf team left 
for New Haven, Conn., to compete in 
the 24-team Yale Invitational.       _ 
IT APPEARS the tournament will 
shape up as a battle of BG and Kent 
State against the best of the East. 
Senior captain Dan Connelly, and juniors Brad Meek, Randy Stocke, 
Pat Shaw and Tim Rodgers made the 
trip for the Falcons. 
Connelly, Stocke and Shaw are 
holdovers from last year's starting 
lineup that qualified for the NCAA's 
last spring, while Meek and Rodgers 
are making then-first appearances in 
the starting lineup for the Falcons. 
Meek had an excellent summer of 
golf, winning one of the top junior 
amateur championships in Toledo, in 
which anyone up to age 20 can partici- 
pate. Rodgers, who tried out for the team 
the past two years, played sensational 
golf in the team qualifier, earning a 




tional. (9:15 a.m. 
Saturday) 
MEN'S CROSS 
COUNTRY — at 
Ohio University. 
(11:00 a.m. Satur- 
day) 
SOCCER   -   at 
Michigan State. 
(2:00 p.m. Satur- 
day) 
MEN'S GOLF - 
at Yale Invitatio- 
nal. (9 a.m. - Fri- 
day. Saturday, 
Sunday) 
WOMEN'S  GOLF 
— at Wolverine In- 
vitational. (9 a.m. 
- Friday, Satur- 
day, Sunday). 
VOLLEYBALL - 
home vs. Central 
Michigan. (7:00 
p.m. Friday, An- 
derson Arena) 




MONDAY SEPTEMBER 19 
8:00 PM 
200 MOSLEY 
********** ***** ***************** 
I    ATTENTION: ALL SPORTS j 
I PASS HOLDERS 
} If you purchased an ALL -SPORTS PASS but * 
J have not picked it up, please stop by jj 
* the Memorial Hall Ticket Office as soon 
* as possible. Passes can be picked up ONLY * 
* at Memorial Hall, not at Perry Field j 
******************************** 
Lee and Buck 
Jenni and Dave 
Tami and Jim 
Cindy and Dennis 
Kim and Jeff 
Cathy and Mark 
Pam and Ron 
Susan and Jim 
Patty and Brian 
Kelley and the Man 
Belinda and Jeff 
Paula and Shannon 
Denise and Tex 
Tami and Barry 
Debbie and Jeff 
Sue and Pat 
Julie and Otis 
Glo and Kent 
Leslie and Steve 
Robin and Cindy and Amy 
Carlye and him or him or 
ALPHA XI DELTA 
FALL FLAMER 
1983 
Andrea and Phil 
Theresa and Kevin 
J.W. and Larry 
Dana and Todd 
Michelle and Danny 
Marie and Scott 
Judy and Dean 
Michelle andJTim  
Beth and Bearcat 
Pam and Mark 
Pam and Jeff 
Celia and Raymond 
Patty and Sam 
Keri and Rich 
Laura and George 
Liz and Cary 
Beth and Jim 
Kathy and Ron 
Jean and Ron 
Nancy and Pat 
Cindy and Steve 
Dana and ? 
Laurie and Greg 
Chris and Tom 
Lynda and Bryan 
Roberta and Date 
Julie and Rob 
Jacki and Kevin 
Christine and Matt 
Kelli and Jim 
Carrie and Jeff 
Annette and Matt 
Kerry and Craig 
M.K. and Todd 
Tammie and Bob 
Tracy and Doug 
Sally and Bruce 
Pam and Kevin 
Monika and Craig 





*1  ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA ASA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA AHA ASA ASA AHA 
eiWCATIONU. 
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► Tf ST PftfFAIUTIOM 
IMCIiUtTS IIHCI in* 
Call dort evenings 
& Weekends 
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SELLING     &    SALES 
MGMT. CLUB 
Organizational Meeting 
Monday Sept. 19 7:00 p.m. 





GAMMA PHI BETA 
Welcomes Its New Actives 
Karen Filmore Marian Marchiano 







! PAGLIAI'S PIZZA 
DAILY   SPECIALS. 
MIDNITE SHOW 
INI MA 14 2 
FRIDAY a SATURDAY 
ONLY 




SAT. at COLl EGE PARK 
12-7 p.m. 










TWO-FOR-ONE PIZZA (5-7pm) 
(Buy Medium or Large - Get Next 
Size Smaller FREE) Pick-Up or 
Inside ONLY-No Other Coupons 
Accepted. 
ROAST BEEF PLATTER (11am -?) 
$3.00 
FREE CUP OF SOUP W/ANY SALAD (11am-9pm) 
(For Delivery or Pick-Up) 
PIZZA * SALAD SMORGASBORD 
11-4 $3.00 
5-9 $3.50 
SPAGHETTI DINNER $1.50 (11 -9pm) 
(Delivery on Campus Only. Pick-Up or 
Dine-In) 
LASAGNA DINNER $1.50 (11-9pm) 
(Delvery on Campus Only, Pick-Up or 
Dine-In) 
PIZZA AND SALAD SMORGASBORD $3.00 
(11-4pm) 
BURMTO SPECIAL $2.09 
TACO SPECIAL 3 FOR $1.50 
(11-9pm) 
PIZZA $ SALAD SMORGASBORD $3.50   (11-9pm) 
440 E. tort       *g      945 S. Main 
352-1596 
"2 Locations to Serve you" 
6 bg news/september 16, 1983 
PLACEMENT SCHEDULE 
CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS 
AJ Education —sore ofjsrSisSOnar 
Mg. lor SNEA-Tue*  S*pt  20 M 8 
am. "2l»*SqBMo.  
ATTRITION CflMNAL JUSTICE 
STUDENTSII THE CflMNAl JUS- 
HCE OROANCATKJN IS SPONSER- 
e*3 A PARTY AT MARKS PIZZA ON 
FfWAY SEPT 16 AT 4:00 PM 
TMS IS AN EXCELLENT CHANCE 
TO MEET THE C J O OFFICERS 
AND GET TO KNOW OTHERS IN 
YOUR MAJOR  
Fast m»Mng of gradual* student 
■—I, Fit S*pt. 16. Asssnfcty 
room. MoFal Canter at 2 30 Algrad 
amdanb) wafcome to attend  
Kappa PN-A Christian Woman. Serv 
Km Sorority wil hold itw Row Taa 
•*>rma«on Mia on Sunday. Sapt 
18, at 8.00 p.m. at the Unaad Chris- 
Han Fasowsmp on teaae Straw 
KM ' ELCETWHS ' USO 
Oa and ellcampat district rap 
paWtorM now Ml. In 465 Stud. 
Serslcee. Elections held Sapt. 21 m 
JS.  
WOMEN IN BUSINESS CLUB MEM 




Open •> si • Wed Sapt 21.8pm In 
room 106 South Hal 
LOST AND FOUND 
Low  Man's gou'braoMat- n tound 
t— into campus poSce- reward 
Found   Sat ot 8 kaya. naar candy 




Out* S efficient typing dona. Wl 
accapt short notice typing Cal Mar- 
gls Wsmtraub 874-1122  
Typing    Oaaartaoons.   thee*. 
352 0635 or 372-2261 
ale 
Quick and efficient typing dona Wl 





140 E Woostar- 352-3410 
PERSONALS 
SeSnc- and Seles Uarwgement Club 
OrganUalMnal Maattng. Monday 
Sapt   IPX 7 00 pm Toon Room. 
Union.  
ELIZAKTH CURMC HAAS 
-elcone bad la SO., whars 
m held smasls sad prselsal 
MBMNn*M...ln*) MOW pfOCtOUB 
btwiQ, OW m##fltty aMCfl MfKW 
sa leaf see. I LOVE YOUIII 
YOUR YAlaXEE 0—IT 
AOPI's and Alpha Skjs- 
Wa'r* flrad up lor an eacessnt 3 way 
toraght Ths brothsrs ol Sigma No 
Advarttslng Club Mtg 
MONDAY SEPT   19-8 PM 
ROOM 101 BA 
Logo < Slogan Comas! 
Election ol Officers 
Mo—alive Meeting 
Alpha XI Delta "on the Hret annual 
SAE Sorority Dance ON. Congratu- 
ajaaae 6 leas, the brothars ot SAE. 
American   MarkeOng    Assocarton's 
welcome back picnic Is Sat. Sapt 
17 at B G city Park from 1 00-4 00 
pm Plenty ol lood. bear and tun tor 
a>' RHas are sis—his si the union. Al 
fT>#«T>GaKS   aWB WSlCOTtt)  
American Mar»e!mg AssocwMn w* 
be ertendng their mernbarshlp drtva 
interesled students may sign up 
Sept 21-23 m ths BA buUng and 
■too on Sapt 20 at the 1st meeting in 
MoFal Canter Students who signed 
up In Hie Spring are reminded that 
nay owe an arksaors* S10, due to an 
nrresss in resppnal Dues Donf I ma* 
VMS opportunity to plan lor your ru- 
lute-Sigp up now and get nvotved1 
AOUA - JOCKS Debbie. Chnaty, 
Laura. Beth. Annette.and Suiie Con- 
grats on your al campus MUDTUG 
win Guess you showed who belongs 
in the pit We thought you might get m 
to aseeig your name In the paper 
Pick, and CWp~t—e  
ATTENTION ALL SAES'M THE KAP 
PAS HAVE BEEN EAGERLY AWAIT 
MG ALL SUMMER FOR OUR TEA 
WITH YOU ALL THS FRCAYi WE'LL 
SEE YOU THERE"'  
SATURDAY—PHI KAPPA PSI'S 
BATHTUB   RACE   WITH   WRON'S 
BUCK ANO O'CONNOR1  
Check us lor low 
Jeans M' Things. 531 PJdoe St. 
CHI OMEGA'S - THANKS FOR A 
GREAT TIME AT OUR WARM-UP 
THURSDAY WE ARE ALREADY 
LOOKING FORWARD TO OUR NEXT 
ONE WITH YOU LOVE. THE 
BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA TAU 
Congrats lo the new OOK Officers: 
Cc-Praeklenu ■ Jean Dkwao 6 Has 
Stage. Vic. Pre*. - Don Blinn. Trea- 
surer ■ Cynthia Who. I 
Hans     Chairmen     -     Hsndl 
CONGRAIUALTIONS PETE RUMA 
ON YOUR RECENT PHI TAU — PHI 
MU LAVAL IE RE OF JAN NOLTE 
BEST OF LUCK IN THE FUTURE. 
THE BROTHERS OF PHI KAPPA 
TAU  
COfl^ltUtaWOAMO*'   ■   )Ov   WaW BIN 
In the MudTug to the Baal's and 
Alph Gems, lor winning the seerrt 
and to the Chi Omegas lor the spirit 
assent Ths ■rathe— ot SAE 
Dave J . HAPPY 20TH B1RTHOAY' 
Love, Ann 
MAT THE CLOCK ON PITCHERS 
Of BEER-STARTS AT 4PM 
^VERV HALF HOUfl-UP THEY OO 
TUX 10 PM 
MAM ST. 
DEAR J J , HAPPY BIRTHDAY 
FROM YOUR FAVORITE OKIES WE 
LOVE  YOU   FROM  MR    <  MRS 
FRED HI  
DEE GEE'S 
HOST YOUR ANCHOR FOR A WIN 
AT SATURDAY'S BATHTUB RACEi 
YOUR PHI PSI COACHES. 
VO   4U2   
DZ BATHTUB RACE TEAM- GOOD 
LUCK IN TOMORROWS RACE WE 
KNOW YOU WILL PADDLE TO VK- 
TORY LOVE. YOUR DZ SISTERS 
VOUMTEEM IN PROGRESS 
Orrjefazaaonal Meeting Tues . Sapt 
20 al 8 30 pm 207 Ham* Wa'rr 
wound lo help 
FALL FEST 'SJ 
SAT AT COLLEGE PARK 
 BETHEWEI  
FIJI'S - GOOD LUCK AT THE BATH- 
TUB RACE YOUR COACHES. AN- 
ITA « MIA  
GAMMA PHI BETA'S WOULD UKE 
TO THANK BRAD HEfaaNGER FOR 
THREE YEARS OF DEDICATED TAXI 
SERVICE ESCOURTING GIRLS TO 
OUR FORMAL DESERTS WE 
ALONG WITH JUDY LOVE YA LOTS1 
SATURDAY-PHI KAPPA PSI'S 
BATHTUB RACE WITH WRON'S 
BUCK AND O CONNOR' 
GOLDEN KEY I 
be a rnaeong to asset officers on 
Sept 21 at Sara Hi 102 SA.  
GOOD LUCK AT THE BATHTUB 
RACE PHI PSI'S    LOVE, THE LIT. 
SB'S  
GORGEOUS. ITS BEEN AN UNFOR- 
GETABLE YEAR. HOPE THERE'S 
MANY MORE TO COME HAPPY 
ANNrVERSARY — I LOVE YOU 
"ME" 
Hervng Pants S2 86. S4.00. SS 00 
Jeans H TMnge 631 Rape Saeet 
Happy BTJey Sandy Monranli You're 
■ Terrific friend   Have a greet day 
Love. Amy 
Hay A cr»os. N may not be Satur- 
day night but on Saturday afternoon 
youl be rawing your way to a bathtub 
race victory Good Luck, your coach 
HOUOAYaW"MTV 
HAPPY HOUR 
ALL DAY AU. NIGHT 
 ALL THE TIME' 
M MntOPJUsOUM Richard J Trau- 
naro 2/4/63 - 9/16/63 Our loved 
one has left ua for that Big comrnu- 
rvty He was a wonderful trtend to al 
that knew tan He had dedicated ha 
Me to science We are sura that res 
feeow embelmers and funeral effec- 
tors wfl take great care of him. We 
mourn the loss ol his absence But 
tonight, Its s Wake Party' ■ Hunkey 
JUUC. 
I love you with al ol my heart « soul 
Our love has grown so great m on* 
year, that we are a pan ol each other 
"Out love M Ska s mirror When 
you love another you become her 
minor S she becomes yours and 
rsaacang each others love you 
see mhnrfy " 
HAPPY 1ST YEAR ANNIVERSARY 
Love. Tom [Hoot,  
KAPPAS, THE MOTHERS OF 
SJLE. CAN'T WAIT FOR OUR TEA. 
IT IS GOING TO BE A OREAT TIME. 
LOVE ANO KISSES, THE BROTH- 
ER*  
Karen and Linda, gat psyched tor 
drunken revelry at the Snake in the 
Hay Date Party, you KO s-buckets' 
Werta end Mike 
IMPORT BEER NITE 
•-10PM 
GREAT DEALS ON GREAT BEER 
MAIN ST 
Last day tor UAO Plant Sale. Prome- 
nade Lounge. 2nd It. Union 10 5 
Lavi Jean Start reg   $26 95. now 
21.06. 
Lev! Super strarghts-reg 27 95 now 
2295 
Jeans N' Things 531 Ridge  
LOCKER ROOM 10* N. MAIN 
70* OFF FACE MASKS AND GOLF 
SHOES  
NEW THIS FALL 
HAPPY HOUR 4-9 
 POWNTOA'N  
SATURDAY-PHI KAPPA PSI'S 
BATHTUB    RACE    WITH    WRON'S 
BUCK AND O'CONNOR"  
Notice to al OZ's Good luck >i the 
Pta Kappa Psi Bathtub Rao* Al the 
PIS Pal's srs behind ya XXOO Phi Pal 
Coaches 
MAT THE CLOCK ON PITCHERS 
IP SEER-STARTS AT S*M EVER 
HALF MOU*L UP THEY 00 
Ts_ 10*0 PM 
MAM ST. 
THE PHI PSTS WOULD UKE TO 
WISH AU GREEK'S GOOD LUCK AT 
THE BATHTUB RACEM  
Salng and SaM* Management Oub 
OrganUaltonal Meeting. Monday 
Sept. 19th. 7:00 pm Town Room. 
Orson.  
FALL FEST   13 
SAT. AT COLLEQE PARK 
VOLUNTEERS M PROGRESS 
Cvgenttafjonel MaaSng Tues . Sapt 
20 at 8:30 pm   207 Henna. War* 
around to hip  
SAE a Gat psyched tor a great year. 
Your* #1 n our hearts   Love, the 
LWaSHass  
Sigma Nu's 
Get psyched to rol In the hay Sstur 
day w*Jh ft lucky oaf  
MATMO CLUB TONMHT 
•-IS PM at the ICE ARENA 
IMPORT BEER NIGHT 
6-1* PM 
OREAT DEALS ON GREAT SEER 
MAM ST. 
SATUROAY-PHI KAPPA PSI'S 
BATHTUB   RACE   WITH   WRON'S 
BUCK ANO OCONNORII  
Take a dnvs lor REAL Ice cream. 17 
Savors ot quality Netzmgers We give 
you your money's worth   The Get 
away 998 5 Main  
The A-Chl-O's wl be out In tul tore* 
Saturday sflernoon tor s victory si the 
bathtub race. You can do It, so show 
your son, snd win'! Coach Jeft.. 
The brothareol Sigma Alpha Epsl- 
lon would Hie to congratulate Mark 
Klstnechraktl and Nancy AHhous* 
on tnasr raesnt pinning.  
The Gemma Phis ere out of eight and 
our bathtub team « dynamite Gat 
psyched, tie Gamma Phi's are on the 
movat Good Luck leaml  
THE KAPPAS ARE READY TO ROW 
THEIR BOAT WE HOPE THAT WE 
CAN STAY AFLOAT! ROW IT KAP- 
PAS AT THE BATHTUB RACE THIS 
SATURDAY'  
THE PHI PSI'S WOULD UKE TO 
WISH AU GREEK'S 0000 LUCK AT 
THE BATHTUB RACE"  
WELCOME HOME SATCH. 6 DAYS 
OF PERFECTION TO LOOK FOR- 
WARD TO ANXIOUSLY AWAmNG. 
HAVWG MY HEART BACK WHERE 
IT BELONGS LOVE. CICLE  
What do you say K.D s and Beta's? 
Ths PI Kappa are looking forward to 
another wad evening ol "chair dene 
ing" and rocking, are you?'  
WOULD'NT YOU RATHER BE SAX- 
HO? 
Yea. Mar* I* salting In Brrareng 
Green" • pm - 222 Math Scl   ■ Sept 
26  
Pregnant? Need Help? 




 362-8777  
Imporva Memory w/ HypnoM 
 362-B777  
(AY "I LOVE YOU" 
WITH BALLOONS! 
FRESH OONUTS and ROLLS 
DELIVERED EVERY MOPMMO 
THE GETAWAY **• S. MAIN 
 161-4181  
Donuta detvered al Night 
Wed thru Sun 
The Getaway 352-4162 
College Station - Book parties with 
ue. we can hancSa your needs with 
only s short one day notice   352- 
1223  
1 FEMALE ROOMATE TO SUB- 
LEASE APARTMENT 407 5*1 ST 
APT. 12. NICE $495/SEMESTER 
(DISCOUNT FOR 1ST MONTH) 
CALL 352-0144 OR 823-3370 
WANTED 
NaMti   FatflNH    FOOTassIO    fOf     2    DCklll. 
house. 131 E. Marry St. (Of! Mem) 
Stop by anytime NsCEl  
1-1 
share 1 bdrn Apt. Imm.rSallty 
•1(6 par month t Ughts t phone. 
7th and high. Call Marty 3S2-S0M 
or 152-2*64.  
Female rmte tor 3rd St Apt Spring 
Semester  Own bedroom. S113/mo 
CM Kathy 362-6309  
1 F leirjrnaj* tor Spring Sememeter 
S13S a monrh.lncludes al utsmes 
Use o* outdoor pool 1 recreational 
SKMll CM ASM 352-6448 
- 1-2 msM roomMaa 10 shsr. 
two baoYoom. 1 1/2 Bath spsrtrnant 
with two others. Tenant Pays alec 
end  phone    Plecjmonl   apertments 
CM 352-4206  
SSaasi Cemers SLR. Hrlarchanaee- 
M* Inns. Cal Vlckl 2-4421 or 
(altor loss) Haot.  
HELP WANTED 
Man  1  Erme's wants high  caPber 
outgorvj  ndrvMual to btl our bay 
start Apply Mem through Fd btwn 2 
HI person   Were flextjle with 
Mas 1 Erma's wants high ceaber. 
cutgotig InoMdual to kUn our wojt- 
rsaaas ststt Apply Mon through Fd. 
btwn. 2 S 4 In parson. War* flenble 
with schedules. 
Sound Techrwaen for Hi-Energy. Top 
40. Rook Band Send name, address 
and phone number to RBJ Asso- 
ciates.   P.O   Bos   1212.   Fremont. 
QUO 43420  
House perenfls) Ive-m Bmersweel 
Farms - Exoang cornrmsilty tor Auto- 
ac  Adults    Wrstshoua*.  Oh.   475- 
6986  
WAITRESS outgoing personality 
needed CM 352-1223 for app't or 
ril«riit*wtng. 
STUDENT ACTIVIST 
THE OHO PUBLIC INTEREST 
Campaign Is twlng lor Its community 
outreach stall OPC la working to 
hold down runaway energy coats. 
Hours approx 2pm 10pm Mon Fn 
Ful 1 part-hm* mt Starting pay 
SieWwk. 241-9093 lor interview 
FOR SALE 
MARSHALL 50 WATT HEAD. 
OVATrONTOUITAR. MIKES. PEDAL- 
SAND EFFECTS   CALL FOR MFO 
362-3766  
YARD SALE SAT-SUN. 10-6. 310 
E MERRY ART SUPPLES. TPJPOD. 
VMTAGE AND NEW CLOTHING 
SEWING MACHINE. ORIENTAL 
RUGS. AFGHANS. ANTIQUE 
CHAWS, HOUSEHOLD ETC 
1979 Dodge Station Wsgon St 800 
849-2195  
1983 Plymouth Turismo. Red, 4- 
speed. apoaar. 4 AM FM case Must 
set S5.500 or bast otter. CM 372- 
5349. 
Mack wfmsple 
neck and trsmelo bar-good condi- 
tion 1400.00 
M Gallon Aouertum set up wmood- 
.heater. gravel, fPtsr and steel 
esand 175.00 
Pair ol Infinity 3O00P alereo apeak- 
ari 3 way handles 2O0 watts 3 year 
warranty new condition 1275. 164- 
2S36.  
Desk $40. Portable Dishwasher 
$40 Metal shelving S15. 12 cemenl 
blocks snd 6 periled boards bee! 
otter Mac drspss S curtansbest 
otter Al m good oortrMon 362- 
9224 9-9 
PHOTOGRAPHY EQUIPMENT. 
BOOKS t HOUSEHOLD MrSCEUA- 
NEOUS 352-8784 
Yamaha Cr 640 receiver t TEAC CX- 
210 cassette deck E. cond. S225 
tor both CAI 362-7006 altar  5 
Advent 2.002 speakers S150/pr 
"SM under warranty." 352-3943 
1979 Kswaaaki 750 twin Faring. 
kJOgaga box touring seat, heknets. 
10.000 mi St.000 362-2363aner 
600. 
FISHER    RECEIVER    AND    NEW 
SPEAKERS CALL 352-0925 
House   tor   Ml*:   Historic   country 
horn* (land gram - isoo's) 4 Bdrm. 
2 scrs. land  20 mm rrom B Q CM 
332-7165  
For Sal*. 12x65' Irssor st Gypsla 
Lane Good Condition Mostly fur- 
mehed plus a ussty shad $3.100 or 
best offer CM 256-7790 
FOR RENT 
APARTMENT FOR RENT 3 4 PER- 
SON MONTHLY RENT. FUR- 
NISHED. UNIVERSITY COURTS 
APARTMENTS. APPLY AT AM 
HERST VSJ-AGE OR CAJJ. 362- 
5706.  
Close to campus 
AprjSanoss  1-678-7437  
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE: 
liUMII HHI'JIIM llllllll 
I.IIIUU UMIIIilJ Ulllll 
Ml llll.I    UUIIUIJ   IIMIIH 
MHIIM.JU III.III MUM 
U14UUU MMI.I..JMK1 
MMI.I f.il.llir.l IIHMIJII 
IJI II IMI.11.IMIIHIIHMI.1HII 
Mill llll.I MMMIJ Mllll 
llllll IMII HMHMI1 
MM1I HUH Ml IIIHIIM 
IIMM IMI.IHMHMilMH 
IIMMM    111 IIIMI.I    IIULIil 
Ml IMM    I 1MLIHM    Ill 
UULJU   UUIiULJ   IJMMI.I 
Answers to 
Tuesday's puzzle 
Ml II11 I I IM II III llllll 
UUl'JM MMIIMI.I IIII III 
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Mllllll MHHMI I IJHMI.I 
Ml II IH UII.IIIHM Isllllll 
UUU       UUULII]   IIMMII 
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^JIGHT DONUT DELIVERY 
IS BACK! .' ! 
Starting Friday Sept. 16 
Donuts & Rolls 
delivered at Night 
Wed thru Sun 8-1:30 a.m. 
THE GETAWAY 
998 S. Main 
352-4162 t 
Also: Morning delivery 
7 days a week 
B.G.'s Oldest Donut Deliverer 
order quantities in advance 
NIGHT DONUT DELIVERY 
IS BACK! ! ! 
FALCON FOOTBALL Sept. 24th     BE THERE!!!! 
$2.00 ■coupon 1 OFF 
Any 16" Pizza 









?    ? 
..— coupon.___—.—_—. coupon —_, 
JMIKE'S PARTY     ' 
S Main MART* Open til | 
l 
..coupon __________ j 
Midnight 7 days'„ 
Buy one bag of ICE  1 
get one FREE! 
Beer at State minimum prices, '^f0customer'j 
See us for All your party needs!    Exp: 9/25/83 
FRIDAY SPECIAL 
ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PERCH        $2.99 
FRIES-COLE SLAW 
1450 E. WOOSTER ST. * NIGHTLY SPECIAL: 8-11pm 
1/3 lb. Burger, 1/3 lb. Fries & Large Coke $2.29 
Wayne & Chris 
Jon & Sue 
Keith & Denise 
Steve & Jamie 
Jeff & Kristy 
Steve & Kelley 
Dave & Tracy 
Ski & Shelly 
Brad & Jennifer 
Mark & Mary 
Dave & Stacey 
Ed & Jeanne 
Vince & Barb 
Chris & Lori 
Terry & Patty 
SIGMA NU 
Snake In The Hay^S 
Bob & Tina 
Rick & Joanne 
Dan & Mariann 
Date Party 
Fall '83 
Gary & Carol Shrub & ? 
Todd & Sharon 
Mike & Linda 
Scott & Karen 
Doug & Lori 
Randy & Lori 
Pete & Sherry 
Jeff & Erika 
Dave & Barb 
Ric & Maria 
Tex & Jill 
Monk & Mate 
♦ 
take a swing at the 
4 PERSON SCRAMBLE 
mo GOLF 
TOURNAMENT 
Sunday Sept. 25      12:00 Noon 
Bowling Green Golf Club 
nilftrun taUtt %tm fat, fa*!, bvirtje, 
M. prim 
SIGN UP BY SEPT. 21 IN UAO OFFICE 
OR BG GOLF CLUB 
PAYMENT UPON SIGN-UP 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA, tf>e laslesl 
growing restaurant 
chain in the world, is 
interviewing individ- 
uals lor manager in 
training positions 
First year salaries 
avg S 13.000 and 
manager salaries ex- 
ceed S20.000 
Applicants must 
be ambitious, ded- 
icated, willing to 
work nights, have an 
understanding to 
customer needs, 
have knowledge ol 
business practices 
Positions avail- 
able are in Bowling 
Green S other north- 
ern Ohio locations 
For further informa- 
tion contact 
Mr    Dennis   McCr- 
eary 
Domino's Pi_a 
50 N Prospect SI 
Norwalk.    Ohio 
44857 
or caB  (419) 668- 
5981 
or 352-1539 
ACROSS 48 "Against the  8 Courage and S s DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 1 Ophidian 4 Fallhaavlly 
8 Dull In finish 
13 Busy baa, (or on* 
15 Varonlca o( film 
16 The "wild blue 
yonder" 




20 Like molasses 
22 Baptismal basin 
23 Wastsrn Indian 
24 Port-au-Prince 
locals 
25 Kind of muffin 
27 Use for 
sustenance 
30 Longest rivet In 
Russia 
31 F-J connection 
33 Testily under oath 
35 Within: Prefix 





41 Do lournallstlc 
work 
42 Tsar apart 
43 Actress Verdugo 
and namesakes 
45 Alflrmative words 
48 Stste treasury 
sweat-flowing 
breast": Kilmer 
50 Changes to a 
fluid mixture: 
Chemistry 
52 Sits Of 1945 
conference 
55 Patriotic org. 
56 Sound from a 
litter 
57 Name meaning 
"strong with a 
spear" 
58 "J Of 
Threadneedfe 
Street" 
61 Arthurian heroine 
62 Follow 
63 Shllte leader 
64 Wares for sale: 
Abbr. 
65 Klndofhjry 
66 Certain NCO's 
67 NYSE unit 
ft•:■:■:•:•:■:•:•:•:■ 
DOWN 
1 " fit for the 
gods": 
Shakespeare 
2 Sophia, In Poland 




5 Kind of dog 
6 Fen In Florida 
7 Evlta 
fortitude -x 
9 Philippine native       » 
10 St. Lawrence 
River attraction 
11 Extra Inning 
12 Irish Gaelic 
14 Newsboy's circuit 
19 L-shaped place 
used In Ironwork 
21 Piper 
26 Arrow poison 
28 Woebegone 
29 Blrthstone for 
October 
31 Large antelope 
32 Comlsh  
34 Roman goddess 
of fate 
36 Accomplished 
37 Native American 
39 Stir up 
44 Eye problem 
47 Young salmon 
49 Part of a sultan's 
palace 
50 Cream, In 
Dussekforf 
51 Greek dialed: Var. 
53 Diminutive for 
Patricia 
54 One using a 
calculator 
55 Out of  
57 Spots for mats 
snd bars 
59 Yss. In Brest 
60 Pigeon pea 
::x-x:-:-:*::-:::::y:sra^ 
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Jerome Library 
dedication set 
A ful day ol activities is planned tor 
Friday (Sept. 23) when the University 
Library w« host a Rededicatlon Program to 
celebrate the naming' of the nine-story 
building In honor o( Or. William Travers 
Jerome III, who served as University 
president from 1963-1970. 
AH of the activities will be held In the 
Jerome Library and aU are open to the 
public. 
The highlight of the day win be a 3 p.m. 
Rededteation Ceremony to be held on the 
Terrace. In addition to comments by Dr. 
Jerome, speakers will include Dr. Alan E. 
Guakin, chancellor of the University of 
Wisconsin at Parkside; Dr. Dwight 
Buribtgame, dean of libraries; Dr. Frank 
Baldanza, a University Professor of English 
and president of the Friends of the 
Libraries; and Bowling Green Mayor Bruce 
Bellard. 
Following these remarks, University 
President Paul Otscamp wiH rededicate the 
Library and unveil a plaque of Dr. Jerome. 
The day wil begin with a series of 
Instructional programs entitled "Library 
Update" and designed for student and 
faculty researchers. Each of the sessions 
wil be held in room 126, unless otherwise 
noted. 
A 9 a.m. seminar wil feature techniques 
for searching the OCLC (Online Computer 
Library Center) data base. A 10 a.m. 
session wi be hew in the Government 
Documents Library, 4th floor, and will 
examine ways of using government 
documents In research. At 11 a.m., a 
discussion on "Citation Indexes as a 
Research Tool In Science, Social Science 
and the Humanities" wil be held. The last 
session wil begin at noon and wil review 
available data bases and offer practice In 
designing research strategies. 
A Rededication Colloquium entitled 
"Library Future Shock" wil be held at 1:15 
p.m. In room 213. Dr. Guskin, who 
organized a student movement while at the 
University of Michigan which is credited 
with inspiring then-President John F. 
Kennedy to establish the Peace Corps, wl* 
be the featured speaker. 
A reception wil Immediately follow in the 
bibliography area, with music provided by 
the University Renaissance Trio. 
UAO Print Sale 
More than 1,200 different prints wi be 
available Monday through Friday (Sept. 19 • 
23) at the UAO Fine Art Print Sale. The sale 
wl be held from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the 
Grand Balroom of the Union. 
Prints by such wel known artists as Van 
Gogh, Rembrandt, Picasso and Rockwell 
wil be featured at bargain prices. The sale 
wM also offer old movie posters, M. C. 
Escher prints, oriental designs and matting 
for Individual prints. 
Be a VIP, here's how 
Vokmteers-ln-Progress, an umbrella 
organization for most of the volunteer 
groups on campus, is holding an 
organizational and informational meeting at 
8:30 p.m. Tuesday (Sept. 20) in 207 
Hanna. 
Open to the public, the meeting will 
feature speakers from the Adopt-A- 
Grandparent Program, Big Campus 
Brothers, Big Campus Sisters, the 
Sunshine Children's Home, and Charities 
Board. 
The football Falcons open their home football season and 
begin the defense of their Mid-American Conference crown at 
1:30 p.m. Saturday {Sept. 24) when they meet the Miami 
Redskins at Doyt Perry Field. 
Tickets for the contest are now on sale at the Memorial Hat 
Ticket Office. The hours are 9 a.m. to S p.m. weekdays. Ticket 
prices are $7 tor chair reserve seats; $6 for bench reserve 
seats; S3.50 for adult general admission; $2.50 for youth 
general admission; and $2 for University student admission. 
On game day, tickets will be sold at Memorial Hat from 9 
11:30 a.m. and at the Stadium from 9 a.m. to game time. 
Each new season brings with It a number of questions: Can 
the graduated seniors be replaced? Wit the weather 
cooperate? Can injuries be avoided? 
But perhaps the biggest question this Saturday wit be: Does 
the "Miami Whammy" tve? Despite winning the MAC 
championship last season, the Falcons fated to beat the 
Redskins, suffering a heartbreaking 17-12 defeat In Oxford. 
That marked the 11th time In 12 years (1981* game ended In 
a 7-7 tie) that the Falcons ended upon the short and of a 
Miami-BG football score. Wit this year be the same? If past 
years are any Indication, one of the determining factors wit be 
the amount of fan support. 
m m\. 
"The Real Inspector Hound," a 
contemporary comedy spoof on old- 
fashion murder mysteries, wil open the 
Joe E. Brown Theater Season at 8 p.m. 
Wednesday through Saturday (Sept. 
28-Oct. 1) in University Hal. 
Tickets, which are sold only at the 
door the evening of each performance, 
are $1.30. The box office opens at 7 
p.m. each night. 
The play, written by Tom Stoppard, 
begins as the audience meets two 
theater critics: Birdboot, played by 
theater doctoral student William 
Robison, and Moon, played by senior 
theater major Michael Prazntak of 
Canton. Moon, the paper's second 
string critic, is envious of Birdboot's 
status as the paper's top critic 
The play they are to review is a 
typical whodunit In the style of Agatha 
Christie. As the play they are watching 
proceeds, the two critics become 
actively Involved, exchanging their roles 
as observers for those of participants. 
The results are both surprising and 
hilarious. 
Other members of the cast, which Is 
being directed by Dr. Charles R. 
Boughton, an associate professor In the 
School of Speech, include sophomore 
Matt Miller, freshman Steve Macionsky 
III, sophomore Denise Youngs, 
sophomore Karen Righter, freshman 
Dave Mirmick, and graduate student 
Bobby Box. 
Friday 
t i.m.-« p.m. - FHIMM Program Registration 
Sign-up  lor  various  tal  exercise  programs. 
Sponsored by tin SRC   Registration (M $5. 
Open to M     Office. Stu 
dent Roe Center 
I a.m.-5 p.m. - INC Student Program Board 
Application* to join the board ara now avaHabw. 
Open to at.     Student Rec 
Center Office 
10e.m.-5 run. - UAO Plant Sale 
Open to al Promenade Lounge. Union. 
2:30 p.m. - Graduate Student Senate 
Meeting Open to al graduate students. Aaaenv 
bty Room. McFal Center. 
7 p.m. -\ 
BOSU vs. Central Michigan University. Ander- 
son Arena. 
7:10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"TooMa" «■ be shown. $1.50 with BOSU ID 
Main Auditorium. University Hal. 
9:45 p.m.. MkMght - UAO Campus Film 
Sea 7 30 p.m. Hating 
Saturday 
Noon-7 p.m. - Fall Feet 
Five bands Including Excatber. SpMt I. the 
EucH Beach Band. Honey, and trie Bowlers wl 
perform al this festival Refreshments and 
games wH be available at a cost Open lo all See 
story elsewhere. College Park. 
1:10 p.m. - Football 
BOSU at  Brigham Young    University (Provo, 
Utah.) 
BGSU vs. Eastern Michigan University. Ander- 
son Arena. 
2 p.at.— Soccer 
BGSU at Michigan State University (East Lan- 
sing.) 
7:30 |M«. - UAO Campus Film 
Sea 7:30 p.m. Friday. Sept. 16 Hating. 
S-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
Students $1 25 with BGSU ID Skate rental 50 
cents to* Arena. 
MS p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus Film 
See 7:30 p.m. Friday. Sept. 16 listing 
Sunday 
$ette*t«r.8 
3:10-6 JO p.m. - Public Skating 
Sea B p.m. Saturday. Sept. 17 listing. 
7-0 p.m. - PubHc Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday. Sept 17 listing. 
1:30 p.m. - Social justice Comrttee 
Meeting.  Open to si.  Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas More Church. 425 Thursttn. 
Monday 
Se* llMMf 19 
10 *jn.-S p.m. - UAO Print Saw 
Various fine art prints, inducing works by Che- 
gal, Dal. Rockwell, and Rembrandt, wl be 
■ ■■■till. Open to an See story elsewhere 
Grand Betroom. Union 
11:30 BJB. 
St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm. 
1 BJB. - SRC Salad s Sport 
A facWator wi teach windsurfing skies. Spon- 
sored by Student Rec Center. Free and open to 
al.  Forrest Creason Golf 
Course Pond. 
*M p.m. - Medical Technology Club 
Meeting   Open to at new students   112 Ufa 
Science 
1:30 p.m. - Prose neaping Sanaa 
Dr. Robert Earty, associate professor of creepy* 
wrieng,  wfl read from hie short stories and 
novels.   Sponsored  by  the   Creative  Wrung 
Program and the Commuter Canter. Free and 
open to M. Commuter Center, basement of 
Moeeley. 
7:10 p.m. - Sad* Skew 
"Woman and War: A Feminist Perspective." wfl 
be shown. This presentation explores the Impact 
of war on woman. Also, woman who attended 
the Seneca Peace Encampment wl discuss 
their experiences Sponsored by Woman For 
Woman. Free and open to al. Capitol Room, 
Union. 
7:30 pun. - Modem German FMm Festival 
Iran Angel," a 1980 Mm raveatng the Interac- 
tions of three people during the 1948 Berlin 
blockade, wl be shown. Sponsored  by the 
German   department   and   UAO.   Gieh   Fan 
Theatre. Henna. 
7:10 p.m. - Medical Technology Club 
Mesang. Opon to M medical technology matora. 
210 Math Science. 
7:20 p.m. - MWe Study 
Sponsored by St Thomas More Parish Open to 
al. St. Thomas Mora. 426 Thursttn. 
• p.m. - Advertising Club 
Meeting to elect officers and select winner ol the 
logo/slogan contest wl be held. Open to si. 
101 Business Administration 
Tuesday 
tytatw 20 
7:30 a.m. - Maaa 
St. Aloysms Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
1:10-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice  offered.  Open  to education 
majors. 385 Education. 
lOajn.-* p.m. - UAO Print Sal* 
Sea 10 a.m. Monday, Sept. 19 listing 
11:10 a.m.-Mass 
St Thomas Mora Church, 425 Thurstm 
1-6 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice offered   Open  to education 
makxs 386 Education. 
2 e-m. - SRC SeiecVe-Sport 
Sea 2 p.m. Monday, Sept. 19 listing 
2-4:10 pm - mt*nauon*l Coffee Hours 
Informal  gathering. Sponsored by the  World 
Student  Association   Free and  open  lo al. 
Mernettone] Lounge. 17 VVMams Hal. 
3:10 p.m. - Motogy Seminar 
Scientist, humorist, and poet Dr. Leo Woman 
tram Brooklyn Veterans Administration Hospital 
wl discuss s patient with complete deficiency of 
one of the coaguter proteins. Sponsored by the 
department of biological sciences. Free and 
open to al  112 Life Science. 
1:30 p.m. - University 4-H Club 
Meeting with voseybsl to fosow. Open to si. 
Mam floor lounge, Student Rec Center. 
7 p.m. - Baptist Student Union 
Meeting. Open to si. Piano Lounge, McDonald 
North. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU  vs.  University of  Michigan.  Anderson 
Anna. 
Sponsored by Active Christiana Today. Open to 
al. Alumni Room. Union. 
JM p.m. - Club Sports 
Organizational meeting. Open to al club sports 
directors and officers. 119 Eppter Center. 
7:10 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Ohio Wealeysn University (Delaware.) 
1 p.m. - Student National Education Associa- 
tion 
Organizational meeting. Open to al education 
majors. 112 Life Science. 
1:10 p.m. - Volunteers m I 
mtormetional meeting. Open to al. 207 Henna 
S p.m. - kiliamil»eiaM> Presidents Council 
Meeting   Open to al University  organization 
presidents. 200 Moeeley 
• p.m. - unhreratty Sailing Club 
Meeting. Open to at 222 Math Science. 
Wednesday 
S*ft.itWf 21 
Crgenizaaonel meeting Open to al 220 McFal 
Center 
kit sum.-1 
St Aloyalus Church. 150 S Enterprise 
1:10-11:10 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice offered.  Open  to education 
. 424 Education 
11 s.m.-l p.m. - UAA Awareness Days 
Undergraduate Alumni Association members wl 
be ■ anils al an Information table to answer 
questions about this organization. A free raffle 
wl also be held for three tickets to the David 
Brenner Parents Day Show Free and open to al. 
See story sHawhsrs. Union Oval. 
11:10 a.m. - Coffee Break Sana* 
Sgt. Chariot** R. Stames, Coordinator of Crime 
Prevention and Community Relations, wl da- 
cuaa the importance of operation identification 
Free and open lo al. Mem Lounge, Commuter 
Center, Moeeley 
11:10 a.m.-Mass 
St. Thomas Mora Church, 425 Thurstm. 
1 pja. - SBC Select * Sport 
See 2 p.m. Monday, Sept. IB asUng. 
S p.m. - UAO OoH Tournament 
Deaden* for registering for the Sept 26 compe- 
tition. F% various prizes** be awarded. Fee of 
S12 due upon sign-up. Open to al. See story 
elsewhere. UAO Office, third floor. Union, or 
Clubhouse, Forrest Creason Golf Course 
1:30 p.m. - Concert 
Guest artists David Btger. alto saxophone, and 
Dorinne Eager, piano,  wl perform works by 
Gershwin.   Hartley,  and Schandat.  Free and 
open to al. Choral Room, Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
7 p.m. - Cultural Conversation 
Kristin* Ahovuori, a VCT student from Finland, 
wl lead an informal discussion about Finland and 
United States cultural differences Sponsored by 
the University Honors Program. Free and open 
to al. International Student Lounge, 17 Wami 
7 p.m. - Bible Study 
Sponsored by the Baptat Student Union. Open 
to al. Northaide Baptiat Church, 701 W. Poa. 
7:30 p.m. - Bats Atone PM 
RecruHera night for Die accounting club honor 
society wl be held, with s social hour fo»owing. 
Free and open to al members. Alumni Sum. 
Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Ski Club 
Informational meeting about upcoming trip to 
Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Free and open to at. 
Membership fee of S12 includes ski dub ban- 
dana and arjrnlaatan to club parses. 70 Over- 
7:10 p.m. - Worship Masting 
Sponsored by the Fellowship of Christian Stu 
dents. Open to al. 100 Business ArJrnWatralion. 
7:30 p.m. - PreLaw Society 
Organizational meeting Open lo M. 121 Hayes 
7:304) p.m. - Student Personnel Asaoclallon 
Meeting. Chuck Gaeagher. Region 8 Ohio Rep- 
resentative from the American Society of Per 
sonnel Admlnlatration. wl apeak on "History of 
Personnel " Open to al  212 McFal Center 
S p.m. - Environmental krtoreet Group 
Meeting Open to sl. 108 Hayes 
• pan. - Faculty necHel 
Herbart Spencer, associate  professor m the 
Coseg* of Musical Arts, wl present s horn 
recital Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, 
Moore Musical Arts Center. 
S-10 p.m. - PubMe Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17 listing. 
I pjn. - UAO WhHe Water netting 
lnlorm**onei  meeting. Open to M registered 
participants for Sept 23-25 trip to New River, 
West WgWa. UAO office annex, third floor, 
Union 
1:30 p.m. - Midweek Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster. 
Thursday 
Uftmkmtl 
St. Atoysius Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
IS ajsL-6 pjn. - UAO Print Sate 
See 10 a.m. Monday. Sept. 19 Hang 
1:10-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program advice offered   Open to education 
majors. 424 Education 
10 s-m.-* p-m. - UAO Print Sale 
See 10 a.m. Monday, Sept. 19 rating. 
11 UB.-3 p.m. - UAA Aweren*** Days 
Sea 11 am. Wedneedey, Sept 21 Mong 
2-4:10 p.m. - International Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering.  Sponsored  by the  World 
Student  Association.  Free and open  to  al. 
mtematjonal Lounge, 17 WeSarns Hel 
1-4 pjn. - MK Ttenk Tank 
A bnanstorming session for Improving the Stu- 
dent Rec Center wl be held. Free and open to 
al  Hoeiey  Conference Room,  Student Rec 
Center. 
1:30 pm - Und*rgr*dM*te Al—ml Aeaocle- 
ttea 
Meeeng. Opon k) M Msetl Akjrnni Center 
7:30 a-m. - Chrtetien Fellowship 
A dacusaion entitled "Are you a Chriatan7' wl 
be held Sponsored by the Campus Crusade tor 
Christ Open to al. Faculty Lounge, Union. 
7:10 p.m. - Maaa 
St. Thomas Mora, 426 Thursttn 
I go*. - Charlie Chaplin Tribute 
Varioua Chapm photos, neweraets, and films, 
including "Ths Gentleman Tramp" and "Gold 
Rush" wl be shown. Sponsored by UAO. Free 
and open to al. Oath Fan Theatre. 
S4-J0 pjn. - Navigators 
A meeeng tor this mterd*nominational Christian 
organization wl be held. Free and open to el. 
112 Life Science. 
1:10 p.m. - Bible Sludy 
Discussion of Romans. Sponsored by United 
Chnsaen Fatowahto. Open to al. Back room at 
UCF, 313 Thurson. 
S p.m. - Germsn Club 
Mailing, with "Stammtisch" (social gathering) to 
fosow. Open to Ml. Pagkai's East 440 E. Court. 
Friday 
Sifting.'23 
7:30 a.m. - Maaa 
St Atoysius Church, 150 S. Enterprise. 
taja.-Ootf 
Men's Mem at the Buckeye FM Classic (Ohio 
State University, Columbus.) 
• SJO.-OOH 
Women's Mam at the Lady Spartan mvttattonal 
(Michigan Slate University. East Lansing.) 
• a-m. - Library Rededicatlon Event 
A seminar wl feature techniques for searching 
tie Onahe Compuler Library Canter data base. 
Free and open to al. See story elsewhere 126 
Jerome library 
10 a.m.-S p.m. - UAO Print Sal* 
See 10 a.m. Monday. Sept  19 Sating 
10 a.m. - Library "^dedication Event 
A seminar on "Citation Indexes as a Research 
Tool m Science, Social Studies and the Humani- 
ties" wl be nek). Free and open to al See story 
eaewhere. 128 Jerome library. 
Neon — Library Rededicatlon Event 
A seminar of "Computer DaM Base Searching 
Across the Dledpenes" wl be held  Free end 
open to al. See story eaewhere. 126 Jerome 
Ubrary. 
12:30 p.m. - Maaa 
SI Thomas Mora Church. 425 Thurstm. 
1:11 p.m. - Ubrary Rededicatlon Event 
Or. Alan E. OuaMn. University of Wisconsm- 
Parkaide Chancellor, wfl be the principle 
speaker Ms" Library Future Shock" coaoqutum. 
Free and open to al. 213 Jerome Library. A 
reception wl follow in the bibliography are*. 
3 p.m.- Ubrary H*dorJc*tlon Event 
A radadtoslton and naming ceremony wl be 
held. Free and open to el. See story 
ek»wn*ra. Terrace of Jerome Ubrary. 
1:30 pjn. - Soccer 
BGSU vs University of Wisconsm-Mtwaukee 
Mickey Cochrane Field 
5:15 p.m. - SRC Fitness at Flea 
Aerobic exercae program. Free and open to al 
See story eaewhere Student Rec C*nt*r. 
1:30 pjn. - Sabbath Strafe* 
Sponsored by Jewish Students Group. Open to 
M Faculty Lounge. Union. 
7 pjn. - Hot* Study 
Sponaored by "Unity," a non-d*nomir«tlonel 
inraMry. 104 Busnesa Administration 
7:30 pm. - Volleyball 
BGSU M Bal State Unrvertsty (Muncie, Ind.) 
7:10 pjn. - FeBowehlp of Christian Students 
Meeeng. Open to al FCS House. 128 S. 
Coasge 
HO pjn. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday. Sept. 17 bating 
1:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
Monty Python's "And Now For &>mething Dtffar- 
ent" wl be shown. $1.50 with BGSU ID. Mam 
Aucaorium. University Hal 
1:10 p.m. - UAO Campus Film 
"Monty Python Live at ths Hotywood Bowl" wl 
be shown. S1.50 with BGSU ID  Mam Audito- 
rium, Unlveriety Hal. 
11:30 pjn. - UAO White Water Rafting 
Vans leave for weekend trip to New River. West 
Virginia. Open to a* regatered participants 
Union Oval 
MKMgM - UAO Cempus FMm 




See 9 a.m. Friday. Sept  23 listing. 
10 a.m.-Noon - Man* Troupe Workshop 
Tha Fountain Square Foots, a troupe ot Ova 
mknaa. wi preeenl a workshop on "BWk> 
drema" techniques. Sponsored by St. Thomas 
Mora University Pariah. Admittance lea of S10 
alas Includes 1 p.m. workshop and 7:30 p.m. 
world peace and justice performance Fa* wi 
be adjusted for only 1 workshop. Open to al. 
St. Thomas More Chapel, 
425 Thurstm 
11 s.m. - Croat Country 
Women's team at Eastern Michigan Invitational 
(Ypefanti, Mich) 
11 i.m. - Cross Country 
Man's team at Miami University (Oxford. Ohio.) 
1 p.m. - Rugby 
Men's A. B, and C teams vs Miami University, 
Colege Park. 
1 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU at Miami University (Oxford, Ohio. I 
1-3 p.m. - kttme Troupe Workshop 
The Fountain Square Fools, a troupa of five 
mimes, wi present a workshop on "Extravert 
Meditation" Sponsored by St. Thomas More 
University Pariah Admittance fee of S10 also 
includes 10 a.m. workshop and 7:30 p.m. work) 
peace performance. Fee wi be adjusted for only 
one workshop. Open to al. See story else 
where. St. Thomas More Chapel. 425 Thurstm 
1:30 p.m. - Football 
BGSU vs. Miami University. Doyt L. Perry FWd 
2-5 pan. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles wr» be on display Free 
and open to al. UtBe Red Schoorhouse. west ot 
Commons. 
4 p.m. -1 
St. Thomas Mora Church, 425 Thurstfn. 
5:30 p.m. - Mass 
St. AJoyskja Church, 150 S. Enterprise. 
7 p.m. - Concert 
Faye Burgess, vocalist and pianist from Nash- 
ya*, wi perform Sposnored by Baptist Student 
Union Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts Cantor. 
7:30 p.m. - Wane Troupa Performance 
Tha Fountan Square Fools, a troupe ot five 
mimes, wi present a performance on work) 
peace and justice. Sponsored by St. Thomas 
More University Pariah. Admittance fa* for 
performance ra only $2. Open to al. See story 
eteewhera. St. Thomas Mora Parish Chapel, 
425Thurstm. 
I pj». - UAO Campus Film 
See 8 p.m. Friday, Sept. 30 listing. 
(-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday. Sept. 17 listing 
•:15 p.m. -Campus FHm 
Sea Friday. Sept. 23 Hating. 
9:30 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
Saa 9:30 Friday, Sept. 23 Istjng 
eMnfcjM - UAO Campus FHm 




St. Atoyatus Church. 150 S Enterprise 
MS, 10:30 a.m. - Worship Service. 
Charts Community. Prout Chapel 
MS, 11 a.m. - Worship Santcea 
St. Marks Lutheran Church, 315 S. College 
OajiL-OoN 
See 9 a.m. Friday. Sept 23 listing. 
9:30,11 a.m. - Worship Services 
First United Methodist Church, 1508 E. Wooe- 
k*r. 
9:30 a.m., I p.m. - Worship Santos 
Grace Brethren Church, 121 S. Enterprise. 
10 a.m - Worship Santos 
First Presbyterian Church. 128 S. Church. 
10,11:11 a.m., 1:15 p.m. - I 
St. Thomas Mora Church, 425 Thurstm. 
10:30 a.m. - Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel, 1124 E. Wooster. 
10:30 a.m.-Worship Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1028 W. Pearl 
10:50 a.m. - Worship Service 
Nashvie weasel and pianist Faye Burgess wi 
perform   Sponsored  by the  Baptist  Student 
Union Northside Baptist Church, 701 W. Poe 
Noon - UAO Ootf Tournament 
Men's, women's, and mixed 4-person scramble 
teams wi compete tor 50 various prizes. Free 
end open to al spectators See story elsewhere 
Forrest Creaaon Golf Course. 
2-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
A reception wi precede the opening ot a 
painting and drawmg exhibit By Linda Ames-Ben, 
an Instructor at the Toledo Museum of Art's 
School of Design. Free and open lo all See 
story elsewhere. McFal Center 0alary. 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Cantor 
Various historical articles wi be on display. Free 
and open to a). Little Rod Schoorhouse, west of 
Commons 
1 p.m. - Concert 
The Bowing Green Philharmonic with guest 
conductor David PKkett, associate professor of 
music at Indiana University, and Vend da Cam- 
era, tha University faculty woodwind quartet, wi 
perform Free and open to al. See story else- 
where Kobacker Hal, Moore Musical Arts 
Cantor. 
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Public Skating 
Sss 8 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17 totrng 
United Christian Fellowship Open to al. 313 
Thurstm. 
• p.m.- Worship Service 
Sponsored by " Unity." a non-danomlnalional 
rrarrietry. Prout Chapel. 
7 p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. North- 
side Baptist Church. 701 W. Poe. 
7-9 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17 listing 
1:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting.  Open  to al.  Fireside  Lounge.  St. 




St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm 
3:30 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Central Michigan University (Mt Pleas- 
ant | 
5 p.m. - SBC Select-export 
A facWator wi teach trtsbee golf skills. Spon- 
sored by Student Rec Center. Free and open to 
al. SRC entrance. 
7 p.m. - Social Work Club 
Meeting. Open to al  105 Hayes. 
7 0JO.-I 
St. Atoyakja Church, 150 S Enterprtee. 
7:30 p.m. - German FHm Feetrral 
"Wrong Weights.'' a 1971 lam reflecting social 
upheaval and corruption, wi be shown. Spon- 
sored by tha deportment of German end UAO. 
Free and open to al .Grah Film Theatre. Henna 
7:30 p.m. - Contemporary Theology Class 
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Parish   Free 
and open to al. St. Thomas More, 425 Thursbn. 
I p.m. - Advertising Club 
Opening party. Free and open to al. 317 N. 
•:30 e.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
Drawings and o! paintings by Linda Ames-Bel. 
on instructor at tha Toledo Museum of Art's 
School of Design, wi be on display Monday 
through Friday, and 2-6 p.m. Sundays until Oct. 
16. Free and open to al. See story otaawhora 




St. Atoyslua Church, 150 S Enterprise 
9:30-11:30 s.m. - Hearing Impaired Program 
Program  advice  offered.  Open  to education 
majors  424 Education 
11:30 ajn 
St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstln. 
1-6 p.m. - Hearing Impairment Program 
Program  advice  offered.  Open  to education 
majors 385 Education. 
2-4.30 pan. - miemattonal Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering.  Sponsored by Iris World 
Student  Association.  Free and  open  to al. 
Marnattonal Lounge, 17 Wamrne Hal. 
5 p.m. - SRC lelecl e Sport 
See 6 p.m. Mondey. Sept 26 Hating. 
7 pjn. - Students For Lite 
Masting, Open to al. Conference Room. St. 
Thomas More Pariah, 425 Thurstm. 
7 p.m. - Baptist Student Union 
Meeting. Open to al. Piano Lounge, McDonald 
Thursday 
SaftlamStt 29 
S SJQ.-S pjn. - Student Ho ntottos Etoe- 
7 pjn. - FeMowahip Service 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today Open to 
al. Alumni Room, Union. 
7:30 pjn. - Woman in Business 
A meeting. Including membership registration, 
wi be hold. Open to al. 113 Business Adminis- 
traaon. 
7:36 p.m. - Bible Study 
Sao 7:30 p.m. Monday. Sept. 19 letng. 
• p.m. - University Sailing Club 
Meeting. Open to al. 222 Math Science. 
Wednesday 
MpffMMf Zo 
• a.m.-* p.m. - Student Representative Elec- 
tions 
Five on-campus and five off-campus represents- 
trvee wi be elected to Undergraduate Student 
Government. Voting Is open to al. Ballots 
located In Business Administration. Union, and 
Mosetey 
9:15 a.m. -Mass 
St. Aloys** Church. 150 S. Enterprise 
9:30-11:30  a.m. - Healing Impairment Pro- 
Program advice offered.  Open to education 
majors. 424 Education 
11:30 s.m. -Coffee Break Series 
Joanne Vamei. director of parking services. wtJ 
speak  Sponsored by the Commuter Off-Cam- 
pue Organization. Free and open to al. Com- 
muter Center. Moaeiey. 
11:30 a.m.-Mesa 
St. Thomas Mora Church, 425 Thurstln. 
3:30 p.r». - otology Seminar 
Molecular Biologist Dr. Peter Stambrook from the 
University of Cincinnati School of Medicine wi 
discuss the development expression of genes 
programs in higher organisms. Sponsored by the 
department of biological sciences. Free and 
open to al. 112 Ufa Science. 
3:30 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU vs. Eastern Michigan University. Mickey 
Cochrane Field. 
Sea 6 am. Wednesday. Sept  26 toting. 
9 aJH.-7 p.m. - Rummage Sale 
Goods for coneignment sale on Sept. 30 and 
Oct.  1  may be dropped off.  Sponsored by 
Women For Women. Open to al. United Chris- 
Han Felowahlp Center. 313 Thurstln. 
•:15 a.m. - Haas 
St. Atoyokis Church, 150 S. Enterprise 
9:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program. 
Program advice offered. Open to education 
majors 424 Education. 
3-4 p.m. - SRC Thank Tank 
A brairtatormfng session for improving the Stu- 
dent Roc Cantor wi bo held. Free and open to 
al Hootey Conference Room. Student Rec 
Contor. 
2-4:30 p.m. - International Coffee Hours 
Informal gathering.  Sponsored by the World 
Student  Association   Free  and open  to al. 
mtemaOonal Lounge, 17 Williams Hal. 
5 p.m. - SRC Selects-Sport 
See 6 p.m. Monday. Sept. 26 listing. 
7-10 p-m. - Student Representative Elections 
See 7 p.m. Wednesday. Sept. 28 listing 
7:30 p.m. - Christian Fellowship 
A discussion entitled "Are You a Christian?" wi 
be held. Sponsored by the Campus Crusade for 
Christ Open to al. Faculty Lounge. Union 
7:30 p.m. - Mass 
St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm 
S p.m. - French Club 
Fondu and Information meeting. Admission 50 
cents. Open lo al. French House. Sorority Row 
S p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
"It Happened One Night'' wi be shown. Free 
and open to al. Grah Fam Theatre. Harms 
• p.m. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Sept  28 hating 
MM Ma, - Navigators 
A meeting for tha mierdenominarjonal Christian 
organization wi be held  Free and open to al 
112 Life Science 
»:30 p.m. - Bible Study 
Discussion of Romans. Sponsored by United 
Christian Feaowship Open to al. Back room at 
UCF, 313 Thurstln. 
• p.m. - Gorman Club 
Meeting with "Stammttsch" (social gathering) to 
foftow. Open to al. Pageeis East, 440 E Court 
S p.m. - Fall Retreat 
Deadline for registering for this Sept. 30-Oct. 1 
rotraat focusing on "Clay In the Potter's Hand" at 
the C^xjpkng Retreat Center, Port Cknton Spon- 
sored by United Christian Feaowship. Fee df jWaesW 
J10 includes transportation, lodging, and meats 
Open to al. United Christian Fellowship. 
Friday 
Stftwmto 30 
5 p-m. - SRC Sstoct-e-Sport 
Sea 5 p.m. Monday, Sept 26 eating. 
7 p.m. - Bible Study 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. Open 
to al. Northelde Baptist Church, 701 W. Poe. 
7-10 p.m. - Student Representative Elections 
Five on-campus and five off-campus representa- 
tives to Undergraduate Student Government wi 
be elected Voting free and open to al. Jerome 
Library. 
7:30 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU at Ohio State University (Columbus.) 
7:30 p.m. - Beta Alpha Pel 
A meeting for this Accounting honor society wi 
be hold. Free end open to al members Alumni 
Sum). Union. 
7:30 p.m. - Ana-Racism Task Force 
Meeting Sponsored by Women Against Racism 
Consciousness- Raising   Group.   Open   to   al 
women. International Lounge. WaSams 
0 p.m. - Concert 
The Faculty Jazz Trio, Including Associate Pro- 
lessor David Mese, Instructor Jeff Hateey. and 
Professor Wendel Jones, al from the College of 
Musical Arts, wi perform Free and open to al. 
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center. 
• p.m. - University Theatre Production 
"The Reel Inspector Hound" wi be presented 
rickets $1.50   See story elsewhere   Joe E. 
Brown Theatre, University Hal. 
S p-m. - Environmental Interest Group 
Msskng. Open tool. 106 Hayes 
HO p.m.-Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday. Sept. 17 listing. 
9:30 p.m. - MrJweak Worship Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. Wooster. 
9 a.m -7 p.m. - Rummage Sale 
Vanous coneignment goods wi be sold Spon- 
sored by Women For Women. Open to al. 
Basement of United Christian Feaowship Center. 
313 Thurstm 
12:30 pjn. - Maaa 
St Thomas Mora Church. 425 Thurstm. 
5:15 pjn. - SRC Fitness at Five 
See Friday, Sept. 23 kstmg 
S pjn. - Foal Retreet 
Cars wi leave for a weekend retreat focusing on 
"Ctay m the Potters Hand" at the Coupling 
Retreat Center. Port Canton Sponsored by 
United Christian Fesowshlp Fee ol $10 In- 
cludes transportation, lodging, and meals Open 
to al. United Christian Fesowshlp Center. 313 
Thurstm. 
•:30 pjn. - Sabbath Service 
Sponsored by Jewish Students Group. Open to 
al. Faculty Lounge. Union. 
7 p.m. - Bible Study 
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denominational 
ministry. 104 Business Adrrvriistration 
7:30 p.m. - reltowahlp of Christian Students 
Masting. Open to al. PCS House, 128 S 
Colege 
■ p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
"Stripes" wi be shown. $1.50 with BGSU ID. 
210 Math-Science 
8 p.m. - University Theatre Production 
Sao 8 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 28 listing 
rj-10 pjn. - Public Skating 
Sss 8 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17 Bating. 
10 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 30 toting. 
MtontoM - UAO Campus Fash 
See 8 p.m. Friday. Sept. 30 rtottog 
Philharmonia opens 1983 season 
Art comings and goings 
Today (Sept. 16) begins the last three days ot an art exhibit by faculty members Don 
Ehrlichman and Ron Bandy in the McFal Center Gallery. 
Ehtlichman is represented by numerous examples ol ceramic pots, while Bandy has 
approximately 15 large-scale paintings and drawings The exhibit win close Sunday (Sept. 
18). 
On Sunday (Sept. 25) an exhibit of oil paintings and drawings by Toledo artist Linda 
Ames-Bel win open in the Gallery Bel. who teaches painting In the School of Design at 
the Toledo Museum of Art. is expected to present a number of her works, including 
allegorical paintings of interiors as wel as smal and large-scale drawings. 
Hours for both exhibits are 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m. 
Sundays. There is no admission charge. 
UAA sponsors 'Awareness Day' 
UAA is the Undergraduate Alumni 
Association. It consists of a group of 
undergraduate University students working 
on special protects for the Alumni Center. 
If you have ever received a finals week 
survival kit. been ushered to your seat at 
the Parents Day Show or voted for your 
favorite teacher to receive the Master 
Teacher Award, you have come in contact 
with UAA. 
There are many students, however, who 
are unaware of this organization. To correct 
this proble i UAA wil be sponsoring 
"Awareness Days" to promote the 
organization and register new members on 
Wednesday and Thursday (Sept. 21 and 
22). An information table wil be set up in 
the Union oval from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m. for 
anyone wishing to learn more about UAA. 
Those registerinq at the table wil also be 
entered in a raffle to win three free tickets 
to the David Brenner Parents Day Show. 
To become a member of UAA, you may 
sign-up at the information table or attend 
one of the weekly meetings held at 6 p.m. 
Thursdays at the Mileti Alumni Center. 
Other activities planned by UAA 
throughout the year include tours of the 
campus for Alumni during Homecoming, 
faculty and student pizza parties and 
"Extern Experiences," matching up 
students with University Alumni in their field 
of study for on-the-job training. 
Another annual UAA event is the 
selection of the Outstanding High School 
Junior in Northwestern Ohio. The recipient 
of mis award receives a four-year fee 
scholarship. In addition, 117 other high 
school juniors are awarded S150 book 
scholarships. 
British conductor David Pickett wi 
appear with the BowHng Green 
PhKharmonia when it opens its 1983-84 
season at 3 p.m. Sunday (Sept 26) in 
Kobacker Hal of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
The free concert wi also feature an 
appearance by Venti da Camera and the 
performance of a new work composed by 
Martly Shrude, a faculty member in the 
College of Musical Arts. 
Pickett, who recently became director 
of recording arts and associate professor 
of music at Indiana University, worked with 
a number of internationally known artists, 
including Aaron Copland, Leonard 
Bernstein and PlackJo Domingo, while a 
recording engineer at the Abbey Road 
Studios of EMI in London from 1969-78 
From 1074 until coming to the United 
States earlier this year, he was also the 
musical director and principal conductor of 
the Bushey Symphony Orchestra, one of 
England's leading community orchestras. 
On Sunday, Pickett will conduct the 
Philharmonia in performances of the "Hary 
SAE accepting entries 
as bed racers prepare 
to 'spring' into action 
Wheels, speed and a friendly challenge 
Probably the day after the wheel 
was first invented, those three combined to 
create a race. And people have been 
racing ever since: Indy cars, stock cars, 
dragsters, dune buggies, go-carts, 
motorcycles and bicycles. 
On the Bowling Green campus, push- 
cart and tricycle racing have become a 
tradition. And a new traditon will begin Oct. 
7 as the brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
rol out two "souped up," ready-to-run 
double beds for the first Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon Bed Race. 
Any group of four students may 
compete, and registrations are now being 
accepted at the Sigma Alpha Epsilon 
house, old fraternity row. The deadline to 
register is Saturday (Oct. 1). There is a 
S20 registration fee and all proceeds will 
benefit the National Lupus Foundation. 
(Lupus, short for Lupus Erythematosis, is a 
chronic skin disease which - at present - 
has no cure.) 
The race wi begin at 4 p.m. on Ridge 
Street, in front of the Alpha Phi house. The 
finish Hne is 100 yards to the east and 
under the rules, one member from each 
team must ride in the bed, whle the other 
three members push it. The first team to 
cross the finish line wil advance to the next 
round of competition. 
Winners of races will compete against 
each other in a single-elimination contest 
until only one team in each division 
remains. The winner of each division wil 
receive an engraved bed pan. 
Additional Information and application 
materials can be obtained by contacting 
Roger Stewart, race coordinator, at the 
Sigma Alpha Epsilon house. 
Janos Suite" by Zottan Kodafy and 
"Slnfonla Concertante, K. Ann. 9" by 
Mozart. Venti Da Camera, a University 
faculty quartet, wi be featured In the latter 
work. 
The concert wi also include 
performances of the "Fourth Symphony, A 
Major, Op. 9" by Felix Mendelssohn 
Bartholdy and "Psalms for David" by 
Shrude, which was commissioned and 
premiered last spring by Yuval Zallouk and 
the Toledo Symphony Orchestra. 
Qrzegorz Nowak, who is beginning his 
second year as music director of the 
orchestra, wi conduct performances of 
both of these works. 
UAO sponsors 
golf tourney 
Fifty prizes, including a Wilson putter, a 
free golf lesson and a Kaufman's restaurant 
gift certificate, wi be given away at the 
UAO Golf Tournament to be held Sunday 
(Sept. 25) starting at noon. 
The tournament is open to al at a cost of 
$12. Players will receive free 
refreshments. The registration deadline is 
Wednesday (Sept. 21) with payment due 
upon sign-up. 
Four-person scramble teams will be 
arranged the day of the tournament in three 
ralinan men's, women's, and mixed. 
For additional information and 
registration material contact the clubhouse 
at Forrest Creason Golf Course or the UAO 
office, third floor of the Union. 
Fall Fest features 
food, fun, five bands 
Five hours of music by five area bands 
wi highlight the first Fa* Fest, which wi be 
held from noon to 7 p.m. Saturday (Sept. 
17) at College Park. 
The entire day of activities is free and 
open to the public. Beer, soft drinks and 
food wi be served. 
Green Sheet Is published by the 
Bowling Green State University Office 
of Public Relations for students, 
faculty and staff. It Is produced In 
cooperation with The BG News. 
The next Issue of Green Sheet will 
be published Sept. 30 and will cover 
events occurlng between Oct. 3 
through Oct. 16. The deadline to 
submit Information to be listed In that 
Issue is noon Wednesday, Sept 28. 
All events must be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 806 
Administration Building. In the event 
of space limitations, those events 
submitted at the earliest date will be 
given preference. There la no charge 
to have an Item listed. 
Student editors for this academic 
year are junior Steve Cotton and 
senior Radell Roberts. 
Saturday 
Oettberl 
9 a-m. - FIve-Kltometer Race 
Sponsored by St. Thomas More Parish. Admis- 
sion fee varies with age Open to al SI Thomas 
More. 425 Thurstm. 
9 i.m.-4 p.m. - Rummage Sale 
See 9 a.m. Friday. Sept. 30 listing 
10 sun. - Voeeybell 
BGSU vs. Clarion State aid Grand Vatey State 
colleges. Anderson Arena. Memorial Hal. 
10 a.m.-7 p.m. - Sesqutcentennial Week Event 
Various quMs, historical memorsbaa. and Hems 
from non-profit organUanone wi be on Display. 
Free and open to al. Festival Hal (Ok) Kroger 
Store). North Mam Street. 
11 a.m. - Cross Country 
Men's team vs. Bel State Umvetaity, Forrest 
Creason Golf Course. 
11 sm.-l p.m. - Clinic for the Handicapped 
Sponsored by the School of HPER. Open to 
students assigned to cMc. 201 Hayes. 
1 pjR. - Rugby 
Men's A, B, and C teams al Kant Stale University 
(Kent). 
1:30 p.m. - Football 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan University (YpseanU.) 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Center 
Various historical articles wi be on display. Free 
and open to a» Little Red Schoofhouse, west of 
Commons. 
2:30 p.m. - Ice Cream Social 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today. Free and 
open to al.  St.  Thomas More Church.  425 
Thurstm 
S pjn. - Bed Race 
Daadane to sign up 4-peraon teams to compete 
m tfas Oct. 7 event. Sponsored by Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon and Margarita's Restaurant. Entrance 
tee of S20 per team. Open to al. Sigma Alpha 
Epeeon House. New Fraternity Row. 
1:30 p.m. - Mess 
SI Aloysiue Church. 150 S Enterprise 
1 p.m. - University Theatre Production 
See 8 p.m. Wednesday. Sept. 28 eating. 
• p-m. - Concert 
The Coeeglate Chorale and Bowing Green 
Philharmonia wi perform aa pert of the 10th' 
annual Midwest Kodafy Music Educators of 
America Conference. Free and open to al. 
Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
s-10 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday. Sept  17 listing 
10 p.m. - UAO Campus FHm 
See Friday, Sept. 30 Ming. 
Midnight - UAO Campus Fan 
See Friday. Sept. 30 sating. 
Sunday 
1,10 a.m., Noon - Mass 
St. Atoysius Church. 150 S. Enterprise. 
I:4S, 1030 a.m. - Worship Services 
Cherts Community. Prout Chapel. 
MS, 11 a.m. - Worsmp Servtcee 
St. Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 S. College 
9:30, 11 a.m. - Worship Services 
First United Methodist Church. 1500 E. Woos- 
10 a.m. - Worship Service 
Deyaprlng Assembly ol God. 4-0's BuaJng, 700 
Hkjtt 
10 a.m. - Worship Service 
First Presbyterian Church, 128 S. Church. 
10,11:15 a.m., 1:11 p.m. -.Mass 
St. Thomas More Church, 425 Thurstm. 
1030 a.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by Active Christians Today. Alumni 
Room. Union. 
1030 SJ». - Worsmp Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E Wooeter. 
1030 SJe. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Union. North- 
• Church. 701 W. Poe. 
1 pan. - Seequicentennlel Week Event 
Community Day box lunch, including chicken, 
potato salad, cole slaw, and beverage, wi be 
served. Tickets $3, may be purchased al the 
Bowling Green Chamber of Commerce Office. 
139 W Wooster: or at Mid-American National 
Bank, 222 S. Mam. Lunch served at City Park, 
Conneaut Ave. 
2 p.m. — OuLiei 
BGSU vs University of Dayton. Mickey Goch- 
rane Field. 
2-5 p.m. - Educational Memorabilia Canter 
Vanoua Ixstoncal articles wi Be on display. Free 
am) open to al. Uttie Red Schoolhouse, west of 
Commons. 
3:30-630 p.m. - Public Skating 
See 8 p.m. Saturday. Sept. 17 Ming. 
6 p.m. - Worship Service 
Sponsored by "Unity." a non-denominational 
ministry. Prout Chapel. 
torn.-Veepers 
United Christian FeeOwship Open to al. 313 
Thurstm 
7 p.m.- Worship Service 
Sponsored by t'« Baptist Student Union North- 
aide Bapast Church. 701 W. Poe. 
1:30 p.m. - Social Justice Committee 
Meeting.  Open  to  el.  Fireside  Lounge,  St. 
Thomas More Church, 426 Thurstm. 
7-6 pa*. - Public Skating 
Sea 8 p.m. Saturday, Sept. 17 Isling. 
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The 
bg news/Jerry Catlaneo 
Theater 
A Small Budget But Big Talent Set 
The Stage For This Year's Season 
Welcome to FRIDAY Index 
Welcome to FRIDAY. 
FRIDAY is a weekly supplement to 
the BO News and covers art, lifestyle 
and entertainment happenings on cam-, 
pus and well beyond. Our ensemble of 
articles, critiques, profiles and pre- 
views, coupled with the local TV list- 
ings and Billboard magazine's top ten 
current popular recordings, is pre- 
sented to readers each week, just in 
time for the weekend. 
In this FRIDAY you'll read about 
the Joe E. Brown Theater and it's 
unique line-up for this season. You'd 
learn" why the shows were chosen and 
how.to become involved yourself as 
writer Ann Thoreson talks with Direc- 
tor Dr. Charles Boughton about his 
feelings as the Joe E. Brown theater 
begins another season. 
So take a break, put your feet up and 
enjoy your FRIDAY. 
•To Say The Least 
• Sound and Vision 
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Corer photo: Bobby Box, a member 
of the cast of The Real Inspector 
Hound, takes directions from Dr. 
Charles Boughton, director, as he 
practices his lines. 
The Green Sheet will publish as a suppliment to the Friday 
Magazine on every other Friday. Look for.it again on Sept. 30. 
V 
MONDAY- ROCK NIGHT 
TOLEDO ROCKS & RENEE'S 
ROCKS TOLEDO 
WEDNESDAY -WILD & WET 
TOLEDO'S MOST OUTRAGEOUS 
DRINK SPECIAL THAT 
LASTS...ALL NIGHT LONG 
THURSDAY - COLLEGE I.D: 
NIGHT 
GET IN FREE...SO BRING YOUR I.D. 
FRIDAY - MEN'S NIGHT 
DRINK SPECIALS & NO COVER 
FOR THE GUYS 
SATURDAY-LADIES NIGHT 
DRINK SPECIALS & NO COVER 
FOR THE LADIES 
Top Ten SingIestA1H|aaa(lpip]>^^f^(^(^1^1^1B 
I."Tell Her About Ii" „ Billy Joel (Columbia) 
2. "Total Eclipse of the Heart" Bonnie Tyler (Columbia) 
3."The Safety Dance" Men Without Hats (Backstreet) 
4."Maniac" Michael Sembello (Casablanca) 
5."Making Love Out of Nothing At All" Air Supply (Arista) 
6."Sweet Dreams" Eurythmics (RCA) 
7."Human Nature" Michael Jackson (Epic) 
8."Puttin'On the Ritz" Taco(RCA) 
9."Sexy©17" Stray Cats (EMI-America) 
lO.-Don't Cry" Aiia(Geffen) 
Top Ten LPT"^————a—a———— 
"Synchronicity" The Police (AAM) 
2."Thriller" Michael Jackson (EpicJ 
3."Flashdaiice" Soundtrack (Casablanca) 
4."Pyromania" Def Leppard (Mercury) 
5."An Innocent Man" Billy Joel (Columbia) 
6."Alpha" Asia(Oeffen) 
7."The Wild Heart" Stevie Nicks (Modern) 
8"Lawyers In Love" ., Jackton Browne (Asylum) 
9"Reach the Beach" The Fin (MCA) 
10. "The Principle of Momenta" Robert Plant (Es Paranza) 
10."Sometimes 1 Get Lucky and Forget" Oene Watson (MCA) 
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Sound And Vision 
Cheap Trick's New Release Produces 'Best Studio LP' 
byFalsMMer 
Eatertaiaaseat Editor 
CHEAP TRICK — Next Position 
Pkaae(Eafc) 
Fast Time* At Ridgemont High is on 
The Movie Channel this month. In one 
of the film's most enlightening se- 
quences, the macho cool but sexually 
inept Mike Damone attempts to scalp a 
pair of ^ heap Trick concert tickets to 
another student. But she isn't buying. 
"Think of the TUNES!" he pleads, 
and proceeds to flail away at an imagi- 
nary guitar, singing "Your mama's all 
right, your daddy's all right, they just 
seem a little weird. . . " in an effort to 
unload the tickets. 
Damone is then interrupted by a cute 
freshman named Stacy, who pulls him 
aside to inform him of his misguided 
virility. She asks him simply for a ride 
to the abortion clinic and half the 
required fee. 
The brutal truth concerning Cheap 
Trick's career is akin to the fact the 
film character Damone peaks too soon 
in his single, brief carnal romp with 
Stacy. Like the perils of adolescence, 
the band's audience moved on without 
them. 
Next Position Please marks an ap- 
parent change in direction, though, 
and is also Cheap Trick's best studio 
LP since Heaven Tonight. This results 
from the band's most artistically po- 
tent ideas in a number of years, com- 
bined with the production wizardry of 
Todd Rundgren. 
Rundgren has taken away none of 
their sense of humor or ribald outlook 
toward girls — as attested to by the 
title track — including their preoccupa- 
tion with "Younger Girls," one of the 
record's best songs. Todd also 
smoothed over some of the brashness 
that always threatened to smother 
some of their more memorable catch- 
iest songs. 
Ultimately, the record succeeds both 
on the strength of the tunes and their 
clever arrangements. The power chords 
have been toned down slightly but the 
vocal and musical hooks are still in 
abundance on virtually every track, 
most notably "Dancin' The Night 
Away," "I Can't Take It" and "Bor- 
derline." 
Clearly, the vitality and maturity 
heard here demonstrates this band has 
more to offer than their recent albums 
and fleeting tenure atop the teen rock 
heap lead us to believe. Next Position 
Please serves up the musical goods to 
satisfy not only those who thought they 
had outgrown the band but also folks 
like myself who were glad to see them 
fade from view a few years back. 
MICK FLEETVVOOD'S ZOO — 
I'm Not Me (RCA) 
Unlike the experimental work with 
African musicians on his solo debut, 
Fleetwood Mac's drummer and co- 
founder shapes his second solo effort 
around a more standard collection of 
rock tunes. 
The songs range from Mac-esque 
pop like "Angel Come Home," '"I 
Want You Back" (which features 
Lindsay Buckingham's upper register 
vocals) and the title track, sung by 
rocker Billy Burnette. Burnette also 
sings the classic "Tear It Up," written 
by his kin, rockabilly patriarchs Dor- 
sey and Johnny Burnette. The doo- 
wopish "Just Because" further adds to 
the musical fun. 
Fleetwood's drumming is as steady 
as ever, providing a driving force and 
common factor for the wide variety of 
material. He employs a number of 
different musicians and vocalists 
throughout, including guitarist George 
Hawkins, whose stellar vocals high- 
light Tom Snow's "You Might Need 
Somebody" and the sultry "This 
Love." 
The hearty, soulful nature of much 
of this LP leads one to speculate about 
Fleetwood's satisfaction with the re- 
cent output from the pop group that 
bears his name. 
Fuzzy Hat, Baton Stand Out 
Among Wave Of Orange 
by Ton AugeMo 
When the University marching band 
hits the field for their pre-game show, 
one person manages to stand out from 
the rest of the band. Maybe it's the 
white uniform with the tall fuzzy hat he 
wears while the rest of the band wears 
orange. It may be the way he struts, 
baton in hand, between the straight 
ranks of the musicians on the field. 
Why is one person allowed to stand out 
in such a uniform organization as a 
marching band? Because he's the drum 
major, he's supposed to. 
This year, senior education major 
Chris Garrett is the Falcon marching 
band's new drum major, a job that 
entales a lot more than blowing a 
whistle and carrying a baton. 
' 'He's our man on the field," Mark 
Kelly, band director, said. "He makes 
sure the field is set up for rehearsals, 
warms up the band in calisthetics, 
makes sure the squads start on time 
and generally sees things are moving 
smoothly." 
Tryouts for the drum major position 
were held last spring. They included an 
interview with the assistant band direc- 
tor and a two-hour marching, voice- 
command, whistle-command and con- 
ducting audition in the stadium in 
front of six judges. On top of the 
audition, the four contestants were 
judged on their teaching skills. Kelly 
said Garrett showed the most maturity 
and was the most methodical in his 
teaching. 
HAVING to arrive a week before 
classes started this fall for the band's 
"fundamentals week," Garrett said his 
position was almost a 24-hour job. 
"I was getting up at 6:30 a.m. to 
help set up the field and see if any of 
the kids needed anything, and was 
getting home at about midnight after 
the squad leader meetings," Garrett 
said. "It's time-consuming, but the 
rewards are definitely worth it." 
Ga rrett said helping people and 
getting experience in his major are 
some of the benefits of being the drum 
major. 
"Being the student leader of the 
marching band is about as 'music 
education' as you can get," Garrett 
said. "You find out a lot more about 
yourself and you expose a lot more of 
yourself. You go in front of a group 
and if you don't mess up, you're going 
to get some respect." 
Functioning as a liaison between the 
band directors and the band members, 
Garrett says he is able to free the 
directors to do more important things. 
If the students have questions about 
what they are supposed to do, they ask 
him. 
Since the band is still putting to- 
gether its first show for the Sept. 24 
game between Bowling* Green and 
Miami, Garrett said he is not exactly 
sure what he will be doing out on the 
field. 
" EVERYBODY will just have to come 
to the games and see," Garrett said. 
"Every drum major has his own style. 
I won't be doing what last year's drum 
major was doing and I probably won't 
be doing what next year's drum major 
will be doing. I will not be twirling (a 
baton), I know that. I will not be 
twirling. I don't want to twirl, the 
directors don't want me to twirl, the 
drum major will not be twirling." 
While admitting there is a bit of ego 
involved with putting on the white 
uniform and leading the band on the 
field, Garrett said the job has not 
changed him much. 
BONGOS - NMbert With Wings 
«CA) 
The Bongos mix the uplifting song- 
writing mastery reminiscent of such 60s 
legends as the Beatles, Byrds and 
Hollies with a spirit and aural texture 
that are entirely contemporary. 
Each of the five tracks on this New 
Jersey quartet's third record draws the 
listener in through sensual instrumen- 
tal mixes and a keen melodic flair. 
More importantly, they convey a sense 
of sincerity and genuine musicality 
lacking among so many "new sound" 
bands. 
The Bongos have also refined their 
musical outlook considerably since 
their two critically acclaimed previous 
records, a three-song EP and 1981 's 
Drums Along The Hudson (both inde- 
pendently released). Still crucial is the 
guitar interplay between Richard Bar- 
one and James Mastro (who released a 
notable LP as a duo this Spring), 
though it's noticeably less jarring and 
frenzied than on Drams. The use of 
acoustic guitars, in fact, helps create 
appropriate moods on "Tiger Nights" 
and"Sweet Blue Cage." Barone's 
smooth vocals glide easily over the 
musical backdrop, while drummer 
Frank Giannini's rhythms propel 
things along with style and precision. 
To Say The Least 
If You've Got The Time 
TV's Got The Beer 
by Scott Raymond Carpenter 
FRIDAY Editor  
What this country needs is more beer 
commercials. You know, the ones 
where the guy skis himself into a sweat 
so he doesn't have to spring a buck to 
buy his own Lowenbrau. 
Beer commercials on TV are an 
American tradition, an institution as 
old as this great country itself. Of 
course there hasn't always been TV, 
they used to ride through town on 
horseback and scream "if you've got 
the time, we've got the beer." Not 
many know this, but the United States 
actually adopted its colors from Red, 
White and Blue beer. It was Ben 
Franklin's idea. (Then again, Ben Also 
wanted to make the national bird a 
wild turkey, after his favorite brand of 
whiskey.) 
My favorite ad is the one where they 
show a bottle of Michelob perched 
ceremoniously on a block of ice with a 
dull fog in the background and foam 
oozing down the sides as the theme 
song crescendos to a triumphant pa- 
rade-like tempo and a cool voice pro- 
claims "some things speak for 
themselves." It sends shivers up my 
spine and a warm feeling all over (kind 
of like when I drink the stuf 0- 
I don't quite understand what 
"some things speak for themselves" 
means. I looked up Michelob in the 
dictionary but the closest word I could 
find was Michelangelo, who, of 
course, never sculpted a bottle of beer. 
So I figured that was of no rdevence. ■ 
The "in" sales ploy right now is to 
be the official something of the 1984 
Olympics. There's the official mat- 
tress, the official candy, the official 
car; I think I remember hearing there is 
even an official nail clipper of the 1984 
Olympics/but I'm not sure. An official 
beer of the Olympics though? I hope 
the javelin throwers don't find out 
about it. 
One thing bothers me about beer ads 
on the tube: the people that brewers 
target their propaganda for are not the 
people the TV reaches. The beer com 
panics should take out advertising on 
bus stop benches and sidewalks or 
something where it will reach the real 
beer drinker. Their new selling point 
could be "derelict tested, drop-out 
approved." 
Another problem I see with beer ads 
is the product names. You'd think they 
would give them more gimmicky 
names the way they do detergents and 
shampoos. Something like Milk of 
Hops or Mr. Foam. Lowenbrau, for 
instance, could benefit from being 
more straight-forward. Instead of in- 
sinuating their beer is for a higher 
social caliber, why not just call the 
stuff For Rich People Only. 
If beer companies want to attract the 
college crowd (brilliant observation, 
huh?) they should come up with college 
names. Backwash Premium Beer, how 
about that. Or maybe Beer or Party 
Pal or even something more radical 
like Coalition For 21 Malt Liquor. 
Anyway, gimmicks would probably 
work. 
Beer ads are a part of our American 
heritage. Baseball, hotdogs, apple pie, 
herpes and beer commercials (some are 
more desirable than others). In any 
case, It's Miller time. Bottoms up! 
Experimentation Sharpens Joe E. Brown Season 
by AM Thoresoa 
Standing in a chilly auditorium, he 
graces the stage with his fuzzy "flou- 
rescent" yellow socks, white baggy 
painter paints and a sporty royal blue 
pullover encased in one maroon stripe. 
Sputtering forth rancorous British 
cliches while chewing his Sherlock 
Holmes pipe, the indomitable Inspec- 
tor Hound, opening the Joe E. Brown 
season Sept. 28-Oct. 1, takes us from 
the center of campus to the heart of 
England. 
Hound, a murder-mystery satirizing 
avant garde theater, typifies the Joe E. 
Brown season, in that each upcoming 
production introduces experimental 
elements to the University stage, Dr. 
Charles Boughton, director of the 12- 
member Hound cast, says. 
_ "The Joe E. Brown theater is con- 
sidered to be primarily an actor's 
workshop theater," Boughton ex- 
plains. "Often we do experimental 
things," he says, adding that Hound is 
innovative in that it presents two levels 
of reality for the audience. As the 
curtain rises on the first scene, we see 
the cast occupying the front half of the 
stage. Backstage are seated two rows of 
critics, represented by dummy mane- 
quins and two live actors. The critics 
are evaluating the actors they see 
onstage, commenting to each other 
with vague theater jargon. Finally, 
they become so disgruntled with what 
they consider to be poor acting by their 
bloody good standards that they walk 
on-stage and take over two of the 
acting roles for themselves. 
"Hound is theater laughing at the- 
ater, mystery plays and theater critics 
themselves," Boughton says. Hound is 
sort of a satire on Pirandello, play- 
wright for "Six in Search of an Au- 
thor," another avant garde play in 
which six characters from a story visit a 
theater, searching for actors to act out 
Iheir story for them. The purpose of 
Hound is to elicit a different kind of 
involvement for the audience, easily 
facilitated by the intimacy of the 250 
seating capacity auditorium. 
Since the main focus for Joe E. 
Brown productions is acting and exper- 
imentation, production costs are kept 
to a minimum, Boughton says, adding 
that the prime target is the student 
audience. "The Joe E. Brown Theater 
is theater for the students, a chance for 
them to do things that are not ordinar- 
ily done. 
In fact, "Negatives," set for Feb. 
29-March 3, was written and produced 
by two former University students, 
Dennis O'Dell and Tess Hanson, who, 
Boughton says, are now a success in 
professional theater. 
"Kafka," running from Dec. 7-10, 
introduces Reader's Theater to the 
Brown season, compiled from the 
influential writings of contemporary 
writer Franz Kafka, according to 
Boughton.   ' 
"A Raisin in the Sun," set in the 
Southside Black ghetto of Chicago,in 
the 19S0's, raised the status of black 
American theater, making it possible 
for black writers and actors to break 
into professional theater. It runs form 
April 4-7. 
Polishing off the Brown season 
Treehouse Troupe Productions, pre- 
sents "Pinocchio and Blue Horses," 
April 27-28 in the Main Auditorium. 
Written for children in grades kinder- 
garten through three, "Pinocchio," 
involving both live actors and puppets, 
will be guest directed by children's 
theater expert F. Scott Regan. 
As in all University theater produc- 
tions, auditions for the remaining Joe 
E. Brown productions are open to all 
students, with the exception of "Fresh- 
men Follies," an exclusively freshmen 
production set for Dec. 14-17. Audi- 
ences for "Follies" will be in late 
October. 
"We (in the theater department) 
never want to have an exclusive the- 
ater," Boughton says. "Auditions are 
always open for any production — to 
students and community alike. We 
don't cast by a person's major. It's 
very important that it doesn't become 
exclusive." Boughton added that any- 
one interested in working on sets, 
costumes, lights or properties for the 
Brown season can sign up, regardless 
of previous technical experience. 
Yet, Boughton admits that there are 
lines of distinction between acting 
talents among students. "Some people 
have good (theatrical) instincts," he 
says. "They tend to do the right things 
without much direction needed. They 
are at home on stage, with a certain 
stage-presence making an impression 
on the audience when they enter." 
Among the theatrically inclined 
graduating from the University, the 
likes of Eva Marie Saints, (major film 
actress seen in "On the Water Front 
with Marlon Brando), Johnny Smith 
(presently doing off-broadway work) 
and comedian Tim Conway all were 
seen in University productions as stu- 
dents. 
As the inspector Hound himself asks 
from the stage, "Why don't you do a 
decent day's worth of work. . . 7" the 
1983-84 Joe E. Brown seems to chal- 
lenge us with a season's worth of 
workmanship. 
Liz Hamernik (Cynthii Muldoon) and Stephen Macionsky (Simon Gascoyne) embrace in 
rehearsal as Macionsky's character gets all the girls in The Real Inspector Hound, (below) 
Michael Prezniak, left, and William Robinson rehearse their roles as critics who provide 
comical insite from the stage of The Real Inspector Hound. 
photos by 
Jerry Cattaneo 
Dr. Charles Boughton. director of The Real Inspector Hound, takes notes during a 
rehearsal of the play this week. The performance will be Sept. 28-Oct. I in the Joe B. 
Brown theater. 
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• BREAKAWAY (MON- 
THUI 
• DO IT FOR YOURSELF 
• MOV* 
■ THE WALTONS 
• CARTOONS 
• • SESAME STREET 
(RIP 
• PINK PANTHER 
IESFNI     COLLEGE     FOOT- 
BALL IMON) 
IESFNI     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (THU) 
(TMO MOVIE (TUE, FRI) 
fTMCI ANNA TO THE INFI- 
NITE POWER (WED) 
4:30 
• COURTSHIP OF 
EDDIE'S FATHER 
• THE BRADY BUNCH 




(ESPN)       AUSTRALIAN 
RULES FOOTBALL (THU) 
fTMCI MOVIE (MONI 
6:00 
■ RHOOA IFRI) 
• WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
IMON-THU) 
• DAYTIME CHALLENGE 
(FRII 
• COMING ATTRAC- 
TIONS (MON. WED) 
0 MARY TYLER MOORE 
(TUE. THU) 
• HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
• BJ/LOBO 
• • MISTER ROGERS 
IR) 
• CHIPS PATROL (FRII 
O   MORK    AND    MINDY 
(MON-THU) 
CSPNI VIC'S VACANT LOT 
(R) (WEO) 
6:30 
• THE JEFFERSONS 
O0NEWS 
0 LAVERNE   B   SHIRLEY 
B COMPANY (FRI) 
0     PEOPLE'S     COURT 
(MON-THUI 
0M-A-S-H 
• ELECTRIC COMPANY 
IR) 
• LAVERNE a SHIRLEY 
a COMPANY (MON-THU) 
• CHICANOS EN OHIO 
(FRI) 
■ BUSINESS REVIEW 
(MON) 
• ON THE LINE (TUEI 
■ ART BEAT (WED) 
• TIME OUT (THU) 
■SPNI SOCCER IN AMERI- 
CA (WED) 
fTMCI MOVIE (THUI 
2:00 
(TMO     *»', Shark, > 
Machete      11981)    Ben   FaVe- 
nolde Rachel Ward 
4:00 
•    •*    larvae***'' 116771 
John H.nlon   Sheeay VAlMl 
(TMO   ••     Who Has   Sun 
Th*   WMI     ||(77)   Gordon 
Fetaent. JOM Ferret 
0 A YD ME SPECIALS 
B:30 
fTMCI ANNA TO THE INFI- 
NITE POWER Oata Man* 
and Jack Gilford alar at thta at© 
ry about a aacral eaparenenl lo 
dona a tarnoua aoanim 
2:00 
0 WALLS OF FIRE Rear do 
V iiaroan narrate* an eaptora- 
lion o* th* hue* and erection* of 
Maaico'* oraalaal rmaaeei* - 
Iha late David AJiaro Stounaoa. 




IESFNI     WOMEN'S     BIL- 
LIARDS   World Inyiiatonal 7- 









(ESPN)       AUSTRALIAN 
RULES FOOTBALL    SemaV 
nal Match I" 
10:30 
(ESPNI SPORTSFORUM IRI 
11:00 
(ESPN)     AUTO     RACING 
CART lacorl   Radar   Warring 
200   Itrom le.mglon OH) IR) 
1:00 
(ESPN)   PKA    FULL    CON- 
TACT KARATE IR) 
2:30 
(ESPN) RODEO (Rl 
.4:30 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
From Nashya*, IN IR) 
DAYTIME MOVIES 
7:30 
ITMCI     ***        Tempest 
11982) John Caaaavatat. Gana 
Rowlands 
6:30 
0   ***      She   Dona   Han 
Wrong     (19331   Cary   Grant. 
Maa Watt 
10 OO 
(TMO   •**      Ghost   Story" 
11961)    Frad    Asieae      John 
Houaaman 
12:00 
0      »«'>      Bab.     I197SI 
Suaan Clara. Ala. Karras 
(TMO      **** Soondar 
11972) Ceaty Tyson Paul Win 
hald 
100 
0      ** FAtHele * Navy 
Joma   Tha Aa   Fore*'    I196SI 
Tan Cutaway. Jon Fryrat 
BOO 
SB WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
0   MACNIL   /   LSHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
0 MORK ANO MINDY 
Mmdy fear* latt out vahan thee 
navvborn aon Maaaah accepts 
Morit at rut moahar 
• AEROBIC DANCING 
ITMCI MOV* ••• Tern- 
paat' I l9B?IJehn Cassavetes 
Gana Rowland* A Naw Vorfc 
atcttrlacl HUM* Bfe* aaaaaurai of 
urban Ma aa*1 aaarnaur and 
aacapaa to • GraaB alland with 
hm rtatajh**, aval • ftaa-apaitad 
younq womaft at thra updatad 
PG' 
OttO 
■ •COS NEWS 
0 NBC NEWS 
0 ABC NEWS Q 
0 BOB NEWHART A 12 
hour romanca cukmevate* in 
Carol ■ marriage lo • handaoma 
travel aganl 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Bahmd iha aoanas 
of tha Milt Amarica pagaant a 
toe* at Tha Young And Tha 
RaiBan atari Mag Bannatt 
and Errc Braadan 
0 HAWAII FIVE-O McGar 
ratt ha* fwmiatf comtrallad to 
prtaon m ordar lo obtam mlor 
ratlron regarding a gal a daath 
and tha disappearance of a 
pull coBachon. 
• FAMILY FEUD 
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAaPIE 
XBU'.'INESS REPORT 
M*A*S*H    Hewkeye 
raccada a htttar   lo hi* lathar 
deleAng   hi*   day   vi   tha   0 R 
with   a   matt   Turk,   a   mi**mg 
cotpaa and a gun-happy officer 




0    P.M.     MAGAZINE    A 
woman who gal* mugged lor a 
evasg moat a psychic tntarchar 
0 THREE'S COMPANY 
0 BARNEY MILLER On .i 
coffee!***   day.   Iha detective* 
contend with an Indian protest 
atg iha desecration of hat anoat- 
lore   ramam* and a hood who 
tratd to mug a ecoutrruMter 
0   THE   WHALES   THAT 
WOULDN'T     DC    Archrvel 
ami rare him footage document 
tha   story of   the Pacific   gray 
what**,     wfach    have    Iwice 
leboundeil from na» aalmction 
Jack Lord narrate*   IRI 
0     HOGAN'S     HEROES 
Hoceai anil his men ariang* In 
blow I*I a riaan fiat of Nan 
hi a** 
IESPNI INSIDE FOOTBALL 
BOO 
O   ■   THE    DUKES   OF 
HAZZARO Daray i* kajnappad 
by a back wood* ferrety deter 
mated to marry har to one of 
thea sons at a ehotgun wed- 
fang IRI 
B A TRIBUTE TO COUNT 
BASIC Thr* lelute to tha Ntfr 
giaei - wfach aaao raceBa Bat 
growth and u***ruuri*»il of 
modern aui - leMure* Tony 
nenneli Gaorga Benson. Sarah 
Vautihan and Joe Waaami (R) 
■ FIRST ANNUAL NBC 
YUMMY AWARDS «o. 
Schroder and OwtoM Schuh/ 
host ifwa lake oft on ewvd* 
shows that pranewe NBC* 
new Saturday morrang ana-up: 
guesit atchida Mmdy Cohn. Kan 
Field* Jwshna Baseman Tata 
• other s Kan Mirhaalaiai Gtenn 
Sc el pafe and otafdren'a TV aft- 
erana Laaaia. Bom. Paul Wat 
deal end Jerry Mahoney Pasty 
Lee and Gumby. 
■ BENSON ISeaeon Fiem 
•era) Benson and Krau* become 
■Iranded after serving a* 
attendant* ai iha for**! wad 
rang of Pate and Panraa. Q 
■ ■ WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
■ MOV* *** 'TheGreet 
Genby 119741 RcOart lead- 
lord. Mia Farrow Based on the 
novel by F Scott Fitrgwdd A 
wealthy 1920* bootktooai 
devote* hi* life to lecMerreng the 
woman ha love* 
■SPNI NFL GAME OF THE 
WEEK 
S:30 
■ WEBSTER IPremwel An 
m loolbak pro lAlea Kanesl 
Imds hr* honeymoon with a 
consume* advocate ISusan 
Clark) disrupted when he is 
sppranled surrogate father lo 
tha euonenty orphaned sun 
lEmmanuat liait) rjf a fnrmw 
laammate 
■ S WALL STREET 
WEEK Gatlatg A Cruaue 
From Lttrktw* Guest Aafcth B 
Wen**, teat wc* prasidenl. 
Dean Wilier Reynold*, me 
IESFNI HYDROPLANE 
RACING II- Cotunvout Cup' 
Ifrom Tn Cilan. WAI IR) 
(TMO MOVIE **• Gho»l 
Story (19811 Fred AslBe 
John Houseman Myslenout 
death* begwi lo tkacanate the 
tank* Of a imaM cade of elderly 
men who share both a monthly 
itorytetlmH gel together and a 
SO year okl secret   R 
6:00 
Om MOVIE ***', My 
Bodyguard' 119791 Chn* 
Makepaac* Adam BaMwa* A 
new sludanl at a Crmago hnfli 
*choul make* tremd* with ilv- 
Khod outcast and together 
they stand up lo the cruel gang 
that persecuted th*m both IRI 
■ DAVE ALLEN AT 
LARGE 
■ MOVC **•* Young 
Franfcenttem 119741 Gne 
Wader. Peter Boyat Dancleilhy 
Mel Brook* The son nf tlv 
•nfamou* Or Fiankenslem 
work* levarishly to complete IIIN 
Die lather s alt*nv,il lo neate .. 
■ynlhela: man IRI 
■ LOTTERYI FW-riy ...I 
Rinh .arive ai Ins Ania*i* »«l 
ifcslnliule kiliniy wasiea*. Bl 
,,w.».s,a..si1u«l|,....y-,. •" 
.i t.raer Icaes ,ual lain iiLiyi* at 
a ajeuv, taTaaa wfutf DM* takiu 
r. HI lie 
Good for 
any cat 
Oil & Filter Change 





  Deisel models slightly higher 
" Dishop Datsun 
.,1    Route 25 
L   Bowling Green, Ohio 43403 
*      353-5271 
with this coupon 
good till December 31, 1983 
:•:•:•:•:■:■:-:•:•:;:•:■:•:•:•:■::•:•:•: :•:•:•:•:•:•:■:■:•: 
For the exceptional in cards, records, 
gifts, etceterah. rah. rah! 
FRIDAV 
18 ANO OVER 
Rock - Night 
Rock & Roll all Night! 
Admission is '2.00 for a 
Bij KiM feature 
wnm 
Wiafai 4m*Mr" 
■ ALL -CRIATURIS 
MAT    ANO    SMALL    H 
E — y    Oog   Ha    Ha   DeV 
Jamas KM • tricky terse UMtog 
• bow dog andhndi out afiei 
btia rerpi Ma maana to lama 
Deggett s ooo iob man (Perl 
171 
■ MOV* ••* SaOl A 
Keid" (1934) Chatae Rugrpes. 
W C t«*M Two laiy ceuptaa 
manata to get m eech tMhar'a 
tiaa ffcvet* a croaa-coumn/ awa 
toCaerfonve. 
MS 
• CAROL BHJRNCTT ANO 
IWBNOO Guaat: Jan Natal 
Ktmi o*. •ooraAu. tMn 
rape* Ska Sontbara at Cafejarv 
10:0O 
•     TMC      NATIONAL     / 
JOURNAL 
■J MATT HOUSTON Matt 
aria oat to and a kaa and a 
myesaasa lark/ at atete to daar 
a errongftr accueed pafccemeri ot 
•Q 
ALL CRSATURiS 
AT ANO SMALL H 
Ha* Of.The Oog" ki Mra. 




SJ SNEAK PRf VIEWS N.« 
GaMar and Jeffrey Lyons host 
an mfarmelrire kjak at what » 
newel tfamovas 
10 JO 
ITMCI MOVIE ***• 
Soundar" (19721 C.celv 
Tyson. Paul WyitaH Outmg Hie 
dark Oaprasaam yaara. a (amdy 
ot Mack aharaoroppara struggle 
to stay togadtar at spaa ot ovar- 
lOJB 
■ EUROPEAN TELEVI- 




■ MONTY rvTMONS 
FLYINOCMCUS 
• TWB.IOHT ZONE An uo* 
duokkng can ba btavvng ai a 
world of baautdta paopla. 




• MAUDE Arthur thraatana 
to cloaa down Mauda a charty 
mustcal      artecft   ha    lams    as 
hard tors pornography " 
• MOVIE *** Sky Haj- 
ari' 1197(1 Jamas Cobum. 
Susannah Vork A wot* 
krshootar tons torcaa anth a 
hsmj-gbdrng teem to taacua an 
rnduabnakat'a kidnapped lamay 
horn tarrorate occupymg a 
Greek mountantop (HI 
• TONrOHT Host Johnny 
Caraon. Guasls Victoria Prmci 
pal. George Bi/ni 
• ABC NEWS NM3HT- 
LINE 
■ ■ LATENKXT AMCHI- 
CA Rapraaantatnra John Diogea 
(0-MII -ens yrawats that tha 
breakup ot ATAT we* causa 
phona baas be fear. 
• TWeUOHT ZONE Two 
tia-croesed lavas mafca tana 
stand sal. 
11:40 
■ MOVIf * a * 
"Fatoernked 491" I1M7I 
Oakar Was tan. juse Crease 
•asad on tha story by Hay •> ad- 
bury at a tunaa sracaMv. an of* 
11:00 
I*** "VealUke 
(197JI    Patty 
Ouka. fsoaamay Murphy 
1»:JO 
• FRIDAY NIOHT 
VtOEOS A Prrvete Reeks 
aagtnent proMaa Mam Fbeet- 
arood. and mtaira mm- fee 
turaa reglaegrTl tunes by Tha 
Rosing Stones. Kan Canes. 
Pate Townahand The Kmfcs 
Bonna Tyter end Electric Light 
Ochastrs 
■ JIMMY SWAO0AF1T 
CSPH) TOP PLANK SOXINO 
From Npanada. TN. IRI 
(TkaCI MOVIE   Raw    Sha- 
ky a    Machos      I19III    Sun 
Reynolds. Rachel Wad 
I MM 
■ ROCK N' PXJLL TON- 
ITC 
• FRIDAY NIGHT 
VIDEOS A Prrvaee Beets 
segment praMas beak Fkwt- 
svood. and muaca* mas lea- 
turea lasjhkehl sunea by The 
Rofang Stones Kan Careee. 
Pale Toarahand. The tteae. 





■ NBC NEWS OVER- 
NIGHT 
2:30 
■ MOVIE swat', The 
Marcus Nelson MWaaVt" 
(19731 Tea, Se..aes Maea 
Gonna 
• MOVIE * * * -My Sis 
loves (19*31 Oebba Rev 
noVJs. Ckff Robetlaon 
rr«4CI MOVIE *•• Tam- 
peel ' 119S2I John Caesevetes. 
Gens Rowlands 
MO ■ NEWS 
•ESPNI INSIDE FOOTBALL 
(Rl    ' 
MO 
(ESPNI CFL FOOTBALL Wat 
rapeg Blue Bombers at Calgary 
Sterrtpadars 
S:O0 
(TMCI     MOVIE     * a * W 
Blade Ruftrsa     (19821 Ham 
son Ford. Rutga Meua 
MO 
■ VSLLA ALEORE 
■ PATCHES ANO POCK 
rrs 
■ JETSONS 
IESPN)       AUSTRALIAN 
RULES FOOTBALL (Rl 
•tSO 
■ OkRRASCOLENDAS 
■ NEW ZOO REVUE 
7:00 
■ ■    CAPTAIN     KAN 
OAROO 
I U.S. FARM REPORT 
CHILDREN S TMbWTTal 
(TMCI    MOVIE    a*     Bar- 
struck      119121   Jo   Kennedy. 
Roes 0 Donovan 
MO 




iTHE BsBXITTS IP.a~.al 
AORI COUNTRY 
THE      FLINTSTONE 




Late lachraques ' Guest: Mervat 
Johnson Oklehome coach IRI 
S:1S 
KBPNI     INSTRUCTIONAL 
SERIES     Football    Defensive 
Leas   Techreques     Guest    Paul 
WVgget. Stanford coach IRI 
S:S0 
• SATUROAY tUPirl- 
CAOE (Prerraerel 
• PATCHES ANO POCK- 
ITS 
■ THE SHIRT TALES (See 
son Premarel 
■ THE MONCHHICHIS / 
UTTU RASCALS / RICH* 
RICH 
■ MOTORWEEK 
■SPNI V1CS VACANT LOT 
IRI 
BOO 
■ SESAME STREET 
■ GREAT SPACE COAST- 
ER 
■ SMURPS ISaeson Pram- 
aval 
8 ROMPER ROOM 
WOOOWRIQHTS 
SHOP 
(ESPNI TRIATHALON (Rl 
Bud Lrght / US Tnarharon'* 
Itrom San Oago CAI 
nMCI MOV9I ** Aduen- 
lures 01 The Wrfatatwes f in- 
ly (19 751 Robert Logan Susan 
Dements Shaw 
B:SO 
• • DUNGEONS ANO 
DRAGONS (IVerhraal 
■ PAC-MAN / RUSK 
CUBE / MENUOO 





■ ■THE DUKES 
■ CORONATION STREET 
■ MOVIE ••'. 'Rocky 
keountan 11*901 Errrjl F-ynn 
Petrrce VVymore 
■ THIS OLD HOUSE Bob 
VSa wees the grounds with s 
lendecspe deeavar and the ca- 
pentas put on new red ceda 
clepboada IRKJ 
(ESPNI NFL GAME OF THE 
WCEKFRl 
•OrOO 
■ ■ CHARLIE BROWN 
AND SNOOPY (Premarel 
■ ALVIN ANO THE CHIP- 
MUNKS IPierraael 
■ THE LITTLES 
■ AEROBIC DANCING 
(ESPNI   INSrOE   FOOTBALL 
IR) 
11:00 
■ ■ BENJI. ZAX AND 
THE ALIEN PRINCE (Pram- 
ban) 
■ WILD WORLD 
■ MR. T (Premarel 
■ PUPPY / SCOOBY OOO 
■ THE SHAKESPEARE 
PLAYS "Heine VI Pat II 
Peta Benson. Dsvrd Burke. Paul 
Chapman. Bran Oeecon. and 
Sanad Ha sla m Shake 
kpeere'S CNoracle ot England s 
VVa of the Robes. (Pat II 
• INSIOE BUSINESS 
TOOAY 
dJPNI SPORTSWEEK (R) 
(Taw   MOVIE   **   '•Lady 
Osc.    (19*01 Cebhaaa Mac 




BUOS BUNNY / ROAD 
WUbaTdSfl 
■ AtMAZtNG SPbDER- 
MAN / INCPaTOSBLE HULK 
(Seeeon Prat—el 
■ MOVkE •• T.rsn Aral 
Tha Munsreae    I1B47) Jahrvyy 
Tl 
(ESPNI PLAY YOUR BEST 
TENNIS Vaalrana Of The 
Groundstroke     IR) 
12:00 
»m NCAA TOOAY 
WRESTLING 
■ WEEKEND    SPECIAL 
The   Haunted   Maneron   fcays- 
lary" A boy and gal (Chrasan 
Stela. Tratrne Skykv) probe the 
rkaeppeaavce of a vaaefthy 
rnaer <Pat2l(R)Q 
■ OUILT FEVER Sananoks 
Petchwonv Strmg / Smp Pac 
«g. Log Cabas" 
If SPNI SPORTSCENTER 
12:30 
NCAA FOOTBALL 
MUNOARR      (Season 
Prs-narsl 
■ AMERICAN BAND 
STAND Gusats Amy Hoaatd 
Scott Bao 
■ THE SHAKESPEARE 
PLAYS Hsvay VI: Pat « 
Peta Benson. Oevtd Brake. Paul 
Chapman. Bran Oeecon. end 
Bemad Hal sla m Shake 
spaas s eh oracle of England s 
Wa ot tha Roses IPat 21 
■ VICTORY GARDEN Bob 
Thomson vans da lest two 
sem.lmafc.ti at tha Fifth Annual 
Vctvy Gaden contesl 
IESPNI HORStSHOW 
JUMPING IntamaKinal Da 




• MOV91 **• "Ata" 
119661 bAchaa Cane. Shake, 
eMpnja 
• WINE. WHAT PLEA- 
SURE P-.OI No- And Gemsy 
Beeujola.1 Patot Noas of Loses 
Maine Spravg Mountan end 
Nape VVkra Cskas ae leelwed 
(TMCI MOVIE •* Sue 
struck (19821 Jo Kennedy. 
Ross 0 Donovan. 
1:30 
■ CFL FOOTBALL Br.t.sh 
Cofumba Lone at Montreal 
Concordes 
• HIGH SCHOOL QUIZ 
■ MOVIE *• Shocktreu 
me" (19821 IrVraan Conrad. 
Chris Wiggvis 
■ COMPUTER PRO- 
GRAMME One Thmg Alia 
Anotha Esplenatajns of the 
concept of (he cornpula pro 
gran mvi the bmay rvumba 
syatem 
not 
• BASEBALL Covaege   of 
Detrort T.gsrs el Boston Red 
Sos a St Lours CadVnekt el 
PheadsMw PNfees 
■ AMERICAN GOVERN- 
MENT SURVEY The United 
States Constitution 
2:30 
■ THE TRAIL NORTH Ma 
tat Sheen naretes the story of e 
lame, s majtalton north from 
fvlenco up the Bess PenateuU to 
Cattr.ru 
■ AMERICAN OOVERN- 
MENT SURVEY The Laeraj 
Conatrtulan 
MO 
•   BIT*.    BYTES    ANO 
•    BFORTS    AMERICA 
'Patch Scotch Men . M 4 
Over Teaeas Maaafaaiel" 
enPM PLAY YOUR BE ST 
TENNIS Veiilioni 01 Tea 
Groundseofcs («| 
ITalCI MOVIE * * * I) 
Supermen >'   (19*01 Chrteso- 
■ MOVkE » * Zornbns Ot 
SugaHa 119741 Robert Oua- 
., Make Bey 
IE9PN) TOP RANK BOXING 
From Naehvaat. TN (Rl 
4:00 
■ fvtOVIS )»*'> The Kaa 
Who Woutdh't Oa" (197*1 
Mas Connors Semonthe Egga. 
■ STAR TREK 
■ TONY BROWN'S 
JOURNAL 
■ SURVIVAL Secrete Of 
The   Aktcen   Baobab"   Orson 
Wean naretes e close up por- 
tral of Africa's great baobab 
tree tanad by Afat and Joan 




SdadukJd. Duntve World Cup 
Fguastrujn Grand Pna Ifrom 
Oelianham. On ) Cenarfcan 
Wataskeng Championships 
(•rom MeaadOSS. Men I. 
■ THE UkWMAKERS 
BOO 
■ WILDKINGOOM 
8 THE ROCKFORD FILES 
MAGIC OF OB. PAINT- 
INO   Green Bolile 
• WONDER WOMAN 
Wonda Vvoman goes unda 
ground and poses aa a bank 
robba bo captaa the world s 
most notorious llaef 
• MOVM •'. "flange 
Oalandas' 11937) Bob Lrv- 
mgelon. Ray Comgsn 
S:30 
■ MARY TYLER MOORE 
■ MAGIC OF FLORAL 
PAINTING "HeJacrae" 
(TMCI MOVIE a a Advan 
lima Of Tha VVadaness Fenv- 






■ hlOVlE *** VVaas Fa- 
go" (1937) Joel McCree 
Frances Dee A man s rnarnaga 
crumbles what he spends 
countless hours developing the 
WefrsFago 
■ STAR TREK Mr Spook is 
accused of mutiny when he 
lakes conuof of the Entaprrse 
aid sen)* it dying off mto 
space IPat 1) 
• MATINEE AT THE 
BIJOU Featured Tha Fata 
Guss Of Baa" (19331. alamng 
WC    FafrJs.    e    1932   short 
Hollywood On Paede" sla- 
rmg Jenrrry Ourante. Rudy V*- 
lee and the three Stooges and a 
193* short lucky Sterlets . 
end Chapta I of ' Myatay 
Squadron 119331 
*:30 
• ■ CBS NEWS 
■ THIS WEEK IN PAR- 
LIAMENT 
■ 13 REPORTS 
(ESPNI SPORTSWEEK (R) 
MO 
• THE MOPPETS Guaat 
Alex Cooper 
• SASBBALL Montreal 
Eepoa M Pntsburgh Peetee 
X HEEHAW 
ENTERTAINMENT 
THIi WH« ItiruM form. 
Frfbh Dvnensem ssae Say Oava 
>. and Maeat McCoo Hoay 
eoef I    Chateau    M.moni 
-i 
• STAA   TUf K   Mr   Spot* 
conducis. hr-. (Mrn dBrfiKsM H. hi« 
COkJ.1     sT^ajWtlJ.      (Or      mutiny IPa.1 
21 
if SPN) tm. OAME or rm 
0 TNI   MUPftTS   Gutti 
pLj-try G.M0PSI. 
9 MOVM *** 'I.D.1P 
PVTOW'' (19501 Jumm Sm-s-i 
Jofl ChttnOm In itm 18 70t rtw 
C<HM»Q* & * econi tttft bor-g 
P0-C9J bajtlWSjfiri A/irOTM Mllhta 1 
•rvd It-O IX>tl«0 Ao»Cf>»,l 
• JACKIE OLCetvSON 
r>«jB.n   Chmha Cmm 
tUMtt ■fOWTtClNTTW 
(IMCI **OV* ***V> II- 
Man   W»vo   WouW   (to   Ktng' 
I1I7SI    S-MT1   Corw-WV     P-P^ObW 
CBW-O BMOJ on ih*i irory by 
Rixtyard Rip-nQ Two *V...oh 
iOB>*9jtrt M M lo O-Mn Ifw 
i*tSw» bj>nd powsw of • t^moi*.. 
Is>yood*--y »-ooftoFT.     PG 
MO 
• 0    w*a.r    DISNCV 
iMkriMl Fivvw ' Many Mowod 
DtKaty OhVarCMa1!. bi~Arkj«jV>a 
Goofy   BWtd   OontM   Ouok,   ari 
U.r,.Br.l «, trui fMwnat*><l Mfuto 
to on*   of *mm*cn>'»   (•vorito 
aJX.lt     mi 
• DiFFneNT  rrm>(ES 
Mr OrwmrTnond bocomti 
Pe/noed i (ociriVTiaiBT lo. a woo* 
to thai VVriM coo ut« hn room 
10 iludy 'Ot a.omi   [Rl Q 
• LOVt »OAT Fefili. r«E 
V*tfW Capioti. MtvisV Slub*ng 
(GsTV»n Mtxttiod) ho»i« on 
•rtlbjxiotnmont ■■ua.ag'an/a 
bttMkard tha Pacirit thncnt with 
S9 ABC noil on hand to pro 
wTasw ftlo) i-»twor« % Hesv. ma 
•on CJ 
• WHITE SHADOW 
*MV*I r*g» a ntaKftcaf O.COKJ lo 
••capo i—y *"y 
• MOVM •*'- -Dart 
ttrnty OS37I V^-JO lo-gf. 
Conrad VOKM Wat-torn Stock 
r>c-m >% tha acana of a tova affaa- 
baWroon a Franch toy and a 
Crtiapo aooni 
9:90 
■ Sal.VCR 4*OONS R-cky i 
plana to gat Oorak a data lor tha 
DBJ) dspnacai <al Ihrough. Io»c-og 
rMm to taka draat*c tT-aaouras 
IRI 
XWH\ SATUflOAY NIGHT 
AT TMC HQHT Dw-ghi bVaa 
ion / JoiSn Oavn Light Haavy 
vva*uhl bout llivol 
9:00 
• •MOVIE ## -v Sonaor 
Tra? (1981) Scott Baao. fava 
Grant Tha maarvoor* of a Mid 
wailsvo h.gjh acrvool dm t-avnu. 
10 Now York Citv 'o catatpfarta 
Irtaw upcosrving graoVtation IB I 
\\% TV'S CENSORED 
M.OO**CR8 vv.-v.om Conrad 
and Wayi-» Bogara so»n hoat 
Osca. Ciart tor a look ai aomo of 
tha luni-Mi rUM and goofa 
r-ajv*>< inteM-ded lor pubsrc v*aw- 
■ng with •pac-ol appaarancai 
by KaitsararM Na-mond and Shat 
by Long, and a tr»boia to ma 
km Hat a- Satara. IR) 
% LOVE 90AT Captaan 
Siut-og h.i oaw and paas«w< 
gata ia*i to iha aaarnal city of 
Roma, tha nUand of Capr. and 
Va«ca ajyaaw «dudo tmiti 
BHj>gn*>*a, SrwkWy Wmtaaa. 
Oav-d 8-fwy Marodiih Ba.ia> 
aViwy   aod Mana  Ownond    (Rl 
Vapaajftani Fron 
9:90 
0 IN 9EABCH OF A PER 
FECT8UM-MER 
9B 9*«9AK Pflf V1CW9 Noas 
Gat>kM and JaMray Lyona hoat 
an oiforrntBtiva look at what'a 
now at tla* tTpovvaa 
ICH» 
• A WONDCRFUt EVE- 
NING IN LONDON Jan for 
ry and Fiona Gordon hoat thsa 
muijcal cOTTat-rty apasc-al With 
guoata Taaaaa 0'9haa. Suunna 
Somara. tha Aaaartrtaria Garla. 
adaigw arhata BVyan McGwarn 
and G*-l (aaon. Csrnaron. Sam- 
my Rbng. and 9nttah humortata 
HBrtgaandeVaokatt IRI 
m MI99 AMERICA 
PAGCANT Gary COSVK.. .1 tha 
hoat. and Suaan BowaB (1991 
Mraa tArnancal and Ooanna Raa 
fogarty 11979 Mau Ca-.fo.fM) 
ara la-iiurad pajtrorrysara. tor ttvi 
yoav'a failrvitbM whuch wtB 
•nrduda a raajnton of formar M.aa 
Amaricai laaocaot Wo from 
Atlantsc Ciy. NJ 
• MOVIE *** Tha V» 
gsruan 119*8) Joaf McOo* 
Brian Ij-aniavy A ranch loraman 
ta (oread 10 auparartiand tha 
hangavg o\ a Inand who haa 
twotadiuitla- 
• FINANCIAL SURVIVAL 
TOOAY 
9B 09U: COUNTDOWN 
TOKKX-OFF 
(TMC) MOVIE ***•'/ 
"Blada Runna. 11982) Hani 
•on Ford Ruigar Hauar In a 
world o> tha hrtura. a apaoaf 
potato offscor ra aaa<gnad to 
track down and daatroy lour 
ranagada andro*rla R 
t0:30 
• NEWS 
• COLLEGE FOOTBALL 
Ohao Stata %», C*lahoma 
MrOO 
• •NEWS 
B THE NATIONAL 
•BABCNEWS 
fB MOVIE ** And Now 
Tha Scraamang Siarta 11973) 
Paiar Cuthing   Hart-art lorn. An 
1 Bm-canti*ry Engkah lord br-nga 
haa hancaa homa whara aha 
a>racountara hva daad bod-aa 
bloody lacoa m tha window and 
a dnaambodpad hand 
(E9PN) 8FORT9CENTER 
11:19 
O NEWS (Provincial AM*.. 
WeB pracada tha nawa.) 
m STAR SEARCH 
11:90 
m SI9KEL 9 EBERT AT 
THE MOVIES In a apaoal a* 
laon of At Tha Movsia anh- 
tkad ' Pryor To Murphy.'' Stakol 
and Ebart iaa> about today . lop 
boa orf-co comadian. 
• COUNTRY GOLD Robart 
Ur*ch hoat. an aB-aiar tartaup of 
country muapt; avtiatt perform- 
ing carirl-td Gold Bacord htta. 
guoati mcKjd*. T G Shoppard 
Tanya Tuckar Sylvia and Ricky 
Scagga 
•■HAMBLIN 
tESFN) CFL FOOTBALL Bnl 
•ah Coiumbto Ltoni ai Moniio*. 
Crt-^ori-Bl 
II 49 
m      MOVkt;      ***        PJ 
(19991 Gaorga Bappard.   Ray 
fTvond Burr. A panr-aaoa prr*aM 
aya' ra  lr*a.t>d anto rnwdar by a 
woman ha wao haod lo gtiard 
11:00 
9 TOMCBWOW9 IVHJlwC 
TOOAV 
•    MAOfC    OF    FI.ORAL 
PAINTING 
MO 
I NCAA fKJOTSALL 
II CITY LtAGajf REVIEW 
49 90LIO OOLO Hoat Man 
ryn McCoo Co ho* I a Tha Com 
modoraa. Guana Frank Sia- 
ion* Tlaa Tijtwa 9OMM Tatar. 
■n At Wort.    Match 
aar 119321     Johnny 
Brown   ZJJ-UJ Pata. A dannf a 
law fraara h-t poopta Irom a n 
Ryriw 
haari of a ganw, 
» STAJR SEARCH 
(TMQ    MOVIE    **     -Star 
atruck       (19971     M   Kannaaty 
Rooa 0 Oonova.- 
19.19 




WALK STYLE RAW0S-$13.95 
WIDE SaECTTON OF SWEATSHIRTS, 







KEEP US IN MIND FOR RENTALS, 
RESIDENTIAL, FARMS, AND AP- 
PRAISALS 
319 E. Wooster 
352-6553 




S. Main 352-2812 
LASTS SO LONG PERMS 
ONLY 925 reg. $35 haircut included 
Mow til Smpt 30 with thit ad 
Stylo Cuts Reg. 96.50 
ASK for Do I la or Jack! 
BMBI -t-BI -*%■ 
• HOCK  'N' ROLL TOU- 
rri 
• SATURDAY NIONT 
LIVE Host   ley TomW  |fl| 
12:4* 
■ MCrVaf **«, "KMianOI 





■ MOVeE ••* ImuH 
(l«47l Tnn Wiighl.   Robert 
ITMC)     MOVII      * » *   -. 
119801 Chnero- 
Heeve   MB.got %Khla 
2 
12.-O0 
■ HCALTHSCAT Fiamd 
a now auger substitute coked 
Aapertame: ctuMi and aflacla 
oteeaoas 
S IN MARCH or A RER- 
FECT SUMMED 
■ IAKLE BRUCE 
■ MEET TH€ PRESS 
■ ON THE ISSUE 
■ FIRING LINE 
• NOVA 1«tM Java. Tho 
alary of a mysterious, taghly 
leihor drsaeaa which struck a 




©• NFL  TODAY 
MEETING   PLACE 
I NFL 'S3 
THIS WEEK. WITH 
DAVID BRINKLEY ISaaaon 
Prameael 
(ESPNI NFL OAME OF THE 
WEEK IRI 
1:O0 
■ • NFL FOOTBALL Loa 
Angalaa Hani va Green Bay 
Packers lat Milwaukee) 
■ NFL FOOTBALL Pnte- 
burgh Stoeerrs at Houalon Oeere 
• tS WASHINGTON 
WEEK IN REVIEW 
• MOVIE * ** "Tha KeVar 
Fata (1975) Jamaa Caan. 
Robari Duvet. 
KSPNI AUTO RACING 
"CART Davoit Nows 200'* lava 
from Brooklyn, bach.). 
1:30 
O CFL FOOTBALL Toronio 
Argonauts   at   rterneton   Tajer 
Cata 
■ SMKEL B EBERT AT 
THE MOVIES 
■ ■ WALL STREET 
WEEK Gettaso A Charge 
From Ulaias Quaal. jkjorlh B 
Wernok. Ural vice priiirtanl. 
Oaan Writer Rayndda. Inc. 
■atW 
■ BASEBALL Raomnal cov 
araaa of Meaaoukaa Braamra at 
Baramora Onoaja or anothar 
gam (to ba announoad) 
• ALL CREATURES 
GREAT AND SMALL II 
• GREAT PERFOR- 
MANCES 
(TMCI   MOVIE   * * •    NigM 
Moral   11975) Gana Hacaman. 
Jarmajr Wamwi. 
3.-O0 
• ALL      CREATURES 
GREAT AND SMALL N 
(ESPN)   TRIATHALON     Bud 
Lrghl / US    Tiielhelon     (From 
SanOragoCaHI. IRI 
4aO0 
■ ■ NFL FOOTBALL He* 
York Gianta at Daaae Cowboys 
I. 
■ MASTERPIECE THE- 
ATRE Tha 'lama Traaa Of 
Ttefc*    A    Rap    Sportsmen' 
■ MOVIE ••• Houaa 
DOM" 11958) Cary Grant. 
Sophia Loran. 
(ESPN) SATURDAY NIGHT 
AT     THE      FIGHTS    Ovwohl 
Breston   /    John    Davi    kgtit 
hoavvaaiotil bout (Rl 
ITMC)     MOVIE      * * * ■. 
MacArlhur 11977) Grogory 
ParA.OanO'Harbhy. *" 
4:30 
• I HAD A DREAM Tha 
cross-country Marathon ol 
Hopa thai inrtaarod young 
Cenafcen eancar vKlan Tarry 
FOB lo rrHtjona of people around 
tha world lararaaad. (R) 
t MOVIE 
MOVIE ••'.    OnoaThe 
Kekng   Start.      11974)   Patrck 
0 Map Porno* Donahue 
8:00 
CSC NEWS 
MISTER ROGERS (R) 
FIRING UNE 
8:30 
0   WINNIE    THE    POOH 
AND TIGGER TOO 




■ GRIZZL f ADAMS 
■ MINORITY REPORT 
■ ABC NCWS Cp 
■ THIS OLD   HOUSE 
O STAR TREK An atran cul- 
lura altampta to laarn of good 
and avu* through a battle lo tha 
daath 
• UNOERSCA WORLD 
OF JACQUES COU8TEAU 
8:30 
• NBC NEWS 
• HERE'S LUCY 
■    BITS.     BYTES     ANO 
BUZZWORDS 
ITMC) MOVIE ** 
Lonoshot     (19811 
7O0 
■!■ BO MINUTES 
O FRAOOLE ROCK (Rl m 
• FIRST CAMERA Minim 
Pramraral A revrsed wartron of 
Monitor' faaturaa anchorman 
Lloyd Oobyna and correspond 
anla .ncknkng Rabacca Sobal. 
Stay* Oatanay and invaangativa 
raportar Mark Nykaratn 
■ RrPLEY S BELIEVE IT 
OR    NOT 
■ RAINBOW MOVIE OF 
THE WEEK 
SB. SOLID GOLD 
• ALL CREATURES 
GREAT AND SMALL 
IESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
>:30 
O THE BEACHCOMBERS 
BOO 
• •ALICE 
O ANNE'S STORY 
• KNIGHT   RIDER 
■ LIFE'S MOST EMBAR- 
RASSING MOMENTS. 
PAR T   II 
■ ■ EVENING AT POPS 
SB HEE HAW 
IESPNI    COLLEGE     FOOT- 
BALL Michigan Slain va Notra 
Oama(R) 
(TMC) MOVIE **» Ora- 
gonalayar" (19811 
MO 
■ ■   ONE    DAY   AT   A 
TIME   Ann •   navel   gat   tha 
battar of har aa tha data of bar 
waddyfl to Sam noara. (N) 
8:00 
■ ■ THE JEFFERSONS 
Floranca • lalan data eauoal 
aruaatv tor Gaorga and Louraa. 
who laarn that har aocon ia a 
"nvrmfl murdaror. IRI 
■ THE BEST OF EVERY- 
THING A al> studded catabra 
lion of tha apart and deiameuj 
Iron that lad numaroua Amarr 
cana to auccaod at thaa- chotan 
aana and prolaaaaan ra boatad 
by Hal Leiden. Barbara loan 
and Dorothy Loudon Q 
■ HARDCASTLE B 
MCCORMPCK (Premarel An 
eccentric ardga IBrran Karthl 
rataaa. men learnt up with a 
young .ace (* ernrer IDaraal 
HugrvKetyl to hunt caaranala 
who urajnf arauca through 
Mai loophotaa. 
■ ■ MASTERPIECE 
THEATRE Tha Flama Iraaa 
Of This   Safari 
• rr-a YOUR BUSINESS 
MO 
• • GOODNIGHT 
8EANTOWN 
■ ALVIN TOFFLER'S 
"THE      THIRD     WAVE" 
• WALL STRICT JOUR- 
NAL REPORT 
lOtOO 
• ■ TRAPPER JOHN. 
M.D. Trappar probaa tha 
raaaarch of a leeow doctor 
IVara Meael whoaa irrlo.ii to 
hnd a Cora for tha common cold 
cauaad har lo coBapia IRI 
<SIX    GREAT    IDEAS 
FINANCIAL SURVIVAL 
TODAY 
• THE GIULINI CON- 
CERTS 
(TMCI     MOVIE     * * • •, 
MacArlhur      (19771 
10:30 
• KENNETH COPELAND 
1l:0O 
O ■ • • NEWS 
0 THE       NATIONAL 
1 Nation ■ Buaaraaa ww loamy 
Tha National    I 
■ MONTY PYTHONS 
FLYING CIRCUS 
SB   ISRAELI    DIARY 
(ESPNI SPORTSCENTER 
1I:IS 






■ MOVIE *** For lova 
Of hry" (19881 Sidney Ponay. 
Abba, Lincoln. An uppar rrwd- 
davdaaa femay hnd a man for 
thaa mad lo aha a* alay wrth 
tham. but tha plan bacfctaes 
■ MOVIE **'i Oakvar 
Ua From fvtT 119731 Gaorga 
Kannady. Bradford Oaknan Fiva 
man abandad m lha Oagon wa- 
damaaa coma acroaa a akyajek- 
m   wrth   a   fortuna   at 
MONDAY 
SEPTEMBER 18. I8S3 
monay. 
■ BO SCHEMBECHLER 
■ MONTY     PYTHON'S 
FLYING CIRCUS 
■ FOR MY PEOPLE 
11' 
O sponrs:  THE 
WORD 
12:00 ■ LET FREEDOM RING ■ MUSIC MAGAZINE 
(ESPNI     COLLEGE     FOOT- 
BALL Antona Sun va UCLA 
13:18 
0   CHAIRMAN    OF   THE 
BOARD   Tope   anvaonmaniat 
control 
12:30 
■ SISKEL   8   EBERT   AT 
THE MOVIES 
■ DIRECTIONS    ISaaaon 
Prarnrara) 
• GAVIN AND LOTT 
(TMC) MOVIE **•  "Rada" 
(1981)   Warran   Baatty.   Diana 
Kaaton 
1:00 
■ MOVIE   **•      I   W« 
Tha Una" 119701 
FINAL      "aMMV 
8:00 
■ ■■■NEWS 
• WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■ MAC-NEB. / LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
Poina lua* luchai up lor a data 
with Mary Lou Muthgan who 
baaaauppoaad   raputahon 
• AEROBIC DANCING 
(TMC) MOV* * i| 'Body 
And Soul" 119811 Laon laaac 
Karatady. Jayna Kannady A 
young blaok turna lo priratrghl 
■vg lo ipraa tha monay ho naada 
for matkcal achooL R 
S:30 
• ■CBS NEWS 
■ NBC NEWS 
• ABC NEWS CP 
■ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
An ambrtioua naw program 
managar chanuas a hounnaraig 
radro alation'a formal lo lock 
and ioa 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT A look at tiara who 
ara raturrang to tha TV acraan 
O HAWAII FIVE-O A aaMjar 
with infrufbcianl tunda liana lo 
crana lo pay faa dablt 
■ FAMILY FEUO 
■ LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
■ M'A'S'H Trappar'i utcar 
provioM a icftel homo unid tha 
Army trunk* up a ragulanon thai 
apoaa lua goavg away party 




■ P.M.    MAGAZINE 
■ THREE'S COMPANY 
■ BARNEY MILLER Barnav 
and faa man gal drsiurtNng 
nawa lha! than pracmct buaykng 
rnaybafor aakt (Part 1) 
• QUILTING Am,in 
Oaatgna ' 
• THREE'S    COMPANY 
Chnaay  and   Janai   try   to  con 
wnca   thaa   landkxd   that   thaa 
now mala roommala it gay 
(ESPN) INSIDE BASEBALL 
MO 
■ ■ M*AaS*H An ancora 
of tha program $ lw») apnoda 
Imda tha mambarl of tha 
4077th praparmg to aay goon 
bya to ona anothar and raturn 
homa aa lha Koraan VVp draws 
toadoaa (Rl 
O MOVfcE ** 'r "Canrkdata 
For    Murdar '    119741 
■ BOB   HOPE   SALUTES 
2S     YEARS    OF 
REACHING FOR THE 
STARS Tha apaca auancy's 
fast Quarlar caniury a) iakrlad 
by lha vataran antarlamar and 
guaata mdudrng John Danvar. 
Moral Oamond and aaponauta 
Sai, Fbda Guy Bhrlord and Nad 
Armtlrong. fam ckpa foatura 
Otivuj Nawlon-John. Parry 
Como and Prmoa CharkM 
■ THAT'S INCREDIBLEI 
ISaaaon Pramraral "Lottaryl ' 
atara Ban Murphy and Majfrhafl 
Con wrth a Naw Jaraay coupta 
who won S8 8 in fa on; a "in 
da drop, for acrya. a iiionoman 
who orrvaa a naa through a 
plank with tha pabn of his hand 
■ ■ SURVIVAL Oangu 
lana    Orphans   Ol   Tha   Wad" 
IESPNI NFL S GREATEST 
MOMENTS 1971 AFC 
Playoff - Kansas City vs 
Majrm / 1977 AFC Playoff- 
Oakland va Balhmora 
ITMCI       MOVIE      •*• 
"VarAs* (19791 FhrAard Gara. 
WUfcam Davana SavarH Aman. 
can soliaarB bocoma mvotvad ai 
lomantic atfaaa whsa slationad 
m England duratg Warm War It 
"' 'I 
0*90 
• NFL FOOTBALL Mrorra 




IESPNI     AUTO     RACING 
CART    Daiion    Naws    200 
(bom Brooklyn. Mrch I   (Rl 
8:30 
8RATES BO YEARS IN 
SHOW BUSINESS A Urga 
knsup of guaata avJuokng Arm 
Margral Jufwaiy Carson, tha 
Rav B*y Graham Bob Hopa 
and Kanny Rogara satutaj lha 
actor crrmatkan M ha bagars 
lha ranth dscada of hm ear aw 
10:00 




■ NEWHART Dick soon 
isgrats oacorr-ng lha fourth 
mambar of a saarrungly amujbla 
gothng Quailal   IRI 
■ IN GOOD HEALTH 
■ ■ TOGETHER ALONE 
riMC)   MOVIE   •*',      Im 




■ NUMERO UNO Argann 
no t lamad raca car drivw Juan 
Manual Fantao is profaed (Rl 
■ TWILIGHT ZONE A lob 
singar ooas aito lha backwoods 
to laid a song lhal win brmg 
■ MOVIE *• m     Tha Basl 
Of   Banny H#     119791 





(ESPNI SATURDAY NIGHT 
AT    THE    FIGHTS   Dwrghi 
Braiton    /    John    Oavta   kght 
haavywaajhl bout (Rl 
1t:30 
■ MAUDE 
■ HART   TO   HART 
■ THE BEST OF CARSON 
■ ■ LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Hosl Danras Whokry 
■ TWILIGHT ZONE Man 
bom outM apaca try to poison 
lha popuurlion of Earth 
11:40 
B MOVIE   • *     Braako.it 
119711 
12:00 
• HAWAII FIVE-O A gam 
bang civ (areas a young worn 
an to faka a naada aitampt so 
■hat hot boyfr rand writ coma out 
Of hiding 
■ NEWS 
■ LAUREL ANO HARDY 
(TMC) MOVIE aa* Ghost 
Story" (19811 Frad Aslaaa. 
John Mousaman 
12:30 
■ LATE ' NIGHT WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guasl 
(ammafcar John Watais 
■ ABC NEWS NIGHT 
LINE 
12:40 
• COLUMBO Colombo 
motchas wita with a hrAuani 
psycholooisl (Nvol Wakamsonl 
who usad rrarvt conirnl tu ltd 
las aasntanl IRI 
•too 
• •••NEWS 
■ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
■ MACNEl / LEHRER 
NEW8HOUR 
■ HAPPY DAYS AGAIN 
Potaw wanglaa Ricaas an arvns 
hon to hat fast bachaao. party 
■ COMPUTER PRO 
•3RAMME Tobayg To Tha 
Machaia Tha cornputar Ian 
guagaa of BASIC COBOL. FOR 
'RAN and Pascal ara aaanwaad 
(TMCI MOVaE * • . Young 
Ooclora    hi    lova"    119821 
8:30 
■ •CBS NEWS 
• NSC NEWS 
• ABC NEWS Q 
■ WKRP M CINCINNATI 
Advarttaara and kstansrs Ihtaat- 
an lo drop tha station if Ihaa 
atavator muac    ami loaiaial- 
ad. 
• BUSINESS REPORT 
IESPNI SPORTSFORUM 
7:00 
■ ■ ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Vaaana BarlxaB, 
laht about har now mow 
anaga 
O HAWAII FIVE-O A. young 
Army corporal with a winning 
lickal m a ryumbara gama turns 
vno a DMJ loaar 
■ FAMILY FEUO 
■ LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
■ BUSINESS REPORT 
• MaA-SaH Tha 4077th 
praparas lor a vrsrt bom Ganaral 
MacArlhur 




■ P.M. MAGAZINE A 
frnaak pravsyw of tha naw TV 
tanas Altar M*A*S"H . a 
hrstonc tiantcontmanlal tournay 
via 1903 Packard 
■ THREE'S COMPANY 
■ BARNEY MILLER 
■ WOK THRU CHINA 
Pakmg Whaat As A Slapkt'' 
■ THREE'S COMPANY 
Chnssy t mothar wsals lor tha 
last tana vnca Jack movad ai 
wilh lha gals 
IESPNI SATURDAY NIGHT 
AT    THE    FIGHTS   Ow-jhi 
Bra.ton    /   John   Daws   kohl 
rwsvywsrghl bout. (HI 
BOO 
■ • MOVIE •« '. Tha 
Wu'      119781 
0 THE FaFTH ESTATE 
(Season Piamvjra) Tha ranth 
saaaon of lha mvasbganva cur 
rant arlaat program ta opanad 
by hosts Hana Garlnar Ere 
Malkng and Bob McKaown 
■ THE A TEAM ISaason 
Pranvawal lha laarn •% hvad by 
an Englishwoman IK.man 
Maadowsl lo orotact bar mur 
dsrad   latbar s   South   Aba:an 
rfeamond rrvne bom ras kaarrs 
• JUST OUR LUCK (Pram 
aaa) A TV waalharmari IRa huril 
CaWarkll luuK tut Bin alis.nl 
attar ha opans a boltla that 
laktasal a vary modarn ganar 
ITK Carlail 
■ • NOVA JO..B. A 
I athal Laoacy 
■ MOVIE »•• |l Murdar 
On Tha Orauil Esprats (1974) 
Abart   Famay    lauran   Bacaa 
Balghan slaulh Hrvciaa Povot 
imarsli|uilas lha mtanar of an 
Anvamiai BHkiiti..*si .SHI.B.1 | 
Imrmr. .aul l.aiu-r. It «.. 
(TMC) MOVIE a . I. Tha 
Jury        I 1 9821 
8:30 
■ MOVIE a) * * Salmday 
Nrgtil Favor" 119771 
BtOO 
■ CONCERT IN THE 
PARK   AatBandar Zorsac 
■ REMtNOTON STEELE 
ISaaaon Pramaaral Tho murdar 
of a Maaican boy taada Laura. 
Rarnavgton and a pwsaiiani IRS 
agoni lOorst Robartal to acona: 
Acapuko 
■ • LBFELH4E Or Rogar 
Frooman" Or Fraarnan. Chaaf of 
Emargancv Obalatrict as long 
Baach  CA. a profaad 
•OBOO 
• THE   NATIONAL   / 
JOURNAL 
■ THE GLORY OF THE 
GARDEN 
• NUMERO UNO 
mtna WOMEN'S BIL- 
LIARDS World Invrtational 7 
BaB Chorapaanatup • Motch 1 
IB) 
(TMC) MOVIE   * 'r     Mafcw 
•an    B"    [19811 
10-30 
• ■ ADAMS HOUSE A 
Chrcaoo souaf workw IMark 
Sharal daoH with las Own uncbr 
llloyd Nolsnl who is proiosi-H! 
lha consiiuctam of s naw baa 
way ramp IR) 
■ NEWS 
■ MATTERS OF LIFE 
AND DEATH Mali R-asiai 
To Flaa Massrva changes in 
Hani s economy have liafeil 
poetical lepreesaw and hew 
resulted a the Ikghl of thou 





■ TWILIGHT ZONE A 
woman   n   tarnfad   by   whai 
space 





(ESPN)    COLLEGE     FOOT- 
BALL Michigan Slate vs   Nona 
OamelRI 
11:30 
O   MAUDE 
• MAGNUM.    P.I. 
■ TONIGHT 
■ ABC NEWS NIGHT- 
LINE 
■ S LATENIGHT AMERI- 
CA Guest Batty Kaman. Main 
lion eaper! eapuans how lo gel 
kids Off BB*. loorl ami mio urmd 
nuliilHXia habrts 
■ TWTIIGHT ZONE A com 
putar aspat it called ei lo work 
on tha worhl t most .i.lvju. r.i 
comnula wrach has lha snul ia 
a patout woman 
(TMCI MOVIE ***'.•    The 
Man   Whn   WmAI   6V   Ktng 
II97SI 
11:40 
■ MOVIE •** Chrebr 
Biaabkts ' 119681 AHMal Fauiay 
lua MameA A sense of meai 
aigbrstnast entarftt a null. 
class wrila whan la at i .n.i 
IMilia.1 eilu lume aul fiat.ee. 
12:00 
O HAWAII FIVE 0 
■ LAUREL ANO HAROY 
12:30 
■ LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVIO LETTERMAN 
B JIMMY SWAGGART 
12:40 
■ MCCLOUO    M.f  
profas lie' ik'.ith irf .. I..*w- 
iilln.- ate. ii ui.n .M.I lew.' 






SLENDER WORLD IS HERE! 
YOUR  CAMBRIDGE   DIET 
CONNECTION 
FREE WORKSHOPS 
EVERY TUESDAY NIGHT 
7..30 - 8:.30 p.m. 
►BEST WESTERN FALCON PLAZA MOTEL 
(ACROSS FROM HARSHMAN DORM) 
STARTING-TUES-SEPT. 20th 
"Lrinf  lib   *J for Jnmimf 
fmr m frms  cmn  of camkidf 
tmtit  lit  Ajftrmmct 
1 536-5013 or 1-474-2271 
♦ ♦ 
I ♦ 






Become a district rep. and 
gain practical experience. 
Only 30 signatures are 
needed. 
Forms may be obtained 
and returned by 5:00 
p.m. today (Sept. 16) in 
the USG office. 
MAIN ST. 
352-3702 
FR| •    "IMPORT NIGHT" 
STARTS AT 8:00 
SAT.:  "BEAT THE CLOCK 
NIGHT" ON 
PITCHERS 
STARTING AT 8:00 
MAIN ST: 'WHERE 




m WHEEL Of FORTUNE 
SJ   MACNEIL    /   LEHRER 
NEWSMOUR 
0 MAPPV DAYS AOAIN 
Rich* and PoiSM pod thaw 
lunus li* a sporty 1950 con- 
verteUe that proves IO be AM 
•how and no go 
m AEROBIC DANCING 
(E9PNI PLAY YOUR BEST 
TENNIS Venations, o( the 
Groundstroho (Rl 
(TMC1 MOVIE *** 
Venks ' (19791 R*hwd Gere. 
WAftH Oman* Several Ameri- 
can sotarers become .nvoived *» 
romanic alters whaa stationed 




SB NBC NEWS 
OfJ ABC  NEWS CJ 
SB WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
A    300-lb     ex rwestlertorned 
preacher   cause*   problems   by 
•aUng laha ial-gK>us artifacts on 
las Sunday mommg broadcast - 
m BUSINESS REPORT 
«S*NI     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY 
7 0O 
O   SD   ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT   A   toofc   ai   Hoty 
wood a    forgotten    or    never 
released movies 
O HAWAII FIVE-0 Oanny 
takes over and starts a deaper 
ata march lor clues when 
McGarretl 4 leeed bv en 
unknown •ssailem 
B9 FAMILY FEUD 
tti LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PR AIR HE 
© BUSINESS REPORT 
m M»A*S#H Wtvan Frank 
decides that alcohol hat 
become a menace to me 
407 7th. he declares total proh.- 
bttion 




fj P.M. MAGAZINE A per 
sonel look at pop star Donna 
Summer, a vacation adventure 
to the North Pole 
SJ THREE'S COMPANY 
SJ BARNEY MILLER It a a 
*ed and tearful departure lor the 
men on thee lest day *» 'he 
12th Precnci bu*oV>g (Part 3) 
■ SPOKESMAN 
SJ    THREE'S    COMPANY 
Convinced    Ihat    Jack    <s    gay 
Roper deodes that he is a safe 
date lo> his vitrtmg nwce 
(ESPNI      THE      WORLD 
SPORTSMAN 
8:00 
O m ARCHIE BUNKER'S 
PLACE The 20th anniversary 
of the tnendshrp shared by 
Arch*e. Barney and Harry sends 
the trio on a nightspot spree 
n 
O >N CONCERT Guest   Lou 
Rawts 
SJ REAL PEOPLE l*gt*gh" 
of the sanaa' nsofsM tram tnp 
from   Chicago   to   vVeef-nglon. 
DC   Msduda a tour of Niagara 
Fate and a d/amaeUssjon of the 
■'    l-a Party   (Part 2) 
SI THE PALL GUY (Season 
PrertMore) CoM and a platoon of 
stunt esperts In/ «o rescue a 
beautrful bad eases er (Lmdaay 
Wagnarl from a brutal Meucen 
prison 
m GREAT RAILWAY 
JOURNEYS OP THI 
WORLD Confaeavns 0> A 
Tram Spotter Michael Pakn 
takes a ride from Euaton. Lon 
don. to Kyle of Lochafsh «i 
Scotland 
SJ MOVIE * * FreetM And 
The Bean (1974) Jamas Caan 
Alan Artm Two freewheehng 
San Francisco cops are plagued 
by runaway cars and elusive 
ladws m thee cross town race 
to protect the man they mlend 
to arrest 
m IN PERFORMANCE AT 
THE WHITE HOUSE m date 
bration of the oponesg of the 
Metropoklsn Operas 100th 
season, soprano Leontyne Price 
and maestro James levmo 
present young singers lion the 
Mat's apprentice program 
S:SO 
SJ m GLORIA Upon recew 
mg her official divorce from 
Make. Gloria egonues over 
breaking the news to the- son 
Joey   IR) 
(ESPNI      BILLIARDS    irvmg 
Crane vs Jenmy Caras IR) 
(TMC) MOVII ** 
Longahot I198D Lerl Gar 
relt Four teen-agers learn about 
love and Me on thee way to a 
National Foctbe" Tournament 
8:00 
O SB MO /i£ * * * Cattle 
Annra Ano little Britches 
11981) Bui: Lancaster Diane 
Lane Two .«ugh outlaws and 
thee gang; of Jesperedoes are 
lOined by a pa* of edmmng 
teen age gels m a series of 
adventures 
0 NATIONAL GEO- 
GRAPHIC SPECIAL Bom 
Of F»e" The modern science of 
plate tectonics, wtwh eaptems 
how rha earth's crust has 
cracked mto 12 plates that 
slowly separate. coMtde end etch 
past each other over eons, is 
eaemmed IR1 Q 
89 THE FACTS OF LIFE 
(Season Premiere) Mrs Garret! 
opens a gourmet food store. 
Blaa and Jo enter Langkty Col 
legs, and Toot* and Natake run 
mto housing problems. Q 
0 HOTEL (Premiere) Insp-ed 
by Arthur Heeey's novel The 
manager (James Brokn) and 
owner (Bette Davis) of San 
Francisco s St Gregory Hotel 
greet guests including two 
heartbroken people (PerneM 
Roberts. Sheley Jonas) and a 
high-priced prostitute (Morgan 
Faeched). 
9 IN PERFORMANCE AT 
THE WHITE HOUSE In cefe 
oration of the openmg of the 
Met'opoktan Operas 100th 
season, soprano Leontyne Price 
and maestro James Levaie 
present young singers from the 
Mel's apprentice progjam 
SJ HAZARDOUS WASTE: 
A SEARCH FOR SOLU- 
TIONS Successful tactics cm 
ions groups around the country 
have used to tight the dumping 
of tone chemicals m thee com 
murutets are documented 
B:30 
(ESPN)    PKA    FULL    CON- 
TACT KARATE (R) 
10:00 
O     THE     NATIONAL     / 
JOURNAL 
SJ ST. ELSEWHERE D. 
Morrison s pregnant wife 
encounters problems during 
labor, and Or White at suspect- 
ed of steefcng drugs from St fit 
gws. (R) 
• SB MONEY AND MEDI- 
CINE John Huston narrates a 
documentary look at the pitfalls 
of our health care system: Low* 
Rukeysnr   moderates   a   panel 
<k* «on.oc, 
etlh cere 
mg ran burgeon 
mg Isa rm a coats and possi- 
ble solutions to the problem 
• NEWS 
(TMC) MOVIE **' - Angel 
And The BerJman (194 7) John 
Wayne. Gar) RusseD A Ouekar 
get saves a notorious guneknger 
hom his enemies 
MiOO 
QSJSB©NEWS 
m    TITANIC     IN    A    TUB: 
THE     GOLDEN    AGE    Of 
TOY    BOATS   He«   Harr-son 
narrates e look at the popularity 
of toy boats m the 19th centu 
ry.  feeturmg old newsreet tool 
age of ocean Uners. belllesfMps 
and submarines (Rl 
IS   TWILIGHT   ZONE   Two 
ctekfcen loeow a make bekeve 
Iriend mto e happier world 





(ESPN)     AUTO     RACING 
CART    Detioil    News   200 
(from Brooklyn   Mich I   (HI 
11:90 
BJ MAUOE Maude cant 
resist the temptation to go 
thiouuh Waller's waHsl when it 
accidrmleHy feas out of a 
o>awer 
SJ POLICE STORY Two 
detectives (Don Mererfclh Tony 
lo Bianco) investigate several 
bank robberies with the a*! ol a 
drug addKt (Marine Gortrverl 
(R) 
SS TONIGHT Host Johnny 
Carson CI-SIS Michael Came 
Ikjtist James Galway. acness 
Mary Kay Place I The Big 
Chr* I 
S) ABC NEWS NIGHT- 
LINE 
■ m LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Guest Richard Stome 
best sarkng author talks about 
his most recent book. "No- 
Nonsense Government " m 
whuh he e>plems that the gov 
ermnent should be accountable 
to the people 
© TWILIGHT ZONE While 
horseback riding, a wealthy gel 
■s nearly run down by another 
woman 
11:40 
O MOV« ***', The 
Ipcress Fee 11966) Michael 
Cam* Nigel Green A prisoner 
assigned to British Army tnteeY 
gance is commissioned to 
retrieve a defected scientist 
12:00 
O      HAWAII       FIVE-O      An 
eccentric bilkonave is suspected 
of killnfl one of hrs   business 
associates 
© LAUREL AND HARDY 
(TMCI     MOVIE     ***•> 
'Superman il    11980) Christo- 
pher Reave. Mar got Kidder 
12:30 
BJ    LATE    NIGHT    WITH 
DAVID       LETTERMAN 
Guests    comeosan   Jerry   Sam 
(eld euthor Joseph Gousden 
0 JIMMY SWAOOART 
12:40 
ff) MOVIE ** ''     The Last 
Of   The   Good   Guvs''   (19781 
Robert Cutp  Dennis Oinwm 
1:00 
O MOVIE *** The Head 
Hand' (1971) Pater Fonda 
Warren Oates 
m LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVIO LETTERMAN 
Guests: comeAen Jerry Sam- 
fald. author Joseph Goufden 
1:1B 
(ESPN) SPORTSFORUM (R) 
1:S0 






9 MOVIE * * *    Tan Little 
indums      (19861  Hugh O'Bnan. 
Sheiey Eaton 
(ESPN)      HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
2:30 
SJ CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH 
SJNEWS 
(ESPN)    PKA    FULL    CON- 
TACT KARATE (R) 
(TMCI    MOVIE    * 'i      Body 
And Soul    (1981) Leon Isaac 
Kennedy Jayne Kennedy 
3:O0 
O CBS NEWS 
NIGHTWATCH    (Jomed    In 
Progress) 
4:00 
(ESPN)       AUSTRALIAN 
RULES FOOTBALL    Semil. 
nalMaich2    IR) 
4:30 
ITMC)      MOVIE      *#*•- 
MacArthur '   (19/71   Gregory 
P«t   DanOHertihy 
TrfURSDAV 
SEPTEMBER 22. 1883 
DAYTIME SPORTS 
B:30 










(ESPN)    WOMEN'S     BIL- 
LIARDS   World Invitational 7 
BeH     Championship Final 
Match   IR) 
10:00 
(ESPN)     HORSE      RACING 
WEEKLY (Rl 
10:30 
(ESPNI      SPORTSWOMAN 
Guest Peggy Fleming IR) 
11:00 
(ESPN)     RACQUETBALL 
Women's International Final 
Stupp vs Wright (Rl 
11:30 
(ESPN)   SATURDAY   NIGHT 
AT    THE    FIGHTS   Dvnght 
Bra. i on   /    John   OavrS    light 
heavyweight bout   (R) 
2:00 
(ESPN)     AUTO     RACING 
CART    Detroit    News    200 
(from Brooklyn. M*h I Cfl) 
4:CO 
(ESPN)     HORSE     RACING 
WEEKLY 
4 30 
(ESPN)       AUSTRALIAN 
RULES FOOTBALL    Sem.1. 
»el Match 2   (R) 
OAYTIME MOVIES 
7:00 
(TMC)    * * *       Ghost   Story 
11981)    Fred   .Aataee.     John 
Hoai*r*man 
S:00 
(TMCI **    TanetKfer    (19821 
Fred Ward Baenda Bauer 
11:00 
(TMC) **'i     Tattoo" (19811 
B-uce Dam. Maud Adams 
12:00 
9     **S   "The Saf Sack 
itn'.Tl       lerry     I ew-s 
1:00       * 
SJ   ***    Tova In The Attrc 
11883) Dean Mart-   Garatrkne 
R«*» 
fTMC)    **       Gom     South 
(19791    Jack    Nicholson     Mary 
Sieenburgen 
MO 
(TMCI **#•, MacArthur 
110771 Gregory Peck. Dan 
OHerkhy 
4:00 
SJ      ***       The W*.  Of   The 
Worlds       (19531    Gene   Barry     ' 
Ann Robinson 
8:30 
(TMC)    ***       Ghost   Story 





fJJ WHEEL OF FORTUNE 
m   MACNEK.    /   LEHRER 
NEWSHOUR 
m   HAPPY   DAYS AGAIN 
tuchre end Potsat use false idan 
my cards m order to get mto a 
burlesque show 
SJ   THE   MEETING   WILL 
COME TO ORDER 
(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK 
8:30 
OB CBS NEWS 
SJ NBC NEWS 
m ABC NEWS LJ 
SJ WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
Andy   takes a tot of heat lor 
arrangmg  to   Sponsor   a  British 
punk rock group s concert 
(J BUSINESS REPORT 
(ESPN) BILL   DANCE OUT- 
DOORS 
7:0O 
O   SB   ENTERTAINMENT 
TONIGHT Sissy Space* tefcs 
about   marriage   and   mother 
hood 
O HAWAII FIVE-O McGar 
rett lights to save the Me of a 
despised gangster whose testi 
mony is needed to convict a 
aerie boss 
SB FAMILY FEUD 
0 LITTLE HOUSE ON THE 
PRAIRIE 
SB BUSINESS REPORT 
4"»       M-A*S*H      Frank 
demands    Ihat    Hawkeye    be 
courl-marliakMl   for  hit ling   hen 
m the OR 




m P M    MAGAZINE Ame.. 
ca s    professional    cheerleader 
who whips  fans  mto a fren/y 
sandskang 
SJ THREE'S COMPANY 
SB BARNEY MILLER Barney 
tress lo gel rid ol a degenerate 
convention dele gala who won t 
leave New York City 
SJ WINE. WHAT PLEA- 
SURE Pinot No* And Gamey 
Beauiolars ' Pmot Noes ol Louis 
Marnm. Spring Mountem and 
Nape Wme CaUars ate featured 
m THREE'S COMPANY 
Larry gives Jack and the gels a 
puppy and they do everything 
lo keep Roper from lindmg out 
(ESPN) PKA FULL CON- 
TACT KARATE 
(TMC) MOVIE * # Tervarid- 
er (19821 fr«l Ward Baenda 
R...M A nsoiunyilisl imwit 
lingty travels through a tent 
warp   and   wmds   up   among 
>9th century Western outlaws 
PC 
BOO 
m SB MAGNUM. P.I. Mag 
mm mvestigates the murder of 
a    penniless    Weguard    who 
seemed to have inherited a 'or 
tune just before his death (R) 
O   SINGING:   A   JOY   IN 
ANY LANGUAGE 
SB OJMM8 A BREAK N-us 
weite*l by three aesgara (The 
Pomler Srstersl with whom she 
once performed IR) 
SB TRAUMA CENTER 
(Premrara) Or Michael 'Cutter' 
Royoa (James Naughion) heads 
the unsgualy sfciaad staff of an 
emergency treatment canter 
where "one golden hour" can 
save a Ma Q 
SB SB SNEAK PREVIEWS 
Neal Gaoler anj Jeffrey Lyons 
. host an mformative look at 
what s new at the movies 
SB MOVIE **'. B-kon 
Ootar Hobo (19781 Ten Con- 
way W* Gear A darekct with a 
depressed outlook on Ma 
brightens up whan he has to 
undertake a cross-country four 
ney MI order to clasm an enor- 
mous inheritance 
8:30 
SB MAMA'S FAMILY Set) 
hasp lessons span trouble lor 
Eurece (Carol Burnett) whan aha 
auditions lor a local p*ey IR) 
m CITY LEAGUE REVIEW 
SJ ZOOKEEPERS A behind 
the scenes took is taken ai the 
n—n and woman who care for 
and feed the more than 2.000 
rare and endangered anrmafs at 
Cf-cago s Imcotn Park Zoo (Rl 
B:O0 
O SB SIMON S SIMON 
The dehvery of a new video 
game to Las Vegas turns mto a 
race agamsi death tor A J and 
Rick (R) 
O HOME FIRES (Seeson 
Premiere) Canadian doctor 
Albert Lowe (Gerard Parkas) 
ami his lamey are thrust mto 
both joyous and traumatic situ- 
ations as the 0-Day invasion of 
Europe approaches Q 
SJ WE GOT IT MADE Mick 
ay's late hours, flashy wardrobe 
and sudden wealth cause Jay 
and   David   to   become   sutpi- 
Q SB JAZZ IN AMERICA 
Gerry Mufkgen Harold Danko 
Frank Luther and BeTy Hart roin 
Gerry Mulligan m a club appear 
ance el Eric's m New York C.ty 
(ESPN) TOP RANK BOXING 
Live from Leteyette  La 
8:30 
SJ CHEERS Dsene conhonts 
Sam about thee leehngs for 
each other after his brother 
makes a pity lot her (Part 2) 
(R) 
(TMC) MOVIE **'r Tat 
too (1981) Bruce Oern Maud 
Adams An obsessed tattoo art 
rat kidnaps a faahron modal and 
proceeds to cover her body *»th 
his handiwork    R 
10:00 
O SB KNOTS LANDING 
Gary awaits Ins hearing on Ge's 
murder, whrle Laura starts to 
suspect the suddenly rmssmg 
Richard of the crime (Rl 
0 THE NATIONAL / 
JOURNAL 
SJ HLL STREET BLUES A- 
enraged LaRue searches lor the 
parson behind Wash-igloo ■> 
.,M.I>, i-.ii enil He- pfeCsnM*a 
long awaited pavchecfcs are 
aiossn (R) 
SJ 20 / 20 (Season piemrarel 
SB B-.OO ANO ALL'S WELL 
SJ NEWS 
fJJ INTERNATIONAL 
STARS ON ICE Workl chen. 
ptons Scott Hamilloii anil El*-* 
2avak and 1982 national pees 
champions Kitly and Peter Car- 
ruihers are featured m thrt 
annual figure skating exh*»tion 
IIOO 
OaKDSTJNEWS 
SJ    MATTERS    OP    LIFE 
AND    DEATH      0€S     The 
Tmsebomli   Dimt      Thr  NsBtOPJ 
quances of tkethytotabeelrol. a 
■ynthatrc    esirogan    given    lo 
pregnant    woman    from    the 
1940s to the 1960s and which 
proved to be harmful, are •■• 
BBSjssrJ 
m iWLKJHT ZONE A man 
fmds himself all atone m a smafl 
town 





SJ TRAPPER JOHN. M.D. 
Trapper and Gon/o learn that a 
brilkant staff surgeon (Ock Sar 
gent) may also be a Ku Klua 
Klan leadat (R| 
SJ TONIGHT Host: Johnny 
Carson Guests Bob Newhari 
Manhattan Transfer, actress 
Cybel Shepherd lot the upcom 
mg series Trss Yaftow Rosa I 
SB ABC NEWS NIGHT 
LINE 
SJ SB LATE NIGHT AMERI- 
CA Guest Steven W Mosher 
one ol the lew Americans m the 
past 30 years to bo eeowed to 
Intel Chmaaa «4aga. lefct 
about kfe behmd the Bamboo 
Curt am" 
9 TWILIGHT ZONE The 
mornmg after e wrld party. • 
couple wakes up m a toteey 
untamihar and ertrhciel place 
(ESPN) SPORTSCENTER 
(TMCI MOVIE #**'. 
MacArmur (1977) Gregory 
Peck Dan OHerkhy The 
famous leered and flamboyant 
mratery leader of World War H 
eaperwncet brekant combat VK- 
tor«s before a teval. '-ery con- 
frontation with President Harry 
Truman 
11:40 
O MOV81 * * S> Young At 
Heart 11954) Frank Smaua. 
Dons Day Problems beset a 
yotrng couple eftar the man 
steals tws partner s fiancee 
11:46 
(ESPN)   NFL'S   GREATEST 
MOMENTS     "   1871     AFC 
Playoff Kansas    Cdy    vs 
Miami / 1977 AFC Playoff 
Oakland vs   Baltimore    IR) 
12:00 
O   HAWAII   FIVE-O Mem 
bars    of    a    real estate    lem 
become   viciens   of   a   poison 
contained m a rare shetHish 
SB LAUREL AND HARDY 
12:30 
SJ    LATE     NIGHT    WITH 
DAVID LETTERMAN Guest 
comeosen Andy Kaufman 
SJ JIMMY SWAGGART 
12:40 
m MOVIE   ***     To F«d 
My Son   119801 Rchard Thorn 
as   Justm Dana 
12:46 
(ESPN)   BILLIARDS   Cowboy 
Jimmy   Moore   vs   Luther Las 
Siter (R) 
1:00 
O MOVIE *S>* •/ Made 
For Each Other 11971) Rene* 
Taylor. Joseph Botoun- 
0 LATE NIGHT WITH 
DAVIO LETTERMAN Guest 
comerkan Andy Kaulman 
1:30 
0    NSC     NEWS    OVER- 
NIGHT 
1:4B 
—.    —onT-tCENTER 
2:O0 
SJNEWS 
SJ MOVIE   ***     So R..i 
(1953)    1-'     Wyman    Slerfcmi 
Hayfleii 
(ESPN) SPORTSWEEK (R) 
(TMC)    MOVIE    **      Sdan 




Don't know what to 
do on the weekend?? 
RENT A VIDEO RECORDER 
With your choice of 4  movies 
only $30.00 
Hook up to ony color T.V. 
Extra movies $5.25 ea. 
Advanced reservation advised 
Over 800 movies to choose from. 
THE VIDEO SPECTRUM 1 
110 W. Wooster 
3524171 
ininniiiin 




NATURE   S 
MANNA 
134 E. Court St. 352-0236 
Homemade bread baked daily 






"KEEP US IN MIND FOR YOUR 
11984-85 HOUSING NEEDS."! 
Newlove Management 
336 S. Main 
352-5620 
I .„ —J 
